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Translator’s Note
The translation of Baurat Dr. Gottlieb Schumacher’s excavation report of Tell el-Mutesellim
(Megiddo) from German to English was carried out by Dr. Mario Martin. The English manuscript
was edited by Myrna Pollak.
The translation of Schumacher’s report and its presentation on the web were supported by a
most generous grant provided by the Fritz Thyssen Stiftung in Cologne, Germany (“Aufarbeitung
des Materials von Schumachers Funden in Megiddo”, Az. 916 97010) to Prof. Israel Finkelstein and
Prof. David Ussishkin of the Megiddo Expedition at the Institute of Archaeology, Tel Aviv
University. This grant was given in order to study afresh Schumacher’s stratigraphy and finds. In
addition, renewed fieldwork was conducted in Megiddo in order to elucidate Schumacher’s work in
the “Mittelburg” and the “Nordburg” (Area M of the Megiddo Expedition)—as they appear in
various contributions in the Megiddo Expedition excavation reports, Megiddo IV and Megiddo V.*
In general terms, an effort was made to translate Schumacher’s original as literally as
possible, with the aim of retaining the literary style of his era. Evidently, at the beginning of the
twentieth century, when Schumacher conducted his field work at Megiddo, methods of stratigraphic
excavation were still poorly developed as compared to today. Thus, the stratigraphic affiliation of a
number of Schumacher’s excavated structures has been challenged over the last century.
Notwithstanding, Schumacher’s stratigraphic framework was fully retained in the translation at hand.
His phrasing was changed only (see translator’s notes) when a logical mistake would have hampered
proper understanding (for instance, reference to a wrong square or stratum).
An editorial decision was made not to translate Schumacher’s terms for the various buildings
and features (Vorwerk, Felsaltar, Nordburg, Mittelburg, Palast, Südliches Burgtor, Grabkammer I,
Grabkammer II, Brandstätte, Palastwohnung, Tempelburg, Vorbau, Felstor) into English, since many
are by now well known by their original German names. The first time such a designation occurs in
the text, a literal English translation is given as a translator’s note.
The layout of the web version was prepared by Ido Koch, Assaf Kleiman and Zach Dunseth,
with the help of Shimrit Salem. Prof. Benjamin Sass offered invaluable help in the translation process.
In setting up the page layout of the book, it was decided to maintain the same pagination as the
original German edition of the book. We did this in the interest of facilitating readers who wish to move
back and forth between the two languages.
Readers will also find that wherever in the text a plate is indicated, clicking on Pl. will create a
link with Schumacher's original plates.
* Finkelstein, I., Ussishkin, D. and Deutsch, R. 2006. Western Area M (The 1998–2000 Seasons). In: Finkelstein, I.,
Ussishkin, D. and Halpern, B., eds. Megiddo IV: The 1998–2002 Seasons. (Monograph Series of the Institute of
Archaeology of Tel Aviv University 24) Tel Aviv. pp. 66–80.
Various chapters in Finkelstein, I., Ussishkin, D., Adams, M., Arie, A., Cline, E., Franklin, N. and Martin, M.
Forthcoming. Megiddo V. The 2004–2008 Seasons. (Monograph Series of the Institute of Archaeology of Tel Aviv
University) Tel Aviv.

Preface
With the publication of this report on the excavations at Tell el-Mutesellim, one of the longterm goals of the director of the Deutsche Verein zur Erforschung Palästinas is now at least partially
accomplished. The Palästina-Verein, according to the intention of its founders, was to have been active
not only in literary research and achievements but also, and primarily, in the independent exploration
of the soil of Palestine. We were tempted to emulate the brilliant accomplishments of the British
Palestine Exploration Fund’s examination, Underground Jerusalem, which began in 1865. But our
association’s modest resources required us to restrain ourselves and postpone our activities. After all,
our association, which was founded in 1877, had by its 25th anniversary already produced a number of
important reports on its work in Palestine. To recall only the most important of these: 1882, Professor
Guthe reported very rich results of his excavations in his Ausgrabungen bei Jerusalem (on the slopes
of the southeastern and southwestern hill) in our periodical. In the same year Dr. Schumacher began
surveying the land east of the Jordan to complement the 15-year-long British survey of the land west
of the Jordan. The Palästina-Verein would have run out of funds during this enormous task, hampered
as it was by unforeseen difficulties, had the magnificent patronage of His Majesty, the Emperor, not
made its completion possible. The importance of this years-long undertaking shall soon be confirmed
with the publication of two folios of the large map of the land east of the Jordan, which is now being
drawn.
Following the completion of this task the old longing for archaeological exploration in the land
of Palestine again became the director’s focus of attention. But the perspectives involved in choosing
an archaeological task and the hoped-for success of the venture had changed in the 25 year interim.
The surprising revelations of the Amarna letters in 1887, the excitement generated by the discovery of
Hammurabi’s Code and the growing Babel-Bible-argument increased our burning desire to cut deep
shafts into the soil of Palestine and shed light on some of the most challenging questions. Again and
again our eyes were cast in the direction of the tells at the edge of the Plain of Jezreel, that site of most
ancient cultures and battles. Since excavations in Palestine are permitted to an association only in a
very limited field, the Palästina-Verein had to agree to a division of labour.
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Thus we ceded to Prof. Sellin of Vienna the excavation of Tell Taanach, while we reserved for ourself
the excavation of Tell el-Mutesellim, which according to our previous experience and from its outer
appearance was a first class ancient ruin. That it was the tell of the ancient city of Megiddo had already
been suggested by a record left by the Egyptian Pharaoh Thutmosis III. This assumption was often
confirmed in the course of our excavations, as will be shown in detail in the second volume of our
report.
Prof. Sellin presented the highly interesting results of his work on Tell Taanach in 1904, in
Volume 50 of the Denkschriften der Kaiserlichen Akademie der Wissenschaften in Wien. That the
excavation report of Tell el-Mutesellim follows only now results from the fact that work began
at a later date and because of the two-and-a-half-year extension required for the work. Ensuring
proper processing and precise classification of the finds, which had accumulated over nearly eighteen
centuries (ca. 2500 – 700 BCE), required care and thought. That the delay in publication had no
lasting effects can be seen in the fact that we are now able to take such important publications as
Sellin’s Tell Taanach, Macalister’s excavations at Gezer, and Vincent’s Canaan into consideration.
In the first volume of our report we are content with the meticulous presentation of the
facts, i.e., a ‘report of finds’ in the narrow sense, which at this point refrains from all historical and
archaeological conclusions. Nevertheless in this first volume the reader will already be confronted
with the abundance of interesting finds, especially pottery, which were retrieved from the various
structures.
In recalling the large number of benefactors and friends of the association who made the
commencement of this undertaking possible and who contributed to the successful outcome of this
report, it is proper to first reverentially commemorate the magnificent subsidies given by His Majesty,
the Emperor. These covered nearly three-fourths of the entire costs.
At this point we also cordially express our gratitude to the Deutsche Orient-Gesellschaft, which
contributed the considerable amount of 10,000 Marks, as well as to every member of our association,
who supported us with large and small sums.
To no lesser extent, I join in the warm gratitude expressed by the technical director of the
excavations, Baurat [Translator’s note: i.e., government building surveyor] Dr. Schumacher, on
p. 1 of the Introduction to his report, to the high-ranking administrative bodies of the empire in
Constantinople and Beirut and to the two Turkish commissioners delegated to the excavations; on
p. 2 of the Introduction, to the outstanding general supervisors and the reliable Christian foremen
from Haifa; on p. 3 of the Introduction, finally, to the other Christian employees. Crowning all the
above it remains for us to congratulate Dr. Schumacher for his successes and to express our warmest
acknowledgement of his achievements. Without his outstanding familiarity with the language and
customs of the country, without his thorough mastery of all the various technical questions, and not
least without his ability to successfully organise the numerous workers, the fruits of the excavations
would never have been as they are presented in this report.
During the drawing up of the report in hand Regierungsbauführer [Translator’s note: i.e.,
governmental authority for construction] Sandel earned the gratitude of the association for his help in
completing part of the drawings in Jerusalem.
Finally we would be guilty of outstanding ingratitude if we did not also remember the merits
of Prof. Steuernagel for his understanding re-examination of the report and his very conscientious
supervision of its publication.
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May the efforts that went into bringing this publication into being now be rewarded by as many as
possible expert readers reviewing the evidence herein and contributing towards solving the problems
of a correct interpretation of the finds. This will be the task reserved for the second volume.
In the name of and on behalf of the executive chairman of the Deutsche Verein zur Erforschung
Palästinas.
Halle an der Saale, January 14, 1908					

Prof. E. Kautzsch

Preliminary Remarks of the Editor
The first part of this manuscript reached me on October 10, 1906. Additional parts followed
section by section in 1907, with the last section arriving on November 7, 1907. Since the printing
process began in July 1907, the later parts of the manuscript were being completed as the earlier parts
of the report had already gone to press. This resulted in an irregularity. The original intention was that
the report would mainly treat structures, while the more detailed description of the small finds would
be reserved for the second volume. This proved to be inexpedient. Therefore, the author decided
at the last moment to expand his treatment to include small finds already in the first volume and to
present them in connection with the structures in which they were found, without going into further
discussion. Thus, starting from Part C the more important small finds are listed with the addition of
numerous figures. However, in Parts A and B they are mentioned only elusively and illustrated by
single visual images, some of which were subsequently inserted. What is missing here will be made
up for in the second volume of the report. At present the reader may consult the figures, which appear
in the preliminary reports in the Mitteilungen und Nachrichten des Deutschen Palästina-Vereins
1904–1906, especially Figs. 17–20 in Schumacher 1906a: 18–19.
Since the scale of Fig. 117 impedes recognition of the details of the bronze tripod with
the female figure playing on the flute, the reconstructed drawing is again presented on Plate L at 50
% the size of the original. Thus, add ‘and Plate L’ after ‘Fig. 117’ on p. 85, in row 8 from the
bottom.
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On p. 65, in rows 8 and 6 from the bottom, as well as in the description of Fig. 83, the epithet
‘of stone’ has to be emended. I will be very thankful for the kind communication of any other mistake.
In the corrections I was supported by Prof. D. Kautzsch, Halle an der Saale, Prof. D. Guthe,
Leipzig, and Lic. Dr. Hölscher, Halle an der Saale. I herewith wish to express my deepest thanks to all
of them.
Finally I ask for friendly attention to the request expressed on p. 191f. regarding the numbering
of the strata.
Halle an der Saale, January 14, 1908.			

C. Steuernagel
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Introduction
On February 7, 1903, thanks to the kind intervention of His Excellency, the Imperial German
ambassador at Constantinople, Secretary of State Freiherr von Marschall, as well as of the Imperial
consul general at Beirut, Dr. Schroeder, the Turkish government granted me permission to commence
excavations on Tell el-Mutesellim and on Khirbet el-Lajjun.
After prolonged negotiations, at the end of March an agreement was reached with the owners
of Tell el-Mutesellim, the Hamulet el-Aghbariya of Umm el-Fahm. We could commence excavations
on April 1, 1903. That spring I directed excavations until May 1 and in the autumn, as I was occupied
with the work in Mshatta, Dr. J. Benzinger directed excavations from September 20 to the end of
November.
I resumed excavations on February 25, 1904, and led them until the end of May. In the autumn
we worked from October 6 until the beginning of December. In the final year of the three-year
expedition, apart from several short breaks in June, July, and September, we worked continuously
from March 15 until November 30, 1905.
The Turkish administration provided us with a government commissioner who supervised the
work with us. At the end of each season he took charge of the finds, which had been recorded in a list,
and packed them in preparation for transfer to the museums at Constantinople. Selim Effendi Cher
acted as first commissioner for a short time, then Emir Skander Schehab took charge for several days,
and then Amin Bey >Abd el-Hādi of the large Nablus family of the same name, who is now Kaimakam
in Qatana, took over for two years. The latter stood by us as a good friend, always ready to help
with his expert knowledge. We are deeply indebted to him. Finally, when Amin Bey was recalled to
Tiberias, Amin Effendi et-Tamimi kindly acted as representative of the Imperial Museums.
We employed our workers from the nearby villages of Umm el-Fahm, es-Sile, Musmus, elMansi, and el-Lajjun. At the beginning of each season we worked daily with 30–50 people. The
number increased to 120–200, but decreased again towards the end of the season. We can therefore
say we had a daily average of 70 workers. About one third were men; they loosened the earth with
pickaxes and shovels, filled the baskets, and also pushed the wheelbarrows. Two thirds were women
and girls; they carted the soil away in baskets and discarded it at the edge of the tell or at nearby
dumps, which were located at a distance of no more than 25–30 m. In the final months I introduced
the use of tipper carts on rails. The advantage of these is that a larger amount of debris can be removed
in a shorter amount of time than by means of baskets. On the other hand their great disadvantage is
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that small finds, which are generally noticed by men and women while filling or dumping baskets,
are very easily lost. In the future I would therefore use the tipper carts only for the transport of the
mostly sterile surface debris, and use the customary carrying of baskets wherever small finds might
be expected. Boys and young men 14 to 25 years old proved most worthwhile; girls 12 to 17 years
old were the most tireless. Where we expected precious small finds—e.g., in tombs and chambers or
amphorae—the earth was sieved by women (cf. Schumacher 1904a: 14ff.).
Each unit of 20 workers consisted of about three men to loosen the soil, two to fill the baskets,
and 15–18 women. Experience has shown that this ratio is the best. Larger units impede movement

Fig. 1. Payday at Tell el-Mutesellim.

and make supervision more difficult. Indigenous foremen from Haifa, familiar with this kind of earth
works from railway and road building projects, were assigned to each unit. These foremen supervised
the units, spurred them on with flattery or coarse shouts, and at times also ‘persuaded’ them with the
shovel. They extracted smaller, fragile objects by means of small chisel-like tools. The foremen also
initially received the small finds from the workers. I engaged Germans as general supervisors of the
workers. The first of these was my long-standing assistant and travel companion Joh. Bez, who also
established the elevations of various important points at the beginning of the excavations. When he
later occupied himself elsewhere and unfortunately fell ill, I employed Nikola Datodi, who, for the
duration, was in charge of the workers’ registry, and assisted in paying salaries and in numbering the
finds. Both individuals proved to be absolutely reliable, tireless, and talented, and provided me with
genuine support. In the summer of 1904 the teacher Dietrich Lange of
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Haifa kindly helped me draw the finds for submission. From October 1904 until September 1905, my
son Alfred Schumacher, a student at the College of Advanced Technology in Stuttgart, became nearly
indispensable to me; he took over levelling, photographing the finds, and drawing the rock tombs. To
all these reliable collaborators I want to express our gratitude in full recognition of their work.
As to the day labourers, men and boys received 5–7 Piaster (1 Piaster = 15 Pfennig) daily,
women and girls 3–4, the foremen 12–17 Piaster. At harvest time salaries had to be raised by 10–20
percent. For each find worth mentioning I offered a bonus of ½ Beschlik (22 Pfennig); the sum
was doubled for more precious finds. I decided to apply this procedure based on long experience. It
improves attention and prevents dishonesty.
Payday took place every 14 days. Each worker received his salary individually, after it was
calculated in the salary registry according to his daily rate (Figs. 1 and 2).

Fig. 2. At the paymaster’s table.

On average we worked 10 hours every day—in the summer slightly more, in the spring slightly
less. The price for one cubic metre of dug up and dumped soil amounted to 4.67 Piaster (70 Pfennig),
assuming a depth of a trench of 0–11 m and an average transport distance of 25 m including the depth
of the trench. This amount included the salaries of the foremen. Taking into account the expenses and
salaries of all employees, the director of the excavations, the expenses for the kitchen, the acquisitions,
the huts, the dishes, and so on, the price increased to 10.64 Piaster or 1.60 Mark per cubic metre.
The camp, on a hill 95 m to the south of the edge of the tell, consisted of 3 wooden huts and
one to two tents (Fig. 3). The huts measured 6 × 3 m each, and were 2.50 m high up to the roof top.
The roof was made of corrugated iron. The first hut was divided into a kitchen and sleeping quarters
for the foremen. Once a week I provided them with a cooked meal and a bottle of arak. The second
hut doubled as the commissioner’s and the supervisor’s sleeping quarters and as the common dining
room. My son and I lived in the third hut, a part of which was reserved for my drawing table and the
instruments. The government gendarme, who was provided for our protection and for maintaining
order among the workers, our old Muúammed es-Sāis, who took care of the post and brought new
stocks from the market in Haifa, and also the waterû-boy,
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es-saûûā lived in the tents. The tents also accommodated local guests. On the tell itself we erected a
large hut made of wood and mats. In the first year it served the female workers as sleeping quarters.
In the following years, when the shafts and trenches grew deeper, the workers elected to sleep there,
and when the nearby rock tombs were emptied, they were fought over as the favourite accomodation.
We had the following tools at our disposal: 25 pickaxes, 10 European and 30 Arabian shovels
or mejāref, 2 winches, 1 tackle with ropes, 3 stone hammers, 2 crowbars, 5 wheelbarrows, and on loan
a tipper cart with 80 m rails, an additional 200 baskets, some tools for forging and carpentry work,
beams and boards, ladders and water barrels, as well as 1 sieve, signal poles, and kitchen equipment.
The German flag waved on top of my hut, the Turkish flag on the commissioner’s hut, and a
white flag with the name Tell el-Mutesellim waved above the workers’ hut.

Fig. 3. The huts.

Tell el-Mutesellim and Khirbet el-Lajjun
At the southern edge of the Jezreel Valley, today’s Merj Ibn >Amir, at the northern foot of the
Samarian highland, a hill projects whose sharp-edged profile attracts the eye from far off—
Tell el-Mutesellim (Figs. 4 and 5). On direct roads, which are passable in the summer, the tell lies
at a distance of 32.5 km from Haifa, 17.2 km from Jenin, and via el-Mejedil 20 km from Nazareth.
According to the records of the Palestine Exploration Fund in London, it is located 35° 10’ 40’’
east of London and 32° 35’ 10’’ northern latitude. From no spot at the edge of the large plain is the
view as extensive as it is from Tell el-Mutesellim. The tell is situated next to the slopes of the
oak and thorn covered mountains of Samaria, and to the treeless, ‘cheese-coloured’ Balad
er-Ruha. The reddish-brown, ferruginous soil of the northern slope of Umm el-Fahm suddenly
ends at Wadi >Ara, which south of our tell forms the natural and political boundary between
the region of Nablus and the Ruha. Tell el-Mutesellim is attributed
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to the Qada Jenin, although it is situated to the west of Wadi el-Lajjun. It belongs to the tithe of the
village of Umm el-Fahm. The tell rises 190.20 m above sea level. It rises in height 10–13 m going
from north to south. The plateau is pear-shaped (cf. Pl. II), 315 m long from east to west, and 230 m
wide from north to south. The eastern edge of the plateau is broad and the western part is narrow.

Fig. 4. Tell el-Mutesellim, view from the north.

The surface area of the plateau—i.e., the area of the ancient city covered by ruins and debris—covers
5.0207 hectare. The tell slopes at an incline of 30° on all sides. At the foot of the tell the angle narrows
(27–29°). Except for the northern slope, the tell rises without any terracing directly from the plain. In

Fig. 5. Tell el-Mutesellim, view from the west.

the north, near >Ain el-Kubbi, there is a low terrace covered with the ruins of an
outer defensive structure, the Vorwerk, and a characteristic rock formation, the Felsaltar
[Translator’s note: i.e., rock altar]. Such a terrace can also be observed as a distinct feature
on the western side of Tell Taanach, and on the northern sides of Tell el-Husn in the
Beisan Valley, and of Tell Abu Shushe west of el-Mutesellim. Other examples are known.
In the north and northeast the tell reaches its highest level, which is 36 m above the road.
In the south, where two hillsides form a watershed, the distance in height to the road is only 15 m
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No public road leads up to the tell. Prior to our excavations only a ploughman’s path was visible.
When we began digging, the surface of the tell was mostly cultivated with crops. Only small areas
were covered with thistles and thorns.
I made enquiries about the origin of the name Tell el-Mutesellim (= governor’s hill) among
the local people and Bedouins, who were familiar with the region. They attested to the accuracy of
this name with certainty. The name Tell el-Mansi must have originated from immigrant fellahin, who
called the tell by the name of the nearby village el-Mansi.
At the northern foot of the tell, the >Ain el-Kubbi surges (cf. Pl. I). It provides much clear
water throughout the year, but contains fever-causing germs. Also, the Bedouins do not like to drink
from it. We were careful there was drainage into a nearby depression, which was overgrown with
rush and reed and formed a foul-smelling swamp until summer. Slightly northwest the >Ain er-Ruzz
gushes out, and its water is better. Both springs are used for the irrigation of vegetable gardens. The
moist

Fig. 6. Camel herd at el-Lajjun Stream.

earth as well as el-Lajjun Stream create a miasmata, bad for one’s health. They form a breeding
ground for countless mosquitoes and cause fever. We Europeans and our workers suffered very much
from it, mostly in the summer.
The ancient main road passes just beside the eastern foot of Tell el-Mutesellim. It comes from
Egypt and leads over the coastal plain via Qagun and Khirbet es-Samra near Kerkur, then through
Wadi >Ara via >Ain >Ara and Musmus, and farther on to Khan el-Lajjun. From here it continues
to Dabburiya on the Tabor, via Khan es-Suk (or Khan el-Khamis) and Lubiya to Damascus and the
Euphrates Valley. Even today, in July and August one can observe camel caravans on their way from
northern Syria, passing the tell on the ancient road, and continuing via Wadi >Ara to the Egyptian
market. They water and rest at el-Lajjun Stream (Fig. 6).
If we follow this road from the tell in a southwesterly direction for 1260 m, we reach a
bridge that crosses the stream. One hundred metres farther on are ruins surrounding the collapsed
Khan el-Lajjun. In the area between the latter and the tell, slightly west of the road, further
ruins with remains of columns and massive building stones spread out on a hillock. The highest
point of this elevation is called Dahr ed-Dar and also Dar el-Khalil. Between the Khan and the
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Dahr ed-Dar flows the perennial Wadi el-Lajjun Stream, which is fed by the >Ain es-Sitt Leila and
other surrounding springs. Mills are erected along the stream. Going through the fields from the Dahr
ed-Dar to the mill in the east on the road to Jenin, one passes a large area of ruins with vaults, building
remains, and sarcophagi. These ruins continue in a northerly direction and also to the south of Wadi
el-Lajjun to the foot of the southern range of hills. They bear the collective name el-Lajjun. In the
spring this entire area is one large field of crops covering an area of 210–220 hectare. An examination
was only possible in the late summer. The road to Egypt crosses these fields, continues in a southerly
direction through a shallow pass, and follows Wadi >Ara in a moderate gradient.
The results of my explorations of ‘Die ägyptische Hauptstraße von der Ebene Saron bis zur
Ebene Jesreel’ in spring 1902 are published in Schumacher 1903.
On the el-Jalama Hill east of the Khan el-Lajjun we also found ruins and rock tombs. Between
Tell el-Mutesellim and the Dahr ed-Dar there are two depressions in the rocky range of hills. One
is located directly south of our camp and shows remains of a theatre. The other one, the Birket elKhuwekha, is situated between the theatre and the Dahr, and holds water until the end of April. No
ancient site bordering on the Jezreel Valley or in the northern Samarian highlands can even nearly be
compared in size to el-Lajjun.

The Digging of Trenches and Shafts
Due to the enormous size of Tell el-Mutesellim and the depth of accumulated debris from all
the various settlement layers we saw in the 22 m deep test trench we dug between Sqs. U 28 and W 30
[Pl. II] at the eastern edge of the tell, I did not intend to excavate the entire tell area. I would merely
attempt to determine by 2–3 m wide test trenches at the edge of the tell plateau, by cross trenches
leading from one edge to the other, as well as by shafts, where in all probability larger buildings could
be exposed.
By means of a measuring table and levelling instrument I first drew an exact plan of the tell in
a scale of 1:1000 (cf. Pl. II), as well as a plan of the vicinity in a scale of 1:5000, which also included
Khirbet el-Lajjun and the Dahr ed-Dar respectively (cf. Pl. I).
On April 1, 1903 excavations began at the eastern edge of the tell in Sq. O 31. The reason for
starting here was that the tell reached its highest elevation at this point, which led us to assume the
existence of a cultic place. During the spring season the excavations continued to Sqs. N 29 and 31
in the north, S 25 in the west, and W 30 in the southeast. At the southern edge in Sqs. W–Y 20–21
upright-standing monoliths and massive wall remains were exposed. At the northern edge I dug a
large trench between Sqs. B 22 and F 22. It was 20 m wide and quite exactly orientated from north
to south. In the autumn of the same year Dr. Benzinger extended this trench to Sqs. H 22 and 23.
At the same time rock tombs in the vicinity of the tell were emptied and examined. In the spring
and autumn of 1904 I extended the large north–south trench to the southern edge of the tell (Sqs.
Y 20–21), expanded it in Sqs. M and N 24 to a width of 30 m, and exposed two connected castle
complexes of a total length of 73 m—the Nordburg [Translator’s note: i.e., northern castle] and the
Mittelburg [Translator’s note: i.e., central castle]. At the southwestern, western, and northwestern
edge of the tell in Sqs. X–Y 5–6, O–P 1–2, G–H 4–5, and C–E 11–12 test trenches were dug. Shafts to
a depth of 3 and 6 m respectively were lowered into the ground in Sqs. U–V 5–6, I–K 11–12, N 13–14,
and in other spots on the tell plateau. We also cut cross trenches from Sq. O 1 to the north–south trench
in Sq. T 21, from Sqs. C 11 to K 19, from Sqs. M 24 to H 31, and two cross trenches on the terrace on
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the northeastern foot of the tell, which led to the discovery of the very ancient Felsaltar (see above). At
the southeastern edge, in Sqs. W 26, X 26, and Y 27 the test trench led to the discovery of the original
brick ring-wall surrounding the tell, and abutting north and south smaller buildings of stone and mud.
At the same time buildings and tombs were unearthed at several spots in the Dahr ed-Dar, and remains
of a Roman theatre to the south below the camp. In 1905 the main work concentrated on the Nordburg
and the Mittelburg, on the careful examination of their architecture, burial places, and altars, and on
the expansion of the north–south trench. The target was to obtain a coherent as possible picture of the
prehistoric edifices. In Sq. L 22 I had a shaft dug down to bedrock, between Sqs. T 22 and V 26, as
well as Sqs. U 24 and Y 23 I dug test trenches, and between Sqs. T 17 and T 20, and Sqs. T 20 and W
20 I uncovered a large building, the Palast [Translator’s note: i.e., palace]. The latter originated from
a period later than the Nordburg and the Mittelburg. At the southern edge, in Sqs. Y 20 and 21, we
excavated a large gate structure, the Südliches Burgtor [Translator’s note: i.e., southern castle gate].
Beside these main undertakings, we continued to explore additional rock tombs. At the end of 1905
we finally opened a walled channel at >Ain el-Kubbi and with the discovery of Roman milestones
were able to plot the course of the main road that leads from el-Lajjun to the coast at Acco.
With this the work on Tell el-Mutesellim and at el-Lajjun ended, but it can in no way be
considered completed. Only in few spots was the 9–12 m deep debris examined down to virgin rock.
At several places we dug only slightly below the surface. Except for six spots, only the upper edge
of the ring-wall, which was built of sun-dried bricks, was exposed. Only at a single location could
the entire height of the wall and the use of buttresses be verified. Hardly half of the area of the
Nordburg, the Mittelburg, and the Palast was uncovered. The most ancient settlement level beneath
is not exposed. We therefore have to hope that a second, more exhaustive excavation might follow
this first one on Tell el-Mutesellim. This would enable us to envision the layout of an entire city that
existed in the most ancient periods of civilization of this country. It would also help us solve a fair
number of the riddles regarding details we do not understand. For such an undertaking, long years of
work and considerable financial resources would be necessary.

The Masonry
and

The Buildings of the Various Settlement Layers
A. The Natural Rock as Basis
The most ancient settlement layers rest on the virgin rock. Above it towers Tell el-Mutesellim,
consisting of six to nine strata with a total thickness of 8.50 to 22 m. Each stratum contains remains
of stone, pottery, charcoal, wood, mudbricks, and animal bones, and in most cases is separable from
the following one by floors, brick debris, gravel, ash, and charcoal deposits caused by conflagrations
as well as differences in the soil.
In this volume it will not be our task to examine the historical age of these different strata
and to group the finds according to it. We leave that endeavour to the second volume of this report.
The aim of this part will only be to verify the relation between walls and finds to each other and to
elaborate on it.
Our description, therefore, begins with the lowest and most ancient cultural horizon as it
presents itself on top of the bedrock.
In the area of the Nordburg, in Sqs. L and M 22, I decided to dig down to the bedrock. I did
this, in this one case, in order to investigate the depth of the most ancient layer of what seemed a
very special spot; the spacious buildings located in the area hinted at its importance. I refrained
from repeating this activity in other areas in order not to destroy younger, above-lying building
remains. The exposed rock surface (cf. Fig. 7 and Pl. III) covered an area of only 38 sq m and shows
1) carefully hewn, artificial, round (a) and 2) irregularly shaped, natural cup-like depressions (b) at
different spots. The former are 0.10–0.15 m wide, 0.08–0.12 m deep and have a conical cross-section,
which is narrower at the bottom. The latter are up to 0.32 m wide and deep. At its western end, the
flat rock is confined by a supposedly artificial, longitudinal channel (c), which in the photo (Fig. 7)
appears partly filled with water. The bedrock drops off towards the north and west and seems to have
been flattened by use, showing only a few uneven spots.
The rock surface was covered with a layer of yellow clay, 5 cm thick. Most of the circular
depressions on the rock surface, however, were found to be filled only with earth. On top of this layer
building debris had accumulated.
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This evidence suggests that the rock surface formed the floor of a domestic building or of a cult
place that now lies 8.50 m under the tell surface. The central artificial circular Cup a is at 171.20 m
above sea level. This height probably also corresponds to the measurements of other points on the
natural rock surface located within the area of the Nordburg. However, the bedrock drops off to 168
m towards the southern foot and to 157 m towards the northern foot of the tell, near the Felsaltar. In
the area of

Fig. 7. Surface of the bedrock under the Nordburg.

Sq. S 22 it apparently reaches its maximum height of 175 m above sea level. The bedrock consists of
a medium-hard, yellowish-grey Nāri-limestone. It is not homogeneous, exhibiting harder and softer
parts. Its surface is hardened as a result of weather but its core is easily workable with the customary
masonry tools—the shaúū‹a and the tertabīk. This type of rock is weatherproof. It is used for building
in Nazareth, Shafa >Amr, and Umm el-Fahm—the locations where it is predominant.

B. The Most Ancient Settlements
1. The First and the Second Stratum of the Nordburg
Insofar as the limited exposure of the north–south trench in Sqs. L and M 22 permits us to
establish, a 1.30–1.50 m high debris layer rests on top of the Nāri-rock under the Nordburg. The top
of this layer, at 172.70 m above sea level, can be considered as the upper edge of the First Stratum.
This stratum contains the remains of the lowermost and most ancient settlement: a mixture of blackish
earth, bones, small flint knives, some pottery, and charcoal. Whether the debris of these very old living
areas also includes kitchen waste and food leftovers will have to be checked by chemical analysis.
According to my examinations, I believe we can assume that it does.
The destruction of this most ancient settlement was presumably not immediately followed by
a rebuilding of the domestic structures. The massive debris covering the remains could reach such a
density only through long-standing exposure to weather and through walking and stamping on it. In
the next building period the debris was levelled off, and above it an uninterrupted arrangement of 3–7
courses of wall stones can be discerned, 0.90–1.10 m high (Fig. 7).
We have already reached the Second Stratum of this oldest civilization. To summarize, we
must distinguish between the First Stratum—the very beginning of a human settlement with domestic
units built of mud, straw, and reed, whose inhabitants lived on meat, employed flint knives, used
fire, sacrificed, and produced some hand-smoothed pottery, which was thoroughly destroyed by the
victorious successors; and the Second Stratum, which witnessed the beginning of more solid domestic
structures with stone foundations. These buildings were erected on levelled ground. The Nāri-stones
used in the Second Stratum are unworked fieldstones, 0.20–0.30 m long and 0.20 m high. They are
laid nearly horizontally, partly lying, partly standing upright, and partly slanted diagonally. The joints
were filled with smaller stones and a light yellow clay that served as bonding agent.
The walls of the Second Stratum, as far as they were exposed, are carefully drawn in Pl. III.
Above-lying walls of later periods are indicated as simple lines. In the southern part of the trench in
Sq. M 22 we uncovered two walls running at an angle of 31° to each other. The lower one (d), which is
exposed to a length of 3 m, is orientated east to west. On one end it runs beneath a later Wall e, which
belongs to
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a second phase of the Second Stratum, as well as beneath the temporary stairs, which were cut out
of the hard debris and are used for removing the dirt, and on the other end disappears in the eastern
section of the trench. The top of Wall d lies at 173.64 m. Its width is exactly 1 m. The wall consists of
three courses of irregularly set, unworked fieldstones the size of a head, laid in two rows. The three
courses reach a total height of 0.50 m and are bound only with earth, mortar, and small stones. In the
eastern corner of the trench we excavated a 1.30 m-long Addition f of the same construction.
This addition is perpendicular to the main wall (d). Above Wall d runs Wall e, which belongs to
the second phase of the Second Stratum. Its top rests at 173.99 m. Wall e consists of two wall sections.
The first one (e-e) is orientated southeast to northwest, the second one (e’-e’) is perpendicular to wall
e-e, running southwest to northeast. Wall e could not be exposed in its entire width due to the stairs,
but it supposedly had the same thickness as Wall e’-e’—0.70 m. Both walls are of slightly better
composition than Wall d. In this case, too, we are dealing with only raw rubble masonry joined by
earthen mortar, but the core between the two outer rows was filled with larger stones (h), forming a
better bonding. At g and g’ we further observe single stones, 0.20–0.30 m high, which are embedded
in the ground beneath the actual courses of the wall. These stones project from the base of the wall and
are to be interpreted as foundations. Note that none of these most ancient walls are sloping in section.
Like the earlier wall below, the currently discussed Wall e also comprises three stone courses, together
0.90 m high. The lowermost course consists of nearly horizontally laid, flat rubble stones 0.30–0.40
m long. The stones of the second course are slanted to the left, and the stones of the uppermost course
are mostly slanted to the right (see part of the wall under the stairs in Fig. 7). The architects of these
walls therefore constructed masonry that is similar to the Roman opus spicatum of Vitruv. Dörpfeld
(1902: 47) deals with this building technique in his excellent treatise (it should be noted, though,
that he uses the term opus reticulatum—reticulated masonry—which probably belongs to another
type of wall). We will encounter a better executed opus spicatum in the western enclosure wall of the
Nordburg (Wall b). The height of Walls e-e and e’-e’ is 1.20 m, including foundations; the debris of
the first settlement underneath is 1.30 m. The level of the top of Wall e-e, therefore, lies 2.50 m above
bedrock or 2.79 m above Cup a—i.e., at 173.99 m. At its southern end i, which is preserved to a lower
height, Wall e’-e’ reaches a height of 173.66 m; at its northern end, like Wall e, it reaches 173.96 m.
The two walls seem to belong to the same building phase but not to the same room: Wall e-e does not
bond with Wall e’-e’ at Corner i but passes it by in a northwest direction. Apart from that the thin Wall
e’-e’ shows Pillar k, 1.80 m wide, at the same Corner i. This pillar was apparently built to support
the dilapidated wall. It consists of fieldstones and earthen mortar and probably formed the corner of
a fortified tower (n). To the latter also belongs Crosswall l-l and parallel to it l’-l’. Wall l-l (see its
western end in Fig. 7, bottom right—Wall e’-e’ had already been removed when the photo was taken)
is the same height as Wall e’, is only 0.40–0.50 m thick, and consists of three courses with one single
row of poorly shaped stones each. The top of Wall l’-l’ lies 0.80 m lower at 173.19 m. The wall itself
is built of carelessly piled small stones with an earth fill. It leans against Wall l-l to support its base.
In another room of the second phase of the Second Stratum we uncovered Storage
jar m in the corner, formed by Walls l-l and e’-e’. The storage jar was still standing in situ
when it was exposed. The vessel was filled with a greasy, blackish deposit, small pieces of
charcoal, and remains of burnt bones. The inner walls of the storage jar were burnt black
and fatty. It was at 173.34 m at the top of the rim. It was about 0.80 m high and consisted
of thick-walled clay with a black core. By analogy with other vessels we can assume that Storage jar m
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was lowered into the floor about 0.25 m. The floor level in this room can therefore be reconstructed
at 172.79 m. Hence, the difference in level between the floor and the top of Wall e’ is only 1.20 m. To
imagine the room as a habitable unit we consequently must assume an upper structure of sun-dried
bricks, 1.30–1.50 m high, which collapsed when the stratum was destroyed. Mudbrick debris on top of
the stone walls supports the supposition of such an upper structure. Following this reconstruction the
roofs of the Second Stratum must have been originally situated at about 175.30–175.50 m. According
to my observation, the upper border of the Second Stratum was lowered to 174.30 m due to collapse
and pressure of the building debris of later building periods. Local fires
burned the mudbrick remains red. Where the fire did not rage, the
natural yellow colour of the unburnt clay is dominant.
I could not detect any traces of plaster (e.g., on inner walls)
except on the floor near the storage jar and on the bedrock. Nevertheless,
I believe that we are dealing with residential units. This can also be
deduced from the finds: flint artefacts, flat bases of thick-walled,
crudely made vessels, sling-stones, and the above-mentioned Storage
jar m. The presence of over 200 rounded sling-stones, piled up against
the fortified Tower n beside pottery sherds, suggests that the city had
to bear up under a siege. Some of the stones were natural round or oval
pebbles, some unworked, hard limestones 0.05–0.10 m in diameter
(Fig. 8).
Fig. 8. Sling-stones from the
Second Stratum.
Due to the limited extent of exposed building parts it would
be daring to draw further conclusions regarding the general layout.
Nowhere was I able to detect door- or light-openings in the excavated walls. Such openings are also
rare in later strata. This warrants the assumption that in the periods referred to, entrances were not
very common. If they were constructed, they would have to have been very narrow and covered with
a single stone due to the lack of knowledge of arch construction techniques.

2. The First and the Second Stratum of the Mittelburg
The definition of the earliest layers of the Mittelburg is more complicated than that of the
Nordburg. This can be explained by the fact that we did not reach the natural bedrock under this
edifice. Therefore, we cannot determine with certainty if the lowest reached layer is also the first and
oldest.
While in the area of the Nordburg we reached bedrock by 8.80 m and 9.89 m respectively at
171.20 m under the tell surface, in the area beneath the Mittelburg we did not trace natural rock either
at a depth of 10.50 m in a burial chamber or at a depth of 10.82 m (175.24 m) on the floor of a cistern.
The loose masonry did not allow us to dig deeper, as it threatened to collapse at any moment. The hard
ground, the small finds related to the First Stratum of the Nordburg, and the correspondence with the
observations made on p. 10, nevertheless hint that the bedrock is close. Therefore, I do not hesitate to
establish the bedrock at 174.50 m in Sqs. P–Q 21–22.
Our deepest trench in the above-mentioned squares only reaches a level of 175.24 m, so we
only dug the upper part of this first and oldest stratum, the upper border of which is at about 175.80 m.
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This upper part consists of stamped, dark earth, which was almost coloured black by charcoal, burnt
straw, ash, and greasy residues. It contains clumps of hard, clayish soil with deformed animal bones
and thick-walled flat pottery, white pebbles (probably also sling-stones and weights), and primitive
flint artefacts. Thin and long remains of wood and charcoal, as well as a massive amount of burnt
straw, indicate earth and reed roofing. The animal bones, flint knives, and arrows point to the dietary
habits and weapons of the first inhabitants.
Of greater importance than the building remains of the First Stratum are the remains of the
above-lying Second Stratum. The wide north–south trench led to the discovery of a complex structure
of rectangular rooms and burial chambers in Sqs. O–Q 21–23. We will call this structure Mittelburg or
Egyptian castle, because of the large number of excavated Egyptian scarabs found there (cf. Pl. IV).
Nordburg and Mittelburg are connected. Between them there lies only a courtyard, which
presumably served cultic purposes.

			

Fig. 9. Vault of Grabkammer I.

			

In Sqs. P and Q 22, an ancient necropolis reaches down to the First Stratum—its foundations
were even built into it—while the other rooms belong to a later period, namely the second phase of
the Second Stratum.
A nearly square Room a (Pl. V) at the eastern end of the large north–south trench is part of the
necropolis. The internal dimensions of this room are 2.60 m north–south and 2.15 m east–west. The
wall tops of the room reach 178.27 m.
Room a is covered with a vaulted roof: Hard, rough-hewn limestone blocks are arranged in
the form of a wedge and set radially around an imagined point slightly above the centre of the floor
(Fig. 9). This barrel vault therefore has a slightly raised shape tending towards a pointed arch. The
joints are filled with mortar; larger spaces are wedged with a stone. A row of horizontally laid blocks
of hard limestone, 0.80–1.00 m long, form the capstones of the vault. This primitive construction,
built with no other tools than a bronze or flint hammer, is noteworthy because of its considerable age,
particularly as its load capacity is probably on a par with today’s vaults.
When we uncovered this burial chamber, referred to as Grabkammer I, no stone had been
harmed or moved and no opening was visible. Only the hollow thud of the pickaxe disclosed the
existence
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of a subterranean chamber; it was eventually discovered after the removal of a capstone, along with
the shrill screaming of a female worker as she fell through the opening. The vault was covered with
a layer of damp debris and stones, 8.50–9.00 m deep. Assuming a specific weight of the debris of 1.5
and a vault surface of 10 sq m, the masses on the area exposed to the pressure amounted to about 135
tons! The inside height of the burial chamber from floor to apex is 1.60 m. The ground was covered
with a stamped earth floor, which had become soggy as a result of the humidity. It is located at 176.06 m.
Five human skeletons were lying on the floor in the following arrangement (see Pl. V): the first
along the southern wall facing east, the second diagonally in the room facing the door in the west,
the third along the eastern wall facing south, the fourth—a smaller body—parallel to the latter but
facing north, and finally the fifth—a female —alongside a stone bench facing west. The central space
near the entrance was empty. Skeletons Numbers 3 and 4
probably have to be identified as a mother and her young
son, Numbers 1 and 2 as male adults. The stone bench,
which was erected against the northern wall, was 1.85 m
long, 0.40 m wide, and 0.40 m high. Lying on the bench
we found a sixth skeleton facing east. The fifth individual
Fig. 9a. Scarabs of Grabkammer I.
snuggled against the sixth, but was positioned at a slightly
lower elevation. We can suppose that these skeletons
represent a man and his wife. The raised position of the sixth body as well as the finds, i.e., scarabs
edged in gold (Fig. 9a) and other jewellery made of bronze and stone, bring us to believe that the
individual was a nobleman who found his final resting place here beside his wife and his family. A
considerable number of scarabs were found on the floor in the area around the hands of the skeletons,
as well as on and beside the bench. They were made of either white or green-glazed steatite and bear
Egyptian engravings. Judging from the style they can be attributed to the 20th century BCE. Apart
from the scarabs we found 42 larger and smaller storage containers, partly well preserved, partly
broken, leaning against the walls of the burial chamber. Beside the heads and feet of the deceased and
in the area between their bodies many camel teeth, as well as bowls, plates, flasks, and further storage
vessels lay scattered. The storage containers contained remains of food, bovine bones, sheep bones,
and yellowish residues of a milky liquid thickened to a solid substance.
The bodies were not stretched out but in contracted position or squashed together. Only the
skeleton on the raised bench lay in a more extended position. The height of the individuals might have
been 1.65–1.70 m. The bones crumbled once they were exposed to the air. Only arm- and thighbones,
pelvic bones, and especially cranial bones remained solid.
From the burial chamber one had to crawl through Corridor b, 0.70 m high, 0.80 m wide, and
1.60 m long, to the entrance door in the west. Its floor was located 0.20 m higher than the floor level
of the burial chamber. The corridor was covered with unhewn, horizontally laid stone boulders. The
door, c, was firmly blocked by a limestone slab, 0.15 m thick. Large stones, d, tightly wedged this slab
on the outside. A semicircular, 1.20 m wide shaft was lowered to the door from the former tell surface.
The shaft was walled and originally covered with wood. It gave secret access from the surface to the
burial chamber below. The architect succeeded in hiding the chamber: It had never been opened and,
unlike other comparable tombs, had never been robbed. The floor of Shaft e was raised 0.20 m above
the floor level of the access corridor. Opposite the door was a stone step, onto which the dead body
was presumably set before it was carried through the narrow corridor to the burial chamber. The inner
wall faces of the chamber were plastered.
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The abutment Walls f of the vault had the noticeable width of 1.50 m in the west, probably less in the
east. In the east a wall was added at a later stage. The northern and southern front Walls g are 0.95 m
wide. The composition of the fieldstones, 0.30–0.50 m long and bound with mortar, is evident from
Pl. V and Fig. 10 and shows a more compact
structure than the surrounding masonry.
On top of the vault rests Floor h. It consists
of stamped earth and small stones and rests
just above the capstones, s, of the vault.
The floor served to protect the internal
part of the mausoleum from humidity and
to drain off the rainfall. Floors k of the
next stratum were located 0.80 m higher.
The walls of the burial chamber continue
only two courses above Floor h, i.e., 0.40
m, and were used as foundations for the
buildings of the Third Stratum—drawn red
on Pl. V. Above the walls and on the floor
on top of the burial chamber we removed
a conflagration layer that was up to 1.00
Fig. 10. Masonry of Grabkammer I.
m thick. This layer consists mostly of
yellow, black, and red coloured chunks
of burnt mudbrick, but also of deposits of ash, wooden remains, and charcoal, 0.10–0.13 m thick,
and further light clay bands and gravel. The gravel gives the impression of being washed out, as
it is a conglomerate of small fieldstones and
pebbles without any earthen debris and ash.
In any case, a massive fire raged here during
the destruction of the Second Stratum, which
left its traces. Considering the clean-washed
gravel, one is tempted to think there was an
attempt to put out the fire with large quantities
of water.
Towards the north the necropolis
continues to the southern Wall m of a large
structure of the Fourth Stratum [Translator’s
note: Schumacher speaks of a structure of the
Third Stratum but clearly refers to Chamber f
of the Fourth stratum; see below) in the form
of a smaller open burial chamber partitioned
into several units by walls l’ (Pl. IV and Fig.
Fig. 11. Masonry in the vicinity of Grabkammer I.
11). The central partition wall is only 0.35 m
wide but is carefully built of two rows of
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small fieldstone slabs laid side by side. The others are 0.70–0.80 m wide and consist of randomly set
small stones bound with mortar. The space between these walls was filled with debris. It contained
human remains, but pressure and humidity transformed the bones into unrecognizable masses. Also
above these rooms we had to remove a 0.50–1.00 m thick destruction layer caused by a fire. Its
components proved that these units, too, originally included an upper structure of dried mudbricks
and were roofed with wood and earth (compare to Grabkammer I [Pl. V]). The tops of partition Walls
l’ are at 177.76 m and 178.10 m respectively, the ones of Grabkammer I (p. 14) at 178.27 m. The
original height of the upper structure cannot be estimated from the masses of collapsed bricks. But
evaluating the position of some bricks, which were still preserved as a whole, I reconstruct its upper
edge at 179 m. The floor level of the rooms was at ca. 177 m. Therefore the rooms only reached an
inside height of ca. 2 m.
Near the western outer Wall f of this
northern burial chamber we discovered a
round Installation (n), 0.70 m in diameter.
Its walls were 0.03 m thick, made of poorly
levigated, reddish-brown clay and were
lined with fieldstones. Installations of this
kind were often found in domestic rooms.
They presumably must be interpreted
as ovens. The modern fellahin tannūr
maintains the same shape of these ovens.
Oven n belongs to the Second Stratum; its
upper edge is at 177.83 m.
Rectangular Room f is built and
abuts just to the south of Grabkammer
Fig. 12. Rooms of the Mittelburg south and west of
I, which is shown on Pl. V. This room
Grabkammer I.
measures 3.50 × 2.70 m. The stone walls
of its upper portion reach 179.95 m and
belong to the Third Stratum. The fieldstones of its lower structure reach a depth of 177.30 m and
belong to the same period as Grabkammer I. The lower structure can be distinguished from the upper,
later part in that it protrudes 0.20 m and has less carefully built masonry. The floor at 177.60 m
consists of a layer of stamped earth mixed with small stones. The room contained only earth, debris,
and stones, little ceramic material, and no human bones. The floor was preserved only alongside
the walls. Judging from the preserved walls the room presumably was also originally vaulted (cf.
Grabkammer I). The mostly missing floor leads us to suggest that the room was destroyed in later
times and was thus deprived of its character as a burial chamber. I mention this detail because it helps
to explain the connection to the other structures.
To the west Room f is bordered by two small chambers, d (Figs. 12 and 13), 3 m long and
0.70–0.85 m wide each. The eastern one slightly narrows towards the south. The wall that separates
the two small units is 0.60 m wide and consists of three to four courses of two rows of fieldstones
each. The stones are bound with earthen mortar. The top of the wall is at 177.03 m. Both chambers
contained a considerable amount of human bones scattered around without articulation and probably
deriving from several bodies. I did not find a floor. The remaining space was filled with some ash,
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damp earth, charcoal, and a small amount of ceramic material. The walls were plastered. The original
roof was probably made of wood. These chambers, too, like the above-mentioned burial chambers,
can be ascribed to the Second Stratum.
Turning south to the northern part of Sqs. Q 21 and 22, we uncovered Corridor g (Pl. IV,
Fig. 12), 1.60 m wide, of which we exposed 12 m in an east–west direction. It belongs to the most
ancient building phase and in later periods was used as a connection between two building units of the
Mittelburg. Wall remains of the most ancient
building phase reached down to 176.40 m.
Their stratigraphical connection could not
be established due to the important buildings
located above them.
In the northwestern corner of Corridor
g two two-handled storage jars of very
crumbly fabric were found, pushed into each
other (Figs. 14 and 15). The vessels were
lined with unworked fieldstones in a quarter
circle. This entire arrangement was covered
by a flooring 3–5 cm thick, consisting of
yellow, clayish soil and small stones. A level
of 177.10 m was assigned to this floor. The
lower of the two jars (a), contained the tiny
Fig. 13. Rooms of the Mittelburg west of Grabkammer I.
remains of infant bones. The crania were
paper-thin and the ribs only 5–7 cm long. All
the bones including thighbones and pelvic bones soon turned to dust. The small bodies lay with their
heads at the bottom of the urn, embedded into finely sieved earth with remains of charcoal and yellow
bone-dust. The upper jar served as a lid.
Sixty cm above the yellowish flooring
covering the jar burial, we uncovered a floor
of the Third Stratum. The space between the
two floor layers is filled with stones.
Beside the large jars a juglet was
found leaning against the northern wall of the
corridor. The small vessel was made of a light
yellow clay and had a pointed base (Fig. 15).
It was filled with earth. Its outer walls were
densely covered with a yellowish, petrified
liquid, probably to be interpreted as remains
of the food offering for the small children,
Fig. 14. Infant burial in the Mittelburg.
which had seeped through the porous clay of
the vessel.
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The eastern part of Corridor g seems to be partitioned off by Wall a (Fig. 16). Southern Wall
b of the corridor is well built and has an average width of 0.90 m. It widens only at its eastern end to
form Retaining Wall c (Fig. 16) and h (Fig.12) of another vaulted room (d) (Fig. 16). The thickness of
the wall is 1.00–1.20 m.
This retaining wall belongs to another burial chamber, referred to as Grabkammer II, the plan
and section of which are shown on Pl. VI. The latter is situated in the central part of Sq. Q 22 and
forms a southern extension of the necropolis. Corridor g therefore serves only as the connecting link
between two burial complexes.

Fig. 15. Infant burial in the Mittelburg, plan and section a’–b’.

Grabkammer II is smaller and its entire layout more primitive than Grabkammer I (Pl. V). The main
axis of the structure is orientated east–west (Pl. VI). The length of the grave along its main axis is only
1.20 m; it is 1.15 m wide, and on the average 1.20 m high. Like Grabkammer I, this tomb was vaulted.
The three lowermost courses of the chamber were laid roughly vertically one above the other. The
following three courses arched gradually into a burial vault. The vault was covered with a massive
capstone (see Sections A–B and C–D on Pl. VI). This slab was 1.30 m long, 0.60 m wide, and 0.20
m thick, with a conical hole in its centre that measured 0.20 m at its maximum width. Through this
opening it was possible to reach the chamber, to lower food, and to see the deceased.
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The eastern retaining wall is even more massively constructed than the northern one and
measures 1.50 m in width. But all of this masonry is far less carefully executed and built with less
expertise than was the case with Grabkammer I. A masonry bond in the sidewalls, for example, is
totally missing (cf. Section C–D on Pl. VI).

Fig. 16. Corridor in the Mittelburg and adjacent rooms.

The unhewn stones are only loosely stacked, with earthen mortar carelessly flung in between. This
explains why a very thick wall was necessary.
		
The floor of the chamber, which rested at 175.51 m, consisted of a
soft, damp layer of stamped earth, 0.08 m thick. A protective layer on top
of the vault had the same consistency but was mixed with a larger amount
of stones. Located at 177.41 m, this layer sealed this approximately
2-m-high building phase from above. Like Grabkammer I and the
surrounding necropolis, this phase belongs to the Second Stratum, despite
the fact that its stratigraphical borders are 0.30–0.70 m lower than in the
area of Grabkammer I. I could not determine with certainty if the inner
walls of Grabkammer II were plastered.
		
We also found human remains in Grabkammer II. Note that before
our time the chamber had never been opened. Twelve bodies were interred
in this small mass burial, lying partly above and partly beside each other.
We were able to identify two of them as bodies of children, 12–15 years
old, wearing bronze anklets that were peculiarly formed. These anklets
Fig. 17. Anklets of bronze
were made of about 25 bronze beads each. The beads were 0.012 m in
beads
diameter (Fig. 17). The crumbly skeletal remains were mostly scattered
(Grabkammer II).
around in disarray. Some individuals had been interred with their heads
towards the eastern wall, others lay in the centre or beside the western
wall. The entrance was clear of bodies, as was the northern wall. Near each head stood a
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larger storage vessel, several smaller juglets, a lamp, as well as platters and bowls (Fig. 18).
Among the vessels we also found bronze knives, either pointed or hooked (Fig. 18a, 1 and 2),
flint artefacts, flat bone tools with engraved circles and lines (Fig. 18a, 3), Egyptian faience beads
(Fig. 18a, 4), and scarabs of and steatite carnelian. We also discovered small alabaster vessels,

Fig. 18. Pottery of Grabkammer II.

a faience handle of a bronze mirror, bracelets
of bronze, and a small gold ring.
The deceased lay in a contracted
position. Noticeable were the massive
crania (up to 10 mm thick), pelvic bones,
and thighbones. The length of the latter two
did not exceed normal dimensions, though.
Some of the heads lay facing downwards,
a sign that they had been decapitated. The
scarabs hint at the 2nd millennium BCE.
The burial chamber had an entrance
in the northwest, only 1.30 m long. It was
covered by horizontally laid, unhewn
boulders and obstructed by a massive
limestone slab, 1.00 m high, 0.80 m wide,
and 0.20 m thick. The slab was supported
by small stones to prevent it from tipping
over. This ‘slab in front of the entrance of
the grave’ still stood in situ. To the north a
0.90 m high storage vessel leaned against
Fig. 18a. Various small finds from Grabkammer II.
the slab. To the west in front of the entrance
only 1.00 m of a room was exposed due to
an above-lying Third Stratum grave.
The burial vault of Grabkammer II was covered by a massive 0.50 m layer of burnt brick and
ash debris, like the Grabkammer I above. Consequently, we can assume also here that prior to the
destruction and conflagration of the area, mudbrick enclosure walls towered about 1m higher.
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Beside the eastern retaining wall of Grabkammer II in Sq. Q 22 we excavated Pit a, which was 0.80
m wide. It was filled with sheep bones, charcoal, and ash (Pl. IV and Fig. 19). The uppermost course
of this stone-lined pit was at 177.50 m. To the east of the pit Crosswall b (177.60 m) connects the

Fig. 19. Pit and burial beside Grabkammer II.

extended walls of Corridor g and Grabkammer II. In the
space between the pit and Wall b, which is only 0.60 m
wide, two skeletons were interred: one of a woman (c)
and one of an almost grown child (d). The crania were
crushed and the other bones were not well preserved.
Amongst them we found juglets and two plates. The
skeletal remains were covered with earth and stones and
certainly belonged to individuals who ranked among a
lower social class. The pit, which must be connected to
Grabkammer II, and the two bodies can be attributed to
the Second Stratum.
To complete the description of this building period,
finally Storage jar c (Fig. 20) must be mentioned. It was
found at the edge of the large north–south trench in the
northeastern corner of Sq. P 21, namely in the corner
formed by Wall a and Staircase b, beside stone-lined Pit
k (Fig. 13). Human bones were found near the 0.60 m
high vessel, which contained only a little earth and ash.
The purpose of staircase, pit, and storage jar cannot
be clarified without further excavations. The top of the
vessel was at
Fig. 20. Second Stratum storage jar (c) from the
Mittelburg.
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177.30 m, the upper edge of Pit k at 178.98 m. Our conclusion is that Storage jar c belongs to the
Second Stratum but the pit to the above-lying Third Stratum.
Fig. 20a shows a collection of ceramic sherds from the Second Stratum of the Mittelburg,
retrieved from Corridor g and from Pit a (Fig. 19).

3. The First and the Second Strata of the City Wall
The ancient Tell el-Mutesellim was surrounded by a city wall. The course of this ring-wall is
indicated until today by the pear-shaped form on the orientation plan of the tell (Pl. II). It is vague only
at the northern edge in Sqs. B 18–21, primarily due to erosion and destruction by human hand. The
sharp edge between slope and plateau corresponds nearly
exactly to the outer stone of the original and uppermost
wall top. The inclination of the slope itself is approximately
equivalent to the gradient of the ancient glacis. The wall was
solid in all its parts. The clay, used as bonding agent, and the
smoothed glacis, covering the slope, impeded rainwater from
seeping in, and made unrestrained drainage possible to avoid
erosion. We could not detect any humidity in the core of the
city wall already at a depth of 1 m. On the contrary, while
removing parts of the wall to analyze its structure, we were
surrounded by dense clouds of dry brick dust even in winter.
I did not expose the city wall along its entire course, but at Fig. 20a. Pottery from the Second Stratum of
several corners and anywhere that it seemed desirable. In the
the Mittelburg.
following I will give a survey of the different construction
techniques:
Ring-wall segment 1. First I ordered the digging of a 2–3 m wide test trench (Pl. VII, Fig. 21)
at the eastern edge of the tell in Sqs. U 28, V 28, V 29, and W 30 through the slope at Stake 4 (see Pl.
II; level of Stake 4: 186.94 m). I reached the upper edge a of the ring-wall at a depth of 5.95–6.00 m
(at 181.00 m). Here the wall was built of two to three courses of irregular fieldstones. The stones were
the size of a head—up to 0.35 m long, 0.20 m high, and 0.25 m wide. They were bound with light
yellow or white clay (the so-called úawāra-earth). I could not attest with certainty an occurrence of
burnt lime in the mortar. Prof. Doebner (who in the meantime has unfortunately passed away), under
whose direction analysis of mortar and brick samples were carried out in the chemical laboratory of
the University of Halle an der Saale, kindly communicated to us through Prof. Dr. Steuernagel that
from the amount of carbonic acid in the mortar samples, it can be deducted that the lime was not
burnt at all or not so entirely that a considerable lack of carbonic acid could be attested. From the
samples, it is not possible to clarify with precision if the lime was burnt. The natural stone is carbonic
lime. Carbonic acid is released through the process of burning; in fact, the carbonic acid escapes
more or less completely according to the degree of firing. Thus the degree of firing can, first of all, be
established by attesting whether much or little carbonic acid is left. But burnt lime reabsorbs carbonic
acid, namely through the air or water used to produce mortar. Consequently, lime re-transforms more
or less completely
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to carbonic lime, equalizing the effect of firing partly or to the full extent. Qualitative analysis of
samples of mortar from between the bricks of the ring-wall led to the following results: 1) bases:
ferric oxide, alumina, lime, sodium, and much potash; 2) acids: silicic acid, much carbonic acid,
traces of sulphuric and phosphoric acid. Prof. Doebner concluded that according to the samples—
note that they can be entirely different at different spots
on the wall—a fairly thorough burning probably did not
occur. Mag. pharm. H. Bulach of Haifa was kind enough
to analyze parts of the white bonding agent chemically
for its lime content: All samples contain a more or less
high percentage of calcium, which can be reduced to a
minimum by thoroughly sorting out the limestone added
to the mortar as coarse-grained powder. This and the
entire nature of the mortar samples tentatively allows us
to draw the conclusion that the lime was not added as
burnt and slaked lime but as carbonic lime in the form of
more or less finely ground and crushed natural limestone.
Under these uppermost layers a of the wall,
we removed 1.40–1.80 m gravel and brick debris b
containing only a few complete brick fragments. At
178.80 m we reached a second wall, c, which was built
of two to three courses of fieldstones. This wall reached
a height of 0.50 m. It rested on a substructure of bricks,
which can be identified as the actual enclosure wall of
the city. The height of this brick structure is 3.10 m,
its top has a level of 178.30 m, its base 175.20 m. The
uppermost 0.31 m of this wall consists of brick debris d,
which rests upon two courses of brick masonry e, 0.24
m high. Below e follows another layer of brick debris
f, 1.15 m thick, in which some bricks were completely
preserved. The compact brick Wall g starts only at a
level of 176.60 m and is built of 11 courses of carefully
laid bricks, amounting to a total height of 1.40 m.
The base of this wall was built on top of a projecting
terrace Wall h of three courses of fieldstones, the top of
which was located at 175.20 m. With this terrace wall
we reached the massive socle of the ring-wall. This socle
Fig. 21. Trench at the eastern edge of the tell.
is terraced in three steps i, k, and l, with a total height of
4.29
m.
Its
base
is
therefore
at
a level of 170.35 m. The steps consist of three rows of two courses of small,
unhewn limestones each. The stones measured 0.30 m in height and 0.35 m in length at
the most. The space in between the stones was filled with debris. To summarize, the city
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wall reached a total height of 10.65 m (181.00 m–170.35 m) at this spot. Together with the abovelying debris of the more recent strata, which was 6.00 m thick, the settlement layers accumulate to a
total height of almost 17 m. The horizontal distance between outer edge a of the very top of the wall
and base m of the foundation is 11.20 m. At the base of Wall b and near Wall m, 8 and 17 m below the
tell surface respectively, we discovered several burials n with human remains at 179 m and 169.80 m
respectively. They were surrounded by one or two rows of fieldstones. The bodies were covered with
white earth, possibly also with a destroyed stamped
earth floor, or embedded in storage jars. The bones
crumbled instantly. In the case of the burials at the
base of Wall b they could be identified as belonging
to infants. The pottery, which was offered to the
deceased, was well preserved. In the burial at m
we found a wide-mouthed, thick-walled storage
jar, 0.60 m long. Embedded into this jar beside the
head (Fig. 22) lay a thin-walled, oval-shaped juglet
made of yellowish-white, well-levigated clay.
Fig. 22. Pottery from a burial at the eastern edge of
The juglet had a narrow neck and a pointed base
the tell.
and was 0.25 m high. Beside this vessel we found
a second one 0.20 m high, made of light brown clay
with a rim diameter of 0.18 m and a wide base. The storage jar contained skeletal remains of infants
embedded into sieved earth. The case was the same in the burials at the base of Wall b. Bones and
crania were crumbled. Only a paper-thin fragment of a cranium, ribs 0.05–0.06 m long, and some
chicken thighbones were preserved. In
a burial (Fig. 23) near b, the opening of
the storage jar was covered with a bowl
B. A double handled juglet A was found
beside the child in the jar and a small
bowl C beside bowl B. The knees of the
child were pulled up, the arms and hands
were near the child’s mouth, the feet in
the opening of jar. Other infant burials
beside Wall b were similar as well. The
burials were surrounded by heaps of ash
and fieldstones. Beside skeletal remains
of adults at the foundation of Wall m we
found a bowl with a flat horizontal handle
and wide base, with a rim diameter of 0.25
m, an 0.08 m high bowl, an 0.142 m high
bowl with flat base, and a juglet 0.135 m
high with a pointed base. All these vessels
were made of reddish-yellow, coarsegrained clay. Apart from the pottery we
discovered a few flint artefacts.
Fig. 23. Infant burial at the eastern edge of the tell.
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I had the crew dig below the bottom of Wall m to a depth of 22 m under the tell surface but we
found no continuation of the foundation of the city wall. We only retrieved fieldstones of different size,
building debris, thick-walled pottery, remains of bones, combed sherds, and flint knives. Consequently
we can conclude that the city brick-wall was erected on top of more ancient remains, which continued
down to the bedrock at ca. 160 m. To summarize, the settlement layers might have had a total height of
more than 26 m at Stake 4. White mice with long tails lodged themselves in the cavities of foundation
Walls k and l. These animals apparently rarely or never saw daylight, as the natural line of the slope
rested 6 m above the walls and access holes were not found.
According to test trenches in the interior of Walls b to g and behind terrace Walls h and i it was
concluded the brick walls were very wide. The upper part of Wall b was apparently up to 7 m wide;
the compact brick Walls d to g were 6 m wide.
The top of the stone wall at c and the brick wall below are 3.60 m wide. As a retaining wall
the latter formed a fundamental component of the city wall. Some bricks at the outer edge, which
were slightly higher than the wall level indicated in the section on Pl. VII, probably are remains of a
parapet wall or balustrade. Its original height presumably was ca. 0.90 m. This part c of the ring-wall
apparently was used as a circular passage and the upper stone structure as a passable road.
Starting from the base of the city wall a glacis was built 0.60–0.90 m above the terrace Walls
h–l. It was intended to hamper ascent of the foundation wall up until the high retaining wall. The
glacis is stepped. At the upper end the steps are only several centimetres high. Farther on the steps
follow the slope of the foundation wall. At its foot the glacis exhibits a low parapet (Pl. VII). The
glacis consists of a stamped layer of small stones and soil 0.08–0.12 m thick. This layer is covered
by another thin layer of stamped clay, 1–2 cm thick. Although this construction is not especially
weatherproof and despite the considerable pressure of the covering masses of damp debris, the glacis
was well preserved. The space between glacis and terrace walls was filled with earth and stones.
The sun-dried mudbricks of this part of the city wall consist of a mass of grey, well levigated
mud mixed with chopped straw that is 1–1.2 mm thick and 10–15 mm long, some river sand with
small freshwater shells, and small amounts of wood, pebbles, and ash. The bricks are burnt reddish
or yellow only at points where local fire reached the city wall. The unburnt bricks had a crumbly
consistency when they were removed, and could be easily crushed with one’s fingers. But when left
in situ the bricks are weather resistant to this day—the sun does not attack them and the rain drains
off the loamy mass without seeping into them. Apart from that a smoothed layer of clay, 0.01 m thick,
formerly covered the outer surface. Cylindrical pores running through the brick mass replaced the
straw, which decayed long ago. Judging by the impression of a brick on its neighbour beneath, the
bricks were laid in half-dried condition—like the Circassian bricks today. As bonding agent slightly
fatter clay was used. It was of lighter colour than the bricks themselves, without visible admixture of
sand. Occasionally the joints are hardly discernible, partly 0.008–0.010, partly 0.015 m thick.
The measurements of the bricks of Wall g are:
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Length of stretcher m
0.33
0.32
0.36
0.36
0.35
0.33
0.13

Length of header m
0.66
0.65
0.65
0.66
0.65
0.66
0.18

Width m
0.33
0.36
0.36
0.32
0.35
0.32
0.33

Height m
0.12
0.11
0.11
0.14
0.12
0.13
0.11

Courses of headers and stretchers of regular size alternate with headers up to 1.00 m long. Some
bricks are only 0.13 m long, many others only 0.17 m, with the typical width of both 0.32–0.33 m.
The regular square bricks (stretchers) measure 0.33 m on each side, the elongated bricks (headers) on
the other hand 0.66 m × 0.33 m.
The 11 courses of Wall g amount to a total height of 1.40 m, resulting in an average height of
0.1127 m per average brick, when subtracting 0.16 m for the 12 joints. This average height proved
true upon measurement. Consequently the ratio of the measurements of the stretchers is generally the
following: height:length:width = 1:3:3; for the headers = 1:6:3; headers with a length of 1m:1:9:3;
the 0.13-m-long bricks on the other hand have a ratio of height:width:length = 1:2.54:1, the 0.17 m
long bricks about 1:2.54:2. In general bricks of the most common size were used, resulting in a good
bond. The carefully horizontally laid brick masonry of the wall façades is only about 1 m thick. This
building method was not applied in the core of the wall: There the bricks are merely laid without
order, slanted or upright.
On top of the brick structure of the city wall, terrace walls made of fieldstones are built in three
steps. These walls reach the upper edge of the tell. The top layer at Stake 4 consists of hewn Nāristones of more recent periods and a paved road that surrounds the present-day edge of the tell plateau.
The road belongs to the uppermost and most recent settlement period.
Ring-wall segment 2. At the southeastern end of the tell at Stake 3 (187.23 m; cf. Pl. II) I had
a second trench dug down the slope, namely in Sqs. W 26, X 26–27, and Y 27 (Pl. VIII). The trench
was 3–10 m wide. Also in this area, at the edge of the plateau, we uncovered a primitively stone-paved
road only 0.80 m below the surface. The road was bordered by walls of buildings on the side facing
the city and by a parapet wall of hewn limestone blocks on the other side facing the slope. Continuing
down we uncovered a well-preserved 2.50 m-wide terrace wall at 185.90 m, and farther down several
poorly-preserved more recent terrace walls built of fieldstones. At 180.59 m, at a, we reached the
actual brick wall.
Three courses of fieldstones protected the top of the brick wall at its outer edge. The space
between this outer edge and the above-lying, more recent walls was paved with a layer of stones.
These paving stones and the stone masonry at the outer edge rested on top of a brick substructure,
i.e., the actual city wall. In this part of the tell the brick wall is built in three terraces. The top of the
uppermost terrace at a is 4 m wide. The brick wall starts at 179.63 m and makes its first step at 177.93
m. The outer edge b of this 4.20 m wide next terrace is again protected by one to four courses of
fieldstones.
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The top of the lowermost terrace is situated at 175.12 m. This terrace forms the actual retaining
wall, the brick structure of which was quite well preserved. In our trench we luckily came across
Wall buttress c (Figs. 24 and 25). The lowermost terrace between b and d is 5 m wide. A parapet
wall probably defended its outer edge. Like the upper ones, this terrace was probably used as a path
around the city wall. The buttress is 3.54 m high, 2.45 m of which are still well preserved. Its width
is 1.65 m at the top and 1.82 m at the stone foundation. Like the city wall itself it has a gradient of
1:10. It is built at a corner of the city wall, which forms a 158° angle. On its northern end, the buttress
projects 0.90 m over the city wall, on its southern end, 0.50 m. The buttress and the city wall are built
of carefully laid ash-grey bricks. On the façades the bricks are set out horizontally and perpendicular
to the gradient.
As in Wall l at the eastern edge of the tell, the bricks consist
of sun-dried, fine mud mixed with chopped straw and river sand,
freshwater shells, and a few isolated small pebbles. These bricks,
too, were laid in half-dried condition, resulting in the impression
of the above-lying brick on the one below. As a further result of
this process the line of joints is not horizontal but wavy. A fine
brown-coloured earthen mortar bound the bricks. It contained
less loamy soil than the bricks themselves, with no sand and no
straw, but only earthy components. The width of the joints varies
between 0.005 m, 0.010 m and 0.015 m. The faces of brick wall
and buttress were covered with a 0.01-m-thick smoothed layer of
clay. The outer Wall f was 1.00–1.20 m thick. The core, g, of the
wall was 4.00 m wide on the uppermost terrace, 8.60 m on the
second terrace, and 10 m and more on the lowest terrace. While
the outer part of the wall showed carefully formed bricks, the
interior of the wall consisted only partially of regularly laid bricks,
and often of carelessly thrown bricks. The dark brown earth of the
region of the tell was used as material for the bricks of Core g.
The bricks were not levigated and were mixed with walnut-sized
basalt and lime pebbles and pottery sherds up to 0.05 m long.
They did not have the enduring persistency of the bricks of front
Wall f, but nevertheless fully served their purpose of filling a large
space within an enclosure wall.
Fig. 24. Brick wall with buttress at
The inner bricks were laid on each other in a dried condition
the southeastern edge of the tell.
and were consolidated into a compound by a clayey mortar. In
the buttress, square and rectangular bricks alternate with smaller
‘filler’ bricks only 0.04–0.10 m long. The result was a very tight compound. At the same time, this
alternating of bricks gave the façades a pleasing appearance because the clay of the small bricks was
slightly darker in colour (Pl. VIII). The pottery sherds found inside the brick fragments in the interior
of the wall (Fig. 26) contained:
A. Combed sherds, 0.006 m thick, made of white, hard clay with crushed flint pieces and
coarse-grained sand; handmade;
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B. Profiled rim of a vessel about 0.14 m in diameter; reddish, hard clay mixed with white and
blackish pebbles; 0.007 m thick, wheel made;
C. Several sherds of a vessel, 0.008 m thick; made
of reddish-yellow, hard clay with pebble inclusions,
crudely hand-smoothed on its interior, painted with broad
geometrical lines in an intensive red on its exterior side;
the colour is smoothed and shiny;
D. Fragments of a thick-walled vessel made of grey,
hard clay with inclusions of white and black pebbles; the
clay is burnt blackish-brown on its surface; the exterior
surface of the vessel is hand-smoothed and shows cracks;
its interior is coarse.
Apart from the above, flint splinters and flint
chisels (Type 590 in De Morgan 1896) were found.
The massive brick wall rests on a firm foundation of
three courses of large fieldstones totalling 1.00 m in height.
The foundation partly reaches into the two lowermost
brick courses of the buttress. An almost horizontally laid
layer of fieldstones, h, serves as a protective foot wall at
170.07 m. Behind the foundation stones we uncovered
brick masonry.
Fig. 25. Buttress of the brick wall at the
southeastern edge of the tell.
To summarize, the brick city wall between a and
h has a total height of 10.52 m, which corresponds nearly
exactly to the height of the brick wall at Stake 4 (10.65
m). The total height of the entire masonry between the
surface of the tell and Foundation h totals about 17 m,
which also corresponds more or less to the situation at the
wall segment at Stake 4. Traces of a glacis were detected
here too, but it is less clearly definable than at Stake 4.
Both above-described segments of the city wall exhibit a
nearly vertical wall at the base, which measured about 4
m in width. This base wall rendered fortification highly
effective.
Only the 17 lowermost brick courses could serve to
sherds from the brick wall at
determine measurements of the bricks. Their total height Fig. 26.thePottery
southeastern edge of the tell.
in the buttress was 1.96 m and in the wall 1.97 m.
Their measurements are as follows:
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Course

Continuous

Lengths of successive bricks (joints including)

heights (joints
including)

buttress

wall

1

0.13

0.45

0.40

at buttress

2

0.25

0.25

0.66

3

0.36

0.37

-

4

0.49

0.46

0.06

0.35

0.46

at city wall

-

-

-

0.06

0.47

-

-

0.47

0.85?

-

-

0.07

0.55

-

corner broken off

0.45

0.30

-

-

corner broken off

0.39

0.19

-

-

corner broken off

0.34

-

destroyed

corner broken off

0.50

-

destroyed
destroyed

5

0.59

0.56

0.04

0.37

0.44

0.40

-

corner broken off

0.30

-

6

0.70

0.69

-

0.08

0.42

0.06

0.46

corner broken off

0.16

0.35

7

0.84

0.81

0.30

0.05

0.35

0.44

dest.

0.54

0.37

0.37

0.35

0.37

0.32

-

8

0.94

0.92

corner

0.07

0.10

0.50

dest.

dest.

0.18

0.36

0.35

0.36

0.33

0.24

9

1.05

1.03

corner

0.42

0.45

-

dest.

0.50

0.40

0.37

0.70

0.40

0.30

-

10

1.16

1.14

corner

0.10

0.63

-

dest.

0.44

0.47

0.18

0.34

0.33

0.38

0.40

11

1.27

1.25

0.61

0.04

0.34

0.42

dest.

0.44

0.10

0.70

0.74

0.74

-

-

12

1.37

1.40

0.50

0.32

0.35

0.57

dest.

0.46

1.10

0.60

0.44

destroyed

13

1.51

1.51

0.61

0.35

0.35

0.42

dest.

0.72

0.53

0.70

0.47

destroyed

14

1.63

1.61

corner

0.30

0.77?

-

dest.

0.78

0.70

0.35

0.63

destroyed

0.50

0.35

-

dest.

0.54

0.72

0.60

0.60

destroyed

0.32

0.35

0.30

dest.

0.50

0.71

0.60

0.46

destroyed

0.35

0.75?

0.57

dest.

0.44

1.04

0.40

-

destroyed

destroyed

brok.
brok.
brok.

brok.
15

1.72

1.73

corner
brok.

16

1.83

1.84

corner
brok.

17

1.96

1.97

corner
brok.

Assuming an average joint width of ca. 0.005 m (see above), for the 17 brick courses, a total
height of 1.88 m remains, which is equal to a brick height of 0.1106 m (cf. to the eastern wall [no.
1], where the average brick height is 0.1127 m). Width and length of the bricks vary more than in
the eastern wall. From the table above we calculate the following proportions for the buttress after
deduction of the vertical joints:
1. Square bricks or stretchers

2. Rectangular, elongated bricks or headers

3.‘Filler’ bricks

Height

Width

Length

Height

Width

Length

Height

Width

Length

1

3

3

1

3

4(-5)

1

0.5-1

3

The average square stretchers have a side length of 0.33 m and the regular headers a length of 0.44–
0.55 m with a width of 0.33 m. The measurements of the actual city wall differ slightly: Here headers
were used whose length is six to ten times their height. It appears, therefore, that the architect had
different brick shapes at his disposal for Wall segment 2 of the big city wall than he had for Wall
segment 1. But the conventional ratio of 0.11 m (height) to 0.33 m (width) to 0.66 (length) m or its
multiple mainly remains the same. The architect simply tended to use larger bricks than in the buttress
because this rather matched the character of the fortification wall.
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Ring-wall segment 3. At Stake 2 (187.27 m) at the southern edge of the tell we excavated to a
depth of 6.5 m beneath the surface. We could not, however, further examine the city wall, as a massive
gate structure—the Südliches Burgtor—was exposed. At 181.80 m, at a depth of 5.50 m, we also found
evidence of the top of the ring-wall and its composition
here, too, was of dried mudbricks. The wall descended
southwards down the slope in terraces. Mudbricks still
adhered to the large stone blocks of the above-mentioned
gate complex. In the gate walls bricks were reused that
had originated from the more ancient city wall. They are
partially crumbly and grey and partially hardened and
coloured red and yellow by fire. They measured 0.33 ×
0.33 m, 0.35 × 0.35 m, and 0.33 × 0.66 m and are 0.10 m
and 0.11 m thick. Their composition of mud, straw, and
sand is the same as the bricks in Wall segment 2.
Fig. 27. Trench at the southwestern edge of
the tell.

Fig. 28. City wall at the southwestern edge of the tell.

As far as the excavation could determine, at Stake 2 the upper part of the city wall was about
6 m thick. It consisted of a compact compound of clay bricks that were partly well laid and partly set
together haphazardly. Here, too, the city wall had a buttress. At Stake 2 the wall formed an angle of
about 170°.
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Ring-wall segment 4. Following the southern edge of the tell in a westerly direction, at its
turn northward we reach Stake 22 (184.56 m). The city wall, which was exposed at this point, can be
studied in detail in the section on Pl. IX and in Figs. 27 and 28.
At this spot the tell rises to its lowest elevation above the valley. Today the ascent is only
slightly more than 10 m. The construction of high terrace walls was therefore more inappropriate than
at Wall segments 1, 2, and 3. At Stake 22 in Sqs. W 6, X 5, Y 5, and Z 5 we therefore merely find very
low terrace walls of fieldstones. They are only 0.60–1.00 m high and rest on top of a wide substructure
of brick masonry.

Fig. 29. City wall at the western edge of the tell at Stake 19.

In our trench, which was 4–6 m wide, we first reached Wall a at 183.00 m—1.56 m under the
tell surface. It was built of roughly dressed limestone blocks and continues in shallow steps down
to a height of 180.60 m at b. At this point the brick wall began directly beneath the first and single
course of fieldstones. At 180.02 m we reached Terrace c, 1 m high. Here the mudbricks reached the
wall front, being in line with the outer edge of the above-lying stone. Continuing down the slope to
177.00 m at d (cf. upper a in Fig. 28) the brick structure was again covered with stepped fieldstone
masonry. At this point the fieldstone facing ends and the actual brick wall starts. It is most carefully
built and continues down in steady steps to 173.30 m at e (cf. lower a in Fig. 28). The base of the brick
wall is conventionally protected by several layers of rubble Masonry f. The brick compound behind
continues to 172.50 m. This wall segment was protected by Glacis g, 0.15 m above the stepped brick
wall (d to e).
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The hard stamped layer is 0.08–0.12 m thick and consists of white soil and small stones. It is coated
with a smoothed clay layer, 0.01–0.015 m thick. The space between the glacis and upper edge of
the bricks is likewise filled with a stamped mass of clay and stones. Due to the smoothed coating it
was extremely difficult to climb this part of the fortified slope. Humid weather conditions make the
surface so slippery (cf. to the white úawāra-soil) that it is practically impossible to walk on it without
a stick. As in Wall segments 1, 2, and 3, the interior of the brick wall consists of well laid as well
as more irregularly laid bricks. Single fieldstones were lying among the bricks. The earthen mortar
is blackish-brown and poorly or not levigated. The total height of the brick wall between b and f is

Fig. 30. Opus spicatum in the western city wall.

8.10 m, the height of the most compact part between d and e 3.70 m, and the height of the entire wall
between a and f 10.50 m. The composition of the bricks is most similar to the one of Wall segment 2.
It differs only in that more small stones are added to the grey, sun-dried mud. The bricks disintegrated
upon removal. The dimensions are 0.33–0.35 m for each side for the square bricks, 0.30–0.34 m
× 0.65 m and 0.67 m for the elongated bricks. The average height is 0.10–0.13 m, the joint width
0.09–0.25 m. The quality of the masonry and the bricks in this part does not nearly equal the careful
construction of the buttress of Wall segment 2. At this point of the city wall the natural slope of the
tell is only 0.25 m above the actual wall. Accordingly the debris layer above the wall was very thin.
Ring-wall segment 5. Following the western edge of the tell plateau we reach the large east–
west trench (Stakes 18 and 19). In the west the latter starts at 181.66 m and in Sqs. O 0, O 1, O 2, P 1,
and P 2 was cut into the slope. It extended to a width of 4–7 m.
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The excavated part of the city wall at this spot is shown on Pl. X and in Figs. 29 and 30.
At 178.17 m we exposed a more recent gate complex (a), a threshold and a walkway. The
walkway was stone-paved and covered with a stamped earth floor. Directly beneath we came upon
the uppermost Terrace Wall b at 176.80 m, which continues vertically down to 175.81 m, where it
rests on top of a rubble stone Wall c–e = d. Wall d (Fig. 30) rises to a total height of 1.40–1.52 m
and is very peculiar in its masonry. At 173.93 m it rests on top of a mudbrick wall fortified with a
tower (see Pl. X). It can be attributed to the same building phase as the brick wall beneath. The eight
courses of Wall d consist of unworked fieldstones and rubble stones of irregular shape with primarily
elongated, sharp-edged stones, 0.30–0.42 long and 0.10–0.26 m high. The stones are bound by fine,
yellowish-grey mortar that was apparently levigated. Empty spaces are filled with smaller, sharpedged stones. The lowermost course at e is almost horizontally laid and consists of square stones that
are 0.20–0.27 m on each side. The second course shows stones slanting to the right, only interrupted
by two horizontally laid stones. The third course consists of stones, which are slanted to the left. The
fourth course interrupts the building technique of the courses below, as it alternates between stones
that slant to the right, headers that are laid horizontally, stones that are laid vertically, and stones that
slant to the left. The stones of the fifth and sixth courses generally slant to the left. The seventh course
is laid horizontally, and the two stones of the eighth and last course again slant to the left. This type of
masonry is comparable to the opus spicatum of Vitruv, and its considerable strength is undisputable.
We will encounter this building technique again in the Nordburg. Wall d is 1.20–1.30 m wide. In the
interior of the wall we found a few isolated brick fragments.
The actual mudbrick wall starts at 173.93 m, strengthened by a fortification tower. The wall is
5.50 m wide at its apex and 2.00 m high. It projects 1.80 m over the reconstructed wall line of the city
wall and 4.10 m over Wall d.
The horizontal brick courses of the upper half of the tower occasionally alternate with larger
headers, 0.35–0.40 m long and 0.24–0.35 m high (see Pl. X on the section viewed from the west).
These headers consist partly of a mass of clayey soil, partly of three caked clay bricks. The façade
of the central part of the lower half of the tower exhibits a diagonally laid brick masonry running in
an angle of 24° into the fieldstone Foundation g. The interior of the tower revealed formless brick
masses. It seems, however, that they were once laid bricks.
Wall f connects to the tower in an obtuse angle. At this point it collapsed or was destroyed,
and now consists of only huge masses of brick debris with some isolated brick chunks. Including the
tower, the wall was about 7.50 m thick; without the tower it was 3.40 m thick. Above the tower runs
a more recent addition, j, of fieldstones. The tower has a gradient of 1:10.
From the bottom, h, of the tower (171.93 m), the glacis slants downwards in a very gentle
gradient to the first of the lowermost terrace walls, Wall k (170.34 m). It is formed by a layer of
stamped earth, 1 m thick, mixed with large and small stones and coated with a white úawāra-clay
layer, 0.08 m thick. The distance between the base, h, of the tower and
1. On the occasion of several topographical investigations in the area of el-Ladiqiya in northern Syria in 1882 I came
across a similar framework of stones in the modern building walls in the village esh-Shabatliya. This technique is used
until today. Alternating courses of left and right slanted Nari-stone slabs, 0.25–0.30 m long and 0.10 m thick, abut the
wall corners, which were built of large, drafted blocks. Also here grey loamy soil was used as bonding agent. Compare
Dörpfeld 1902: 47.
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Wall k is 8 m. Continuing downwards we exposed another 2 m long section of glacis, 0.25 m thick,
with the same incline as the one between h and k. At l (169.59 m) a strong stone wall, 1.20 m high,
retains it.
At this point the foot of the slope lies at 166.59 m. Brick wall and tower reach a total height
of only 2.00–2.50 m. Between Wall top, c, and lowermost Terrace, l, the height differential is only
6.22 m; between Wall a and l 8.58 m. Also, at Stake 19 the tell plateau rises only 15.07 m above the
surroundings.
As far as they are distinguishable, most of the mudbricks are square, with dimensions of 0.33–
0.35 m on each side and a height of 0.11 m. Apart from the above-mentioned large headers, small
bricks are inserted between them. The latter measure 0.08–0.15 m on each side and are 0.11 and 0.12
m high. Like the buttress in Wall segment 2 the tower is more carefully constructed than the enclosure
wall. The bonding agent is greyish-brown levigated clay. The texture of the brick material is not very
hard. The components of clay, straw and pebbles are the same as at Wall segment 4. Wall c and Glacis
m form the strongest compound in this exposed segment of the city wall.
Ring-wall segment 6. A further test trench, 4 m wide,
was lowered into the slope at Stake 17 (179.15 m) at the
western edge of the tell in Sqs. G 4, H 4–5, I 5, and K 5. Only
1.30 m below the tell surface, at a height of 177.85 m, we
reached terrace Wall a (see Pl. XI A and Fig. 31). It consisted
of two steps and was built of fieldstones. The vertical, lower
terrace Wall b is more recent in date and built of five courses
of slightly hewn rubble stones. Its total height amounts to 1.30
m. It rests on top of brick Wall c, the only brick wall that we
encountered in this section. With a height of only 1.60 m, Wall
c is considerably low. It projects 5.10 m over the base of Wall
b. The brick masonry begins at 175.23 m, 3.92 m under the
tell surface, and rests on stone Socle d. The upper edge of d is
situated at a level of 173.63 m. On top of the uppermost brick
course we found single stones. These stones are remains of a
wall that dates to the same period as the brick wall. This wall
was destroyed by the construction of the more recent Wall b.
The substructure of the city wall continues in five to six partly
collapsed terraces of fieldstones to the present-day Foot e of
the slope, which is located at 168.00 m. From this it follows
that the total height of the city wall between c and e was 7.23
m. The courses of the brick wall are not strictly horizontal. The Fig. 31. City wall at the western edge of the
tell at Stake 17.
bricks were probably laid in a still undried condition and warped
one another in an irregular way. Therefore the joints form
wavy lines. The material of the bricks is the same as in Wall segment 5. The square bricks are 0.33–
0.34 m on each side and 0.11–0.12 m high. Other shapes are not distinguishable. A glacis of stamped
clay and stones covering the terrace walls can be assumed but is obviously destroyed.
The main fortification of the entire western side of the tell was formed by the one strong, brick
wall, about 4 m high, strengthened by a glacis with a smooth stamped clay layer in front.
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Ring-wall segment 7. At Stake 15 (180.00 m) we dug down the slope in Sqs. C 11–12, D
11–12, and E 12 and at 179.27 m reached terrace Wall a (Pl. XI B), built of rubble stones. The next
terrace, Wall b, was uncovered at 177.47 m. At 176.02 m, 4 m below the tell surface, we came upon
brick Wall c. The height of the latter is 1.62 m, as in Wall segment 6. This wall, too, is built on top
of a foundation, d, (174.40 m) of fieldstones, but projects only 2.60 m over stone Wall b. Destroyed
terraces continue down the slope at a distance of 14 m until e at 171.00 m. The foot of today’s slope
lies at 170.00 m. Remains of a glacis of clay and stones were uncovered above the terrace walls.
The brick wall is ca. 5 m thick and poorly preserved. The mudbricks are laid horizontally. Their
measurements and composition do not deviate from those of the bricks in Wall segments 5 and 6. The
height of the city wall between c and e is 5.02 m.
Ring-wall segment 8. In order to examine the course of the large ring-wall, additional trenches
were dug at Stakes 14, 13, and 11 at the northern edge of the tell, and at Stakes 9, 6, and 5 at the
northeastern and eastern edges. I contented myself with making certain that the mudbrick wall also
appeared in these sections—at a depth of 3–4 m below the surface—and consequently all around the
current edge of the tell plateau. Between Stakes 13 and 11 the brick wall was partially destroyed by
a later large building and by more recent erosion. At Stakes 6 and 5 a closer examination of the city
wall was impeded by spacious buildings that had been erected on top of it.
Measured along its top, the total length of the city brick wall is 866.00 m. Its height between
the lowermost terrace wall and its top varies between 10.60 m in the east, 8.00 m in the southwest,
6.00 and 7.00 m in the west, and 5 m in the northwest.
On the huge terrace to the north of the tell strong stone structures protected the city wall and
the access to the destroyed gate at Stake 13 (Sqs. B 21 and 22) to the north.
When we compare the bricks of the city wall with the burnt bricks of the Mittelburg, which rest
in an up to 1.00-m-thick layer on top of the above-mentioned burial chambers of the Second Stratum
(cf. p. 14 ff.), we note an overall correspondence in their composition. The bricks of the Mittelburg
appear again in several other buildings, among them the Nordburg, and continue to the eastern edge
of the tell.
As mentioned earlier, the top of the stone walls of the burial chambers rises up to 178.27 m
(cf. p. 17) and the upper structure and the above-lying brick debris respectively lie at 179.00 m. Since
on the eastern slope the upper part of the city wall starts at ca. 180.00 m—and the wall arguably
originally towered about 1.00 m above the buildings inside the city—and, since the pottery shown in
Fig. 26 finds its parallels in the pottery found in the stratum with the burial chambers, we can assume
that the brick ring-wall dates to the same period as the burial chambers and can therefore be attributed
to the Second Stratum.

C. The Third Stratum
1. The Nordburg: Earlier Buildings of the Third Stratum
a) The Masonry
The rooms of the Nordburg are the most important discoveries of our excavations. They are
firmly connected to the Mittelburg. Nord- and Mittelburg form a large complex, and it is difficult to
separate one from the other. Nevertheless Nord- and Mittelburg do not belong to the same period,
as shown by the pottery, the small finds, and namely the masonry. The Nordburg is younger, the
Mittelburg older in origin.
Most of the Nordburg (cf. the plan on Pl. XII A and the section on Pl. XII B) was unearthed.
Only the eastern part and the northern end remain partly unexcavated. The exposed area (Sqs. I
22–23, K 22–24, L–N 21–24) of the Nordburg (Fig. 32) has a maximum length of 40 m from north to
south and a width of 29 m from east to west.
The western part of the building that was erected for defensive purposes is confined by Moat a
(Pl. XII), which reaches the foundations of the building. The original depth of the moat was about 6
m; the width at the base is 1.50 m and at the top 4.00–4.30 m. The moat runs along the western wall of
the Nordburg, Wall b—the most massive wall of the complex—and along Wall n (the contre-escarpe).
Walls b and n are parallel and the same height. Taking these two main walls as a starting point we can
further reconstruct the layout of the Nordburg. The building formed a rectangle about 35 m long from
north to south and 30 m wide from east to west, with a central main room or courtyard (c–c’). This
central unit was 20 m long and 14.50 m wide, and was surrounded by side rooms, which were built
along the outer walls of the building. The nature of this courtyard was altered by later additions. The
main axis of the building is approximately orientated to the north (N. 11° E.). In the central unit of the
southern part of the building, Hall d, in Sq. N 22, we discovered Entrance e, which was 1.20 m wide.
The main entrance gate, which was destroyed by later building activities, had obviously been situated
in the north at f in Sq. K 23. In Sqs. M and N 22 there is a 4.60-m-wide entrance in the outer Wall b
at k’’’, which could only be accessed through a bridge over the moat. In Sqs. N and O 22–23, in the
south, there is an entrance hall or Forecourt g with remains of columns or masseboth and pits. This
hall provides access to the southern Entrance e, which opens into the side rooms on the short side of
the building. Forecourt g also forms a connection to the Mittelburg in the south.
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While, according to their dimensions, the central courtyard and forecourt formed partly open
spaces, the side rooms of the short and long sides were roofed. The manner of roofing can no longer
be determined, but the roofs doubtlessly were made of wood, reed, and clay, the decayed remains of
which were found in the debris inside the rooms. Stone beams are absent, and without them we could
not assume stone roofing. At several places in the Nordburg we excavated cylindrical stone rollers
(Fig. 33), 0.50–0.60 m long and 0.20–0.25 m in diameter. Their purpose was to pack the roofs and
floors.
A continuation of the Nordburg to the building at the northern edge of the tell—the Vorwerk (in
Sqs. C–E 22–23)—obviously did not exist, as seems verified by several test trenches. A connecting

Fig. 32. The Nordburg, view from the south.

courtyard between the two buildings, which in any case are from different periods, can likewise not
be proven. Therefore we must treat the Nordburg as a separate complex, erected on top of building
remains of the First and the Second Strata (see pp. 11–13).
The western, outer wall of the Nordburg: Socle h (Pl. XII B) of the outer Wall b (Fig. 34) begins at
175.20 m, at the bottom of Moat a, and runs along the western, long side of the edifice. The socle
projects 0.60–0.80 m over Wall b and consists of five to six courses of rubble stones for a total height
of 1.10–1.30 m. It was erected on top of building debris. A small part of this socle, a breach 1 m wide,
was repaired with dried mudbricks. Four bricks, one on top of the other, were laid into the breach
and bound to the stone wall with mortar. The bricks are 0.35–0.38 m long and 0.11–0.12 m high. The
actual massive castle Wall b (Fig. 35) starts on top of Foundation h, at 176.50 m.
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Its lower section, 2.00–2.50 m high, consists of 10–12 courses of rather crude masonry composed of
fieldstones and rubble stones of Nāri-limestone the size of a head. The stones are up to 0.35 m long
and 0.25 m high. Above the projecting part of the foundation (h), limestone slabs lean slanted against
the bottom of Wall b. They served to protect and seem to have been coated with a layer of clay. Similar
to the city wall in Wall segment 5 (Wall d, Fig. 30), the stones
of Wall b are laid out as opus spicatum: The lower courses are
laid horizontally and the courses above are laid slanted to the
left. A fine earthen mortar binds the stones. The joints, which
are often 0.10–0.15 m wide, are filled with smaller stones.
Those on the face of the wall are plastered with a light clay
mortar. The width of the base of Wall b varies. The southern
section up to 15.50 m from Corner E, i.e., to a’’, has the
impressive width of 2.50 m (including Socle h). Continuing
to the north the socle recedes 0.70 m, and between a’’ and
a’’’’’ the average width of the lower part of the wall is 1.70 m.
Fig. 33. Stone rollers and pottery from the
Nordburg.

From this point the wall broadens again to a
width of 2.00 m. The core of the wall is filled
with fieldstones laid haphazardly, and bound
with earthen mortar. The wall front facing
Room k, however, again consists of fieldstones
laid in courses and is plastered. The inner
face of the wall further shows two buttresses
4.50 m and 14.60 m from Corner E—at a’’’
and a’’’’. The buttresses each project 0.80 m
over the wall. They are constructed of stones
laid in courses. At a’’’’’, 22.20 m from Corner
E, the wall projects 0.60 m over its line. The
first, southern Buttress a’’’ at the same time
forms the southern corner of an entrance into
castle Wall b, which is 4.60 m wide. Like
Doorway e the threshold of this entrance is at
178.50 m (cf. Figs. 37 and 40).
On top of the substructure of Wall b a
massive 1-m-high upper Structure l (Pl. XII
B) was erected. It consists of three courses of
slightly hewn, partly rectangular limestone
blocks and is about 0.65–0.85 m narrower
Fig. 34. The Nordburg moat.
than the substructure. This part of the wall is
1.20 m wide. The stone masonry is of a better
quality than that of the substructure. The empty spaces between the stones are smaller;
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less mortar was used and the structure is more solid. Like the substructure, Wall l has a slight gradient
at the front facing the moat.
Finally, the highest part of the wall, Wall m, is made of brick, which for the most part collapsed.
The wall is 0.66–0.70 m wide and was originally at least 1.20 m high, reaching an elevation of 181.00
m. This brick wall is best preserved in the northern part of the building (m’ on Pl. XII A). Here it
occupied the entire wall width of 1.70–1.80 m. The mudbricks were laid fully dried. On the wall faces
they were hardened and coloured yellow and red by a local fire. The bricks on the face and in the core
of the wall are made of the same compact, good quality clay. The dimensions of the individual bricks

Fig. 35. The western wall of the Nordburg.

are as follows: 1) headers: 0.49 (0.50) m long × 0.33 m wide × 0.11 m (0.10; 0.12; 0.13 and 0.15) high;
2) square bricks: 0.33 × 0.33 × 0.11 m (0.10; 0.13). The headers are thus one and one half times longer
than the square bricks but retain the same width. This results in the following proportions:
1. Stretchers
2. Headers

Height
1
1

Length
4, 5
3

Width
3
3

The measurements of these bricks can be compared to those of the bricks of Wall segment 2 of the
eastern city wall (pp. 27ff.), but the clay composition of the two deviate considerably: First, the clay
of these bricks is a well levigated yellowish-white,
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compact mass. Second, it contains less coarse-grained sand and only single, small white limestone
particles and dolorit stones. On the other hand, it contains more chopped straw, which was stiffer.
Single stalks were 0.010–0.035 m long and longer and had a diameter of 0.001–0.003 m. They were
kneaded into the clay mass. Single freshwater shells (bivalve) were also mixed into the brick material.
The southern Corner E of the western castle wall is especially massively built. The rubble
stones are large, and the wall socle projects considerably over the actual wall line.
On the western side a high wall, Contre-escarpe n (Fig. 36),
confines the moat. This wall starts at the same depth as Wall b. In some
places it has a Socle n’, 0.60–0.70 m high. The socle is built of three
to four courses of fieldstones and projects 0.35 m over the abovelying wall. In its lower part Wall n consists of seven to ten courses
of mostly horizontally laid, split rubble stones. The stones have a
more regular, rectangular shape than the ones used in castle Wall b.
They were broken from a stone layer of a regular thickness of 0.15
m and slightly hewn at the vertical joints. Due to these regular layers
the character of the masonry is slightly different from the masonry
of the buildings described until now. This building technique with
horizontal layers of rectangular stones results in a new and more
solid masonry and probably belongs to a slightly later phase of the
Third Stratum. With no further step but with a gradient of 1:9 the
contre-escarpe continues up to an elevation of 180.00 m, partly as a
wall of badly preserved bricks of poor quality (n’’) and single rubble
stones and partly as a stone wall. Like Wall b it ends as a compact
brick wall at 181.00 m. In both cases the bonding agent is reddishFig. 36. Masonry of the contrebrown earthen mortar. The core of the contre-escarpe could not be
escarpe, Nordburg.
examined thoroughly. It consists of brick debris, stones and crosswalls
alternating with two ash layers—the dividing line of different strata.
At about the same level as the bottom of Socle h, two stone walls, 0.50-m- and 0.70-m-thick
respectively, cross the bottom of the moat (Fig. 34). They presumably belong to an earlier stratum, as
the northern one apparently continues under Wall b. Between the walls we found a shattered ceramic
vessel at 175.35 m, surrounded by small fieldstones. It had been ca. 0.60 m high and had contained the
skeletal remains of a child. Apart from the cranium and thighbones, the skeleton was almost entirely
disintegrated. The interior of the vessel was filled with earth and ash.
Unfortunately the eastern enclosure wall of the Nordburg could not be examined but we assume
its location was east of c’. Along the southern wall of the building we encountered interesting and
clearly recognizable masonry.
At Corner E, southern Wall o abuts enclosure Wall b at nearly right angles. Wall o forms the
southern border of corner Room k (cf. Pl. XII A and Figs. 32 and 37). Wall o continues along o’’ to
o’’’ for 24.50 m, as far as exposed. The first segment, up to o’, exhibits an upper width of 0.55 m
and consists of three courses of field- and rubble stones, which are each laid in two rows that do not
interlock. The foundation below projects about
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0.30–0.40 m over the wall and rests on top of building debris. The top of Wall o reaches an elevation
of 179.00 m between o and Door e and rises to 180.20 m from e to o’’’.
Where Walls b and o meet, we exposed Room k, which was fortified like a tower. The room
has an inner width of 4.80 m from east to west and is 5.10 m long. In the northwestern corner there is
a 1.20-m-wide doorway, which leads to a second Room k’ in the north. Room k’ is 4.65 m long and
4.10 m wide. The floor of Room k is 177.00 m. It is 0.08 m thick and consists of a stamped layer of
pebbles and clayey soil, which itself is coated with a smoothed, white layer of clay. A second floor
can be attested at 178.40 m, a third one at 179.00 m. Each belongs to a different building phase of the

Fig. 37. Southern part of the Nordburg, from the west.

Third Stratum. Embedded into the lowermost floor is a two-handled storage jar. The vessel is made
of light red, well-fired clay (Fig. 38) and is 0.85 m high. Its profiled rim is at 177.84 m. The interior
of the vessel was filled with earth, stones, and bones. The amphora probably belongs to the second
phase with the floor level of 178.40 m. [Translator’s note: There is undoubtedly a mistake here: Either
the top of the amphora actually lies at 178.84 (rather than at 177.84) and really belongs to the second
floor or the level is correct and it belongs to the first and the ascription to the second floor is wrong.]
To the east of and perpendicular to Room k is a second, elongated room, Hall d, which is
separated from Room k by a 1.00-m-thick wall. It is 8.20 m long and only 2.70 m wide. Its walls are
remarkably massive. The southern wall is 1.10 m thick and the northern one is 2.40 m at the base
and 1.10 m at the top. The eastern wall is obstructed; apparently it was originally 1.00 m thick. Like
o–o’, the walls are well built of unhewn limestone rocks with an upper structure of several courses
of mudbricks (cf. Wall b). There is an entrance about 1.00 m wide in the northwestern corner of
the room. Doorway e, which we have already mentioned, is in the southern wall of the hall. It was
originally 1.20 m wide but was blocked in later times. The jambs, e’, are of large, hewn rubble stones,
up to 0.85 m long. The threshold stones rest at 178.66 m and the floor of Hall d at 178.00. Therefore
the height differential between the floors
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of d and k is 1.00 m. One metre to the east of Entrance e, at 178.33 m, we found the first step of a
stairway. The stairway is composed of flat fieldstones and earthen mortar. It consists of four steps and
leads to a raised Area p, at 179.38 m (Figs. 37 and 39). Each step is 0.20–0.26 m high and 0.45–0.50
m wide. In the southeastern corner of this raised area is oval-shaped, stone-lined Pit p’ (Fig. 39). Its
maximum inner length is 1.80 from east to west, its width 1.50 m and its depth 1.10–1.20 m. The
pit is walled with rubble stones that show no trace of
chisel-working. Limestone slabs cover the bottom of
the pit, which rests on top of building debris of earlier
periods. The inner walls of the pit are coated with a
layer of clay. At the bottom of the pit we found in situ
two large, unworked limestone blocks, 1.10 m and 0.80
m long respectively. On top of them was a third block
0.90 m long—Tabletop p’’. On the western side of the
pit, Seat p’’’ was inserted laterally. It consisted of a
1.15 m long limestone slab. The remaining space of the
pit was filled with earth, ash, stones, and many burnt
animal bones—as well as sheep and goat teeth. We also
Fig. 38. Storage jar from a room in the Nordburg.
discovered a crudely shaped bronze nail with a thick
head and white, thin-walled sherds of fine ware.
Immediately east of Pit p’ and of Hall d is a second rectangular pit or small Room p’’’ (Pl. XII).
It is 1.90 m long, 1.50 m wide, and preserved to a height of 0.90 m. The room has a floor at 178.95
m. The inside was plastered and filled with building debris and several animal bones. To the north of
Room p’’’ we uncovered a massive, tower-like Wall block q (Pl. XII; Fig. 37). This square structure
measures 3.40 m on each side. Its surface (179.60 m)
is paved and slightly rises towards Room p’’’ (gradient
1:10). Cistern q’, with a drainage channel to the north,
is a later installation.
Abutting Wall block q to its east and west are
two well-built rubble stone Walls p’’ and r (Pl. XII and
Fig. 37). They can be identified as two partition walls
of the Nordburg. They are 1.00 m and 1.20 m thick
respectively. Their tops are at 179.75 m, which is nearly
the height of the western outer wall of the edifice in
the area of k. Partition Wall p’’ (Fig. 40) tapers towards
the top; it consists of two rows of rubble stones in
its upper part and three rows in its lower part. At the
Fig. 39. Pit in the southern part of the Nordburg.
meeting point of this wall and the southern castle wall
is Buttress o’’. Wall r is built of three and four rows of
stones respectively. The nature of Room r’, to the east of Wall r, was changed by later additions. It
contains a characteristic round Table r’’ (Fig. 40) with a massebah. This room apparently
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corresponded to Room k in the southwestern corner of the building. The eastern front wall of
the Nordburg remains unexposed. A partly destroyed wall (s) to the north of Room r’ (Pl. XII A)
corresponds to eastern Wall k’’ of Room k’. Like k’’, Wall s is 1.20 m wide at the top. It is built of
eight irregular rubble stone courses filled with clay mortar and small stones. The preserved height of
Wall s is 2.30 m; its top is at 178.16 m. At the foundation level at 175.86 m, where the wall reaches a
width of 1.40 m, we found Jar s’ embedded between the lowest and the second foundation course. The
original dimensions of the vessel, which was crushed by the weight of the above-lying stone courses,
was 0.90 m × 0.40 m. It was surrounded by masonry on all sides (Fig. 41) and could be retrieved
only in fragments. The rim measured about 0.20 m in diameter and was covered with a small stone.

Fig. 40. The Nordburg, from the northeast.

The mouth of the vessel was orientated to the south. In the neck of the large jar we found pottery,
which is shown in Fig. 42: 1) a lovely juglet (Fig. 42, No. 1), 0.24 m high, with rounded, nearly
pointed base and egg-shaped mouth. The thin-walled vessel was made of whitish-yellow clay and of
hard fabric. On the outer surface one can see wheel grooves; 2) a small bowl (Fig. 42, No. 2) with
a maximum diameter of 0.90 m and wide base [Translator’s note: 0.90 m is evidently too large;
see illustration]. It consists of thin-walled, hand-smoothed red clay and a shining outer surface. The
latter is also decorated in pointillé; 3) a crushed juglet with double handle and pointed base made of
reddish-yellow, thin-walled, well-fired clay. Jar s’ contained the shattered but clearly recognizable
remains of a very small child whose arm bones were ca. 0.095 m long and 0.006–0.007 m thick.
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The cranium was 0.001 m thick. The head was located near the rim of the vessel in the south and the
feet in the north at the bottom of the vessel. The jar rested in situ 6.50 m under the tell surface.
Wall s continues 9 m over s’ to s’’. At s’’ it disappears beneath a Fourth Stratum wall. At about
the half-way mark Wall s is disturbed by a later installation, namely a stone-lined pit. The pit has a
floor with a channel. The northern continuation of this eastern wing of the Nordburg was destroyed in
the course of later construction activities.
Turning back to the western wing we find small Chamber k’’’ inserted into Room k’. The
chamber is built alongside Wall b, is 3.70 m long and 1 m wide, and has a door on the southern side.
Embedded into the floor of the chamber is a storage jar (Fig.
43), 0.90 m high, which contained leftovers, namely animal
bones, a dried-out, light yellow liquid, and greasy remains
at its bottom. In any case the chamber is a later addition of
the Third Stratum, which probably was not planned from
the beginning. This is suggested by its short northern wall
which runs parallel to the massive northern Wall k’’’’ of
Room k’ at a distance of only 0.25 m. The chamber might
have been added later to prevent direct access from the
above-mentioned gateway (p. 37) into Rooms k and k’.
In Wall k’’’’ we find a 0.90 m wide entrance, which gives
access to Hall t in the north (Pl. XII A). Wall k’’’’ is 1.30 m
wide. Like Wall k’’, in its lower part it consists of a massive
substructure of five to six courses of rubble stones. Its
upper part was a mudbrick superstructure, only parts of
which are preserved. The top of the stone masonry of Wall
k’’’’ lies at 178.44 m; Wall k’’ is at 178.54 m. The wall tops
of Chamber k’’’ are at 178.10 m; the floors of Room k’ lie at
Fig. 41. Jar with human remains of a child
177.30 m, 178.40 m, and 179.95 m. The top of the storage embedded in the masonry of the Nordburg.
jar in Chamber k’’’ is at 178.72 m.
One of the most important side rooms of the Nordburg is the above-mentioned Hall t, which is
built against the western long side of the central courtyard (Pl. XII A, Fig. 44.). The hall has the same
width as tower Room k and central Room k’. Between k’’’’ and t’ it is 13.80 m long from north to
south. A buttress at t’’ served as the northern doorjamb of a doorway between the hall and the central
courtyard. The southern jamb is obstructed but the original width of the entrance seems to be ca. 3.00
m. A second entrance enabling access from Hall t to the central courtyard was found at Buttress t’’’.
The eastern wall of the hall, t’’’’, consists of a massive rubble stone foundation, 1.50–1.60 m wide, and
an upper structure of well preserved bricks the uppermost course of which rests at 177.70 m. While
Wall k’’ is primarily built of upright standing, 0.20–0.25 m regular rubble stones, the foundation of t’’’’
has slanted slabs with horizontally laid stones between them—similar to Contre-escarpe n (Fig. 36).
The construction technique of k’’ repeats itself in northern Wall t’ and Buttress t’’’. It therefore seems
that Wall t’’’’ is a later addition, which was built to support the roof of the hall.
Crosswall t’ forms the northern end of the central courtyard. It is 1.60 m wide and consists of
a compact compound of rubble stones laid beside each other and fitted into each other haphazardly.
The largest stones form the wall fronts and the smaller ones its core (Fig. 45 and Pl. XII A).
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The top of Wall t’ is at 176.89 m. Remains of an upper brick structure are attested.
Room u (Pl. XII A), which is the northern counterpart of Room k’ and
of the same size, is located to the north of Hall t. The room is disturbed by
later building activities, including a pit and two burials. The room is 4.70
m long from north to south and 4.00 m wide. The northern
demarcation of Room u is destroyed, but the preserved Wall
segment u’’ suggests that the northern wall of Room u was
flush with the northern front of Wall v.
North of Room u, at the northwestern corner of the
building, we reach Room u’’’, which corresponds to tower
Room k in the southwestern corner of the Nordburg. The
interior of Room u’’’ was altered by later additions. Its
northern Wall u’’’’ projects 5.00 m over the northern castle
façade, v. To the east of Room u lies Chamber x, which forms
the northwestern corner-room of the large courtyard. This
room is only 4.20 m long and 2.30 m wide. Partition Wall u’
is similar in masonry and thickness to southern Wall t’ (Fig.
45). The eastern Wall x’ of Chamber x is only 0.90 m wide and Fig. 43. Storage
jar from a
consists of two rows of rubble stones. I could not detect
room in the
Nordburg.
entrances between Room u and Room x or to the courtyard.
The northern outer Wall v has a width of 1.90 m at foundation
Fig. 42. Pottery from
infant burial in jar
level and of 1.20 m at the top. It is well built of rubble stones.
(Fig. 41).

Fig. 44. Courtyard and western hall of the Nordburg.
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The wall tops of x’ and v are located at 176.89 m. Corner Rooms x and u’’’ form the northern end of
the rooms to the left of the spacious courtyard. The southeastern corner of Room x projects 3.60 m
over the front of Hall t and flanks Gate f, which is now destroyed.
The wall of the northern face of the building (v) continues eastward for 8.50 m to v’’, but at v’
there is a gap of 2.80 m. This gap corresponds to the former northern gate of the complex. The abovelying, more recent building remains and other circumstances did not allow a thorough examination of
the northern front of the Nordburg, which was unearthed only at the end of the excavations. For this
same reason the eastern part of the building also remained unexplored.
Eight metres north of northern Façade v we exposed Wall z in a test trench (Pl. XII A). This
wall is perpendicular to outer Wall b. According to its construction it belongs to the Third Stratum
and like a’’’ must be interpreted as an enclosure wall of the Nordburg [Translator’s note: It is not
entirely clear what Schumacher means in this instance, since a’’’ is a buttress inside the complex]. Its
uppermost stone course is at 175.60 m.
Inside the spacious central courtyard
we excavated the remains of several
buildings of a younger date (cf. Figs. 32, 40,
and 44). We cannot ascertain which of the
remains still belongs to the Third Stratum,
except for a free-standing Pillar, y (Figs.
40 and 44; Pl. XII A), in the centre of the
courtyard. Its masonry is the same as that of
Walls k’’ and u’. It is 1.30 m wide and 3–4
m long and probably originally served as a
supporting pillar of the partial roof of the
courtyard. At the same time it possibly also
forms a partition wall dividing the courtyard
into northern and southern halves. The upper
rubble stone course of the pillar is 177.60 m
in one place and 177.20 m in another. On top
Fig. 45. Chamber in the northwestern part of the Nordburg.
of this upper course rest large, hewn blocks
that are part of a later pillar, y’ (Fig. 44). Their
upper edges reach a height of 180.11 m. The orientation of Pillar y is perpendicular to the main axis
of the central courtyard, while the more recent additions are built at an angle, not taking the original
layout into consideration.
The floor levels of the Third Stratum of the Nordburg vary between 177.00 in Room k in
the southwestern corner of the building, 177.40 m in Hall t, 177.40 m beside Pillar y, and 176.80
m, 177.00 m, and 177.31 m respectively in the large courtyard (Pl. XII A). In tower Room x in the
north the floor is at 176.70 and in the spacious side Room u at 176.65 m. This height differential of
about 0.85 m explains the absence of doorways between the side rooms in the north and the central
courtyard.
An overview of the entire layout of the Nordburg is given in the symmetrical ground plan in
Fig. 46, drawn with simple lines.
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Forecourt g and the lateral western Corner-chamber g’ (Pl. XII A) belong to the original room
layout. These rooms connect the Nordburg to the Mittelburg, and as connecting link we want to
describe them now. We will describe the Mittelburg separately only later.
Doorway e connects southern Hall d with the forecourt. The latter is built crosswise in front
of Hall d. It is 6.50 m wide; its length is unknown. Wall Section g’’ of the southern wall of the
forecourt with a buttress projecting to the north belongs to the original building. The continuation
of the forecourt to the east is covered by a later structure, which we will treat in detail below. The
partition wall between g and g’ is 0.70–0.80 m wide and consists of two to three rows of rubble stones.
It has a collapsed brick upper structure. The wall top reaches 179.77 m. The wall that now confines
the forecourt to the east actually belongs to a later period. It is at 180.73 m. We did not extend our
excavation east of this wall.

Fig. 46. Ground plan of the
Nordburg.

Fig. 47. Carved out basalt stones in the
forecourt of the Nordburg. [Translator’s note:
Fig. 47 b actually comes from the southern
edge of the tell (see below)].

Parallel to the southern front of the Nordburg and at a distance of 2.50 m from it, two uprightstanding monoliths, Columns m and m’, are located in front of Entrance e. The western Monolith
m’ is 1.15 m high, the eastern one 1.10 m (Pl. XII A, Fig. 32). The upper edge of m’ is at 179.34 m.
The columns are made of Nāri-limestone and are only slightly worked. They are wider towards the
bottom and thus preserved the irregular shape in which they were brought from the quarry. The edges
are rounded, the cross-section of the central part rectangular (0.55 × 0.40 m). Their tops are plain but
disintegrating at the edges.
In the area between the monoliths and the southern front of the Nordburg, to the right of Door
e, we exposed an oven and a carved out basalt boulder (Pl. XII A, Fig. 32). The oven has a 0.03 m
thick wall of burnt clay; it is built the same way the fellahin build the tannūr nowadays, with the wall
surrounded by small fieldstones bound with mortar. The oven is oval and tapers towards the top. Its
maximum inner diameter at the base is 0.90 m and its depth 0.70 m. The above-mentioned boulder,
a mortar or table, is located immediately beside the oven. It is a naturally oval basalt rock 0.80 m in
diameter and 0.55 m high (Fig. 47 a). At its top the stone has a carefully carved, approximately circular
depression that is 0.40 m in diameter and 0.05–0.06 m deep. Around the perimeter of the depression
there are three additional smaller cavities regularly distanced from each other. They are each 0.08–
0.10 m in diameter and are only 0.03 m deep. When the boulder was positioned horizontally, the
smaller cups could not hold liquids and must therefore have served another purpose, unknown to us.
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A similar carved out basalt stone was found in building debris at the southern edge of the tell,
near the gate complex—the Südliches Burgtor. I want to describe it here, as it also can be ascribed
to the Third Stratum. Its outer length is 0.95 m, its maximum width is 0.80 m, and it is 0.46 m thick.
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Fig. 48. Pits beside the forecourt of the Nordburg.

The boulder is pear-shaped, and apart from several cavities does not show any signs of being worked
(Fig. 47 b). Its natural, irregular form was not altered. In the centre of its level surface an irregular
oval-shaped depression 0.44 m long, 0.32 m wide, and 0.065 m deep was carved out of the stone. A
second one, 0.20 m long but only 0.12 m wide, was cut crosswise
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along the shortest side of the big depression. Three additional small, circular cups, with diameters of
0.05–0.08 m, and a fourth, 0.12 m long oval-shaped cup, group themselves around the main cavity.
They are ca. 0.02 m deep. All the cups are carefully worked out of the stone.
Corner Room g’ beside the forecourt is approximately square in shape. Its outer wall is flush
with the massive western enclosure wall of the Nordburg. It measures 5.00 m from north to south and
4.70 m from east to west. A doorway to Forecourt g was possibly originally planned in its southeastern
corner. The western and southern walls consist of rubble stones that were later heightened by additional
masonry. Inside the room we discovered two peculiar pits. The northern one, Pit g’’, is 1.50 m in
diameter and approximately circular in shape. It is lined with 15 upright-standing, unhewn stone
slabs, each 0.40–0.60 m high. The northernmost Slab a is pointed in shape (Fig. 48 a–c) and 0.60 m
high. Inside the pit lay four large, unhewn limestone
boulders, which apparently originally stood upright,
and a smaller fifth one of basalt. The position in which
the stones were found when excavated is shown in Fig.
48 a. One of the stones (b, Fig. 48 a, c), which was
lying embedded in situ crosswise above the others, is
pear-shaped, 1.30 m long, a maximum of 0.60–0.70 m
wide and 0.28–0.30 m thick. Its surface is smooth and
even—not the result of weather but from use. A thin
layer, greasy-grey in colour, now flakes off from its
surface. Beneath Stone b rest two Stones c, which are
more sharp-edged (Fig. 48 a). They are 0.80 m long,
0.60 m high, and 0.30 m thick. Stone d (Fig. 48 a) at
the side is 0.60 m long and the lying basalt Stone e is
0.50 m long. In Fig. 32 (front left) I have set up the
stones in what I assume is their original position. This
reconstruction seems to be the only reasonable one.
The bottom of Pit g’’ is paved. The paving consists
Fig. 49. Small finds from the area around the pits
of two large limestone Slabs e’ and f in the centre,
in Fig. 48.
which are surrounded by 12 fieldstones of larger and
smaller size (Fig. 48 b, c). It seems that no masonry
tool touched the stones and slabs mentioned thus far. At the northern edge of the pit, however, at the
base of the pointed Orthostat a, a small worked basalt Bowl g was embedded in the floor of the pit;
its 0.15 m cavity was carefully carved with a chisel (Fig. 48 b, c). The inner walls of the pit were
plastered. The paved floor, on the other hand, was not. Between paving Slabs e’ and f is a channel, h,
which was coated with clayey mortar. The floor drops slightly towards Bowl g, inclining about 0.11
m. The bowl itself rests at the lowest point and was therefore used as container for flowing liquids.
The pavement still retains a greasy surface. The average depth of the pit is 0.60 m.
The area between Pit g’’ and the neighbouring second Pit g’’’ is partly stone paved and covered
with a layer of stamped earth (Fig. 48 c). Pit g’’’ (Fig. 48 d, e) is built to the southeast of Pit g’’. It has
a more elongated, oval shape with a width of 2.00 m and 1.35 m respectively and is also lined with
stones. It is not surrounded by slabs as Pit g’’ but by a layer of unhewn limestone and three basalt
boulders 0.50–1.30 m long,
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resting on a foundation of smaller fieldstones. The largest of the basalt stones forms the eastern edge
of the pit. The bottom of Pit g’’’ is covered by a stamped earth floor with small stones. The same is
true for the area surrounding the pit. The depth of the pit is 0.60 m. The long axis is orientated from
east to west.
The inside of both pits was filled with ash, burnt and unburnt animal bones—among them
sheep and goat bones—and charcoal mixed with building debris. The ceramic finds

Fig. 50. Stone cone from the area around
the pits (Fig. 48).
Fig. 51. Primitive idol from the area
around the pits (Fig. 48).

Fig. 52. Sparrowhawk
from the area around the
pits (Fig. 48).

Fig. 53. Bronze chisel from the
area around the pits (Fig. 48).

Fig. 55. Sherd decorated
with lozenges from the area
around the pits (Fig. 48).

Fig. 54. Sherd fragments of a decorated vessel from the area
around the pits (Fig. 48).
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in the pits were scant and burnt. The following finds were recovered in the Third Stratum in the area
between the two pits:
1) A pale red, pierced agate bead (Fig. 48 f) of irregular shape; only slightly worked.
2) A stone Pillar a of smooth, white limestone (Fig. 49), 1.07 m high. The rectangular crosssection measures 0.18 × 0.115 m at the bottom of the pillar and 0.13 × 0.11 m at the top. The pillar

Fig. 56. Small finds from the forecourt of the Nordburg.

shows a channel, b, at the top, and at the side, a small, 0.05-m-long depression 0.08 m below the upper
edge. The channel and the depression were carved with a narrow, pointed chisel. The stone pillar is
crudely hewn but its edges are sharp.
3) A stand in the shape of a blunted cone made of white limestone. It is 0.15 m tall and has a
diameter of 0.20 m at its base and 0.10 m at the top. The cone has a carved, vertical Cavity a at the

Fig. 57. Carved and hollowed out stones from the forecourt of the
Nordburg.

top. This cavity is 0.042 m wide and 0.105 m deep (Fig. 50). It was carved out with a 0.009 m wide
chisel, the marks of which are still visible. It was presumably destined to hold a rod. It is questionable
whether the lateral ‘Channels’ c and c’ were deliberately carved. The surface, d, of the head-shaped
cone is covered with incised signs: Among them an Aleph and a Taw are recognizable. The stone
stands firmly on its even base. Its top, on the other hand, is slanted from d towards e.
4) A rectangular limestone Slab d (Fig. 49), 0.60 m long, 0.46 m wide, and 0.15 m deep; at one
end of its flat surface an oval-shaped Cavity e, 0.20 m long, 0.15 m wide, and 0.8 m deep, is carved
out of the slab. Connected to it is a crudely chiselled, ring-shaped channel.
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The latter is 0.02–0.03 m wide and 0.01 m deep. It was intended to collect liquids and to drain them
into Cavity e.
5) Two column-like stones, f and g, with round cross-section (Fig. 49). The first is 0.52 m
long with a maximum diameter of 0.17 m that slightly tapers towards its ends. The second one, g, is
cylindrical in shape, is 0.45 m long, and has a diameter of 0.30 m. Holes 0.05 m wide and 0.06 m deep
are drilled at each end of Stone g. The holes were
apparently for the insertion of handles. Thus,
Stone g was a roller used for the packing of floors
and roofs. Stone f does not have such holes and
therefore probably served other purposes or was
rolled with the hands.
6) A 0.10 m long primitively shaped idol.
Head and torso were worked by saw incisions
into the smooth limestone (Fig. 51). The idol was
found 3 m to the east of the pits near the western
margin of the forecourt.
7) An animal figurine (sparrowhawk)
made of greenish-yellow faience with a headdress
of excellent workmanship, 0.037 m high (Fig.
52). Also this figurine was found 3 m to the east
of the pits.
8) A bronze chisel, 0.078 m long and
0.008 m wide with rectangular (0.009 × 0.008
m) cross-section. The upper end is rounded (Fig.
53).
9) The following ceramic finds are worth
mentioning: sherds of thick-walled vessels
with finger impressions and ring ornaments;
lamps and other vessels; Graeco-Phoenician
ware; horizontal handles of shallow vessels;
vessels with primitive reddish-brown decoration Fig. 58. Burials along the western wall of the Nordburg.
consisting of square geometrical patterns and
representations of ibexes and palm trees, with
snakes writhing on them (Fig. 54); Cypriot sherds decorated with lozenges (Fig. 55), which were
found in the Third Stratum debris, probably belong to a later period. Numerous spinning whorls made
of pottery, on the other hand, do belong to the period of the Third Stratum.
10) Pins of fish bones and tools of animal bones.
Additional finds from Forecourt g of the Nordburg (Fig. 56) are stone weights (a), pottery
weights (b), juglets (c), and mortars (d), as well as well as limestone and dolorit bowls (Fig. 57).
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b) The Burials1
Not all the burials within the Nordburg belong to the same cultural era as the walls dealt with
above. The interments took place either
during the construction of the Nordburg
(Category I) or after its completion
and even during the period when it was
collapsing (Category II). Furthermore we
must distinguish between child burials in
ceramic vessels (Categories Ia and IIa)
and adult and child burials in open graves
lined with stones and covered with a layer
of earth or a beaten earth floor (Categories
Ib and IIb).
To Category Ia belong: 1) The
vessel in Moat a (Pl. XII A, Sq. N 21)
between the two crosswalls, which we
mentioned above (p. 41). It contained the
human remains of a small child, was filled
with earth and ash, and was surrounded by
small fieldstones. It was found at 175.35
Fig. 59. Skeleton in the foundation of a wall of the Nordburg.
m.
2) Vessel s’ (Figs. 41 and 42),
which was found in the foundation of
Wall s (Pl. XII A, Sq. N 24), was also already mentioned above (p. 44f.). It was situated at 175.86
m and also contained the remains of a
very small child. Its mouth was covered
with a stone slab. Inside we found two
juglets and a bowl.
In Category Ib is: 3) The female
skeleton in Wall k’’’’. The burial is
situated at the point where Wall k’’’’
meets outer Wall b (Pl. XII A, Sq. M
22). Upon exposure the well-preserved
skeleton immediately disintegrated
considerably. The deceased had been an
approximately 15-year-old female. The
body was embedded crosswise on top of
the lowermost foundation layer of Wall
k’’’’
Fig. 60. Double burial at the western wall of the Nordburg (cf. Fig. 58).
1. Cf. the excellent treatise of Vincent (1907: 188–296).
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at 178.00 m (Figs. 58 and 59). The spine of the body bent around a big stone below. The face, a,
was positioned sideways, looking west, the wide-open mouth bearing well preserved, young teeth.
The feet lay in a depression between the foundation stones of the wall. The knees were sharply bent

Fig. 61. Necropolis, northern part of the Nordburg and Burial a.

eastwards. The stones of the wall on which the body was
laid were coated with a 0.05-m-thick layer of clay. Covering
the body was a second 0.08–0.10-m-thick layer of clay. On
top of this layer the now destroyed wall of unburnt bricks
was erected. The body of the deceased was buried in such
a way that its head was situated outside the wall line of the
foundation wall, resting under the floor of Chamber k’’’ on
a stone, which gave it a slightly raised position. The head
was surrounded with small fieldstones. To the east of the
head there was a small 0.40–0.50-m-wide pit lined with
fieldstones. It contained only ash, charcoal, and debris.
Above the individual’s head we found a solitary pottery
offering, namely a juglet with pointed base.
4) Immediately to the north of Wall k’’’’ we found
two skeletons alongside Wall b. The bodies belonged to
two adults of greater than average size (Figs. 58 and 60).
The head of the first (d) was facing south; his femur was
0.45 m long. The head of the second adult (e) was facing
Fig. 62. Burial e of the necropolis (cf. Fig. 61).
northeast. The knees of both skeletons were in a contracted
position, the legs pushed against one another. To the east
of Head d we found a flat Plate f, to the west a slightly larger bowl and a crudely painted jug. A third
bowl was located at the foot end of the second body and beside the pelvic bone of the first one.
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Just to the east of the body of the second adult (e), between the head and ribs, a juglet with pointed
base lay embedded. Among the human remains we found broken bronze rings, a flint knife, and two
scrapers. Unfortunately the pottery crumbled very quickly. It belongs to the type shown in Myres and
Ohnefalsch-Richter 1899: Pl. II, Fig. 111.
While Burial No. 3 is without
doubt contemporary to the erection of the
Nordburg, it remains questionable whether
the two just mentioned adults were buried
during the construction of the building
or after its completion. Like Burial No.
3, the two adults were also embedded at
178.00 m. Although the adjacent Wall b
reaches a height of 180 m and more and
the partition Wall k’’’’ a height of 178.44
m—the walls therefore being higher than
the levels of the burials—it still cannot be
ruled out that the two bodies were lowered
into the debris of the building.
5) To Category Ib we must further
attribute the necropolis of Sqs. K 22, and
L 22–24 (Fig. 61), which was erected
before or during the construction of
the Nordburg, as Walls t’ and t’’’’ of the
Fig. 63. Burial f of the necropolis (cf. Fig. 61).
Nordburg are built over these burials. In
Hall t, at a distance of 2–3 m to the east
of Wall b, we came upon a layer of loose
debris at 175.40 and 176.00 m. The layer consisted of brick debris and ash and contained nine well
preserved and three destroyed burials. Every grave was lined with one to three courses of fieldstones
with a height of 0.35–0.80 m. The inner lengths of the
burials vary between 1.10–1.30 m and their width between
0.70–1.00 m. The length axes are approximately orientated
from north to south (Fig. 61 a). [Translator’s note: Below
Schumacher also states that all the burials were covered
with a layer of stamped earth]. Three of the burials (a, b, c)
show a 0.35–0.40-m-high and 0.30-m-wide stone at their
southern end, which tapers towards the top, and exhibits
a cup-like depression at its centre, a spiral hole drilled or
hewn out. The cavity measures 0.09 m in diameter and is
Fig. 64. Pottery from Burial f of necropolis
0.04 m deep (Fig. 61 b).
(cf. Fig. 61).
The burials of this necropolis can be subdivided
into two types: Three of the graves (d, e, f) contain infant
skeletons and pottery, the others, among them the burials with the pointed stones with cup-like
depressions, only charred human bones, burnt animal bones, charcoal, ash, and greasy, dark debris.
The burials of the first type (d, e, and f) are shown in Figs. 62–65. The first
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grave to be opened (e, Fig. 62) contained the remains of two children; it measured 1.30 m in length
and 0.70 m in width. The older Child a to the left died at 4–6 years of age. Its head faces in an easterly
direction and is pushed onto its breast. The knees are pulled up, with one arm alongside the body and
the other slightly stretched out. The body of a smaller child seemed to snuggle to the right of the older
child. The smaller child was barely 2–3 years old at the time of death. Its face was also orientated to
the east. This infant was found in a very contracted position, its knees pulled up to the pelvic bone.
The cranium of the older child was well preserved before it was exposed to air and sun, the one of the
smaller child only poorly. The two skulls were lying at the same level beside each other at a distance
of only 0.15 m. That the two children were buried contemporaneously is indicated by the fact that they
were fitted tightly together between the stone lining of the narrow grave and the pottery. Located near
the two heads was a lovely, big Bowl c, slightly below a smaller Bowl d, to the left above the head
of the older child a large, broken vessel, e,
with pointed base, in front of the face of
the smaller child a juglet, f, with double
handle (like A in Fig. 23 and therefore
contemporaneous), and beside its feet, a
slightly larger juglet, g. A layer of stamped
earth covered the graves.
Fig. 63 shows the second burial,
f. This grave was a multiple burial,
containing the skeletons of three small
children who died at the age of one year or
less. The bodies lay presumably one above
the other, with the heads next to each other.
Possibly, the limbs were separated before
Fig. 65. Burial d of the necropolis (cf. Fig. 61).
the interment, as pelvic bones were found
lying above the heads and the arm bones to
their sides. The young limbs had mostly turned to dust. It is therefore difficult to establish if the bones
belong to one child only or to all of them. The head of one child rested facing towards the western
wall of the grave. Another skull faced upwards. The teeth were not yet broken through and were still
partially stuck in the jaw.
The pottery of this infant burial is shown in Fig. 64. Near the pelvic bones stands a lovely
juglet, e, with double handle. The vessel is covered with a bright red and shiny slip and vertically
hand-smoothed—as indicated by vertical strokes. A small juglet, f, with double handle was found
beside the skulls. It also bears a shiny red slip. A third vessel, a dipper juglet, g, with pointed base
is squeezed into the northeastern corner of the grave. This vessel, too, is hand-smoothed and has a
reddish-yellow surface colour. Finally, beside Juglet e lies a pretty bowl, h. The shapes of Vessels f,
g, and h have parallels in the pottery of the burial chambers of the Second Stratum (see above p. 21),
although the latter lack the developed technique manifested in the shiny, hand-smoothed slip on the
outer surface of those discussed here. An analogy to the cavity in the stone shown in Fig. 61 b (Burial
a) is in the slab that covers the vault of the Second Stratum burial chamber (see above p. 19), except
that the former is not pierced entirely. The depression is only carved into the surface of the stone in
the shape of a cup. This carving finds its parallels in the later masseboth (cf. Schumacher 1904b: 49).
Fig. 65 shows the third burial, d. On top of the floor of Hall t at 177.40 m is a course of smaller
fieldstones. The gaps between the stones are filled with ash, earth, burnt remains of wood and debris.
The body of a child rests on this stone course.
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The skeleton is lying on its back in a contracted position with arms raised. The entire body fills a space
0.55 m long. The head is slightly bent to the side and faces south. Three courses of fieldstones 0.40 m
high in all surround the small body. No pottery was found. Ash and masses of loose brick debris from
the nearby walls of the Nordburg cover the grave and the surrounding area. The grave was therefore
built immediately after the completion of Hall t. To the
east of the grave is a carved-out basalt stone (Fig. 61
a). The interior is oval-shaped and measures 0.35 m in
length, 0.28 m in width, and 0.08 m in depth. Beside the
stone we found two pointed bone tools, the ledge handle
of a larger vessel, some flint scrapers, and a crude, small
basalt weight.
6) An additional Category IIb single burial—but
without a stone lining—was exposed at the southern end
of the central courtyard in Sq. N 23 at 177.60 m (Fig. 66).
Hence, the skeleton was ca. 0.60 m above the floor level
of the courtyard, embedded in a layer of pulverized brick
material, ash, and debris. No larger stones surrounded the
body and no pottery was found in the immediate vicinity.
Fig. 66. Burial at the southern side of the
central courtyard of the Nordburg.
The corpse lay fully stretched out on its back with both
arms alongside the body in a southerly direction. The
head was turned slightly eastward and seemed to be looking north. The skeleton disintegrated very
quickly. It belonged to a strong individual perhaps 50 years old. The skull, which was set against
the northern wall of southern Hall d (Pl. XII A), was smashed—either at the time of death or by the
pressure of the above-lying debris.
7) In the southern half of Sq. M 23, in the southern
part of the central courtyard, we exposed a multiple
burial at 176.40 m (Figs. 67 and 68) of Category IIb.
It contained the disintegrated human remains of four
individuals, among them two or more adults. The bones
and skulls had already crumbled in the humid debris so
that in several cases only their impression in the ground
was discernable. One of the skulls showed a noticeably
protruding nasal bone. The burial—obviously a family
grave—was confined at its top and its bottom by a layer
of stamped soil surrounded by several fieldstones (Fig.
68). The skeletons rested on top of the bottom layer, a
0.08 m thick floor. The upper layer covering the bodies
was 0.10-m-thick. A 1.40–1.60 m high mass of debris
lay above, which in turn was covered by the most
Fig. 67. Multiple burial in the southern part of the
central courtyard of the Nordburg.
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recent walls of the tell. These walls were 0.80 m and 1.30 m high respectively. The burial was
approximately 2.10 m long. A semicircular row of fieldstones surrounded Individual b and the votive
pottery which had been offered to him. Two pits were found, one beside the other (Pl. XII A), above
the eastern end of the grave. They were each lined with two courses of fieldstones. The smaller,
western pit is oval (Fig. 67 a), has a maximum diameter of 0.40 m and a depth of 0.70 m. The larger,
eastern one is more rectangular in shape and measures 0.90 m long, 0.75 m wide, and 0.70 m deep.
The upper stone courses of the pits rest at 177.61 m, which is only 0.21 m above the floor level of the
central courtyard. Therefore, their bases were dug into the courtyard floor. The smaller pit contained
only a few bone remains, damp earth, and ash; the larger pit contained a mass of burnt animal bones

Fig. 68. Section through multiple burial (cf. Fig. 67).

and four small pottery bowls (Fig. 69). We could not determine if human skeletal remains were
also among the bones. The above-mentioned multiple burial was distinguished and especially rich in
pottery offerings and small finds (Figs. 67, 68 and 70–72). Very noticeable was Jug a (Fig. 70): The
vessel is 0.205 m high with a rim diameter of 0.12 m. It is decorated with a primitive, brownish-red,
pale painting of ladder rungs, zigzag-lines and cross-bands on a light yellow slip. The outer surface
of the jug is mostly hand-smoothed. The black clay is mixed with pebbles, is porous, and is poorly
levigated. Small bowls like the ones shown in Fig. 69 were also found in the burial itself; a richly
decorated female terracotta torso was found beside them (Fig. 71). Apart from that we discovered
the following: seven beautiful bowls and plates with a light red outer surface and ring base; jugs and
juglets with pointed or flat base and trefoil mouth; handles decorated with reddish-brown, geometrical
patterns; half of a small, brown-veined alabaster vessel; a small, rounded stone weight 0.04 m in
diameter; bronze shafts. We also found jewellery: tiny beads of blue faience, of ribbed glass, of
white or green faience, of red agate, and white limestone; bronze fibulae, a twisted, thin bronze wire,
fragments of a fine bowl only 0.001 m thick and made of hard, white stone; a bronze armlet 0.05 m in
diameter (the ends of its thin, twisted wire are fit into each other);
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the damaged handle of a bronze knife; a round seal, 0.05 m in diameter, made of soft, white limestone,
with a handle (it has a jagged edge, its circular sealing face shows nine points in relief and a drilled
hole in the centre—Fig. 72 a); a green faience amulet seal with string hole and applied face mask (Fig.
72 b); a heavily-weathered white steatite scarab (Fig. 72 c); finally, a pierced stone seal of jasper with
an engraved human figure in adoring position on the flat side and an eight-rayed star on the round side
(Fig. 72 d).
8) To burial Category IIb we must further attribute the burial of a skeleton which we uncovered
in Room u (Pl. XII A, Sq. K 22) on the floor of the Nordburg (see Fig. 45). The body lay in outstretched
position at 176.80 m. The head, embedded in the soil, was facing west, lying on its side. The legs rested
on a flat stone in raised position. The body was 1.76 m high. The thighbones, spine, and the pelvis
were noticeably massive. The teeth were well preserved. The skeleton, which quickly disintegrated,
was surrounded by fieldstones. A crushed storage jar, 0.45 m in diameter, was found standing to the
south of the body. It contained chicken and sheep bones, ash, and a 0.03 m long bronze pin. To the
north of the burial a stone-lined pit (Pl. XII A, Fig. 45) 0.80 m wide and 0.70 m deep was excavated. It
was built against the eastern Wall u’ of Room u and contained ash as well as blackened animal bones.
Beside the body of the individual we found scrapers and notched, flat flint chisels. The only smaller
pottery we found here was a broken jug with trefoil mouth. Its handle was flat and thin and the clay
brownish-red. The jug was surrounded by stones, and it rested on two of them (Fig. 73). It contained
ash and some charcoal. Beside the jug we found fishbone pins and a pin tin made of bone, 0.145 m
long and circular in cross-section. On the outer side of the pin horizontal and crossed lines had been
incised. The crushed jug was located near the feet of the deceased, in the corner between the abovementioned pit and eastern Wall u’ (cf. plan on Pl. XII A). Whether it belonged to the burial offerings
or not remains uncertain.
9) A second individual was discovered beside southern Wall t’ of Room u, in the immediate
vicinity of the above-mentioned skeleton (No. 8). Fieldstones surrounded the burial, which is situated
at 176.65 m. The grave does not present anything new. No pottery was found but there were many flint
artefacts. The bones were entirely crushed. This burial presumably belongs to Category IIb.
10) Two bowls were found at 176.50 m, in the northern part of the central courtyard near
Corner t’’’’ in Sq. L 23 (Pl. XII A). They were surrounded by a few small stones. One of them (Fig. 74)
contained the compressed remains of a premature infant. The second bowl also contained an infant
burial, but here the child’s remains were deformed into an unrecognizable mass (cf. Vincent 1907:
276). Beside the two bowls a crushed vessel lay on the floor of the courtyard. It contained wheat,
burnt black, and on top of it spinning whorls of crudely formed clay, coloured red and brown by fire.
The infants were interred in the bowls, bent in such a way that their heads and feet were at the top and
their pelvic bones at the bottom of the vessels. In the bowl, which is shown in Fig. 74, a small, handsmoothed pot (a toy?) lay beside the small head of the child. It was thick-walled, only 0.07 m high,
and very primitively worked. It was covered with a red, crude slip. Its flat base was slanted, so that
the vessel did not stand well. The bowls had a rim diameter of 0.41 m and 0.22 m respectively and
a height of 0.10 m. They exhibited a red slip on both sides and a high, profiled ring base. They were
well formed on the wheel. The fabric was hard, black in colour, and mixed with small, white stones.
The infants occupied a space of only 0.15 × 0.15 × 0.10 m each. They belong to burial Category IIa.
11) Finally, the burial at the edge of Sqs. K 23 and I 23 (Translator’s note: Schumacher
erroneously writes J 23) in the northeastern corner of Room u’’’ (Pl. XII A) originates from the time
after the construction of the Nordburg. The grave was built into Wall u’’’’
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Fig. 69. Bowls from a pit near the multiple burial (cf. Fig. 67).

Fig. 70. Small finds from the multiple burial (cf. Fig. 67).

Fig. 71. Terracotta torso from
the multiple burial (cf. Fig. 67).

Fig. 73. Jug from a burial in a northern room of the
Nordburg.

Fig. 72. Seals from the multiple burial (cf. Fig. 67).

Fig. 74. Bowl with a premature baby from the
central courtyard of the Nordburg.
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at a time when this wall had already collapsed. It can be distinguished from the above-treated graves
of burial Category IIb by a very massive ring enclosure built of only slightly hewn large stone blocks
that are 0.30–0.40 m high and 0.80 m long (Fig. 75). The diameter of the circular burial is 1.65 m. The
upper edges of the stone blocks lining the burial reach 176.94 m. The deceased, a young male, lies in
contracted position with the arms alongside the body on the hard-stamped floor of the grave. The head
is slightly turned to the east. Two crushed juglets were found to the left and right of the individual’s
head. The wide empty space of the burial is filled with thick-walled pottery fragments, earth, and
building debris. To the east, beside the burial, we found a small bowl with wheel-marks and flat base
made of reddish, poorly levigated clay (Fig. 76).
Finally, we should mention four additional stone-lined pits which were exposed in the large
central courtyard of the Nordburg in Sqs. L 23 and K 23 (at the northern gate) and M 24 (cf. Pl. XII A).
Although their upper edges reach 178.07 m, 177.44 m, and 177.40 m respectively and therefore tower
above the floor level of the courtyard, their construction must be approximately contemporaneous
with the Nordburg.
These pits contain remains of burnt bones and teeth of sheep or goats, small pottery, ash, and
charcoal. In at least one case they seem to have had a certain connection to the burials (cf. p. 59;
family grave No. 7). In Sq. L 23 we exposed two pits beside each other. The western one (Fig. 77) is
oval, lined with fieldstones, and has a maximum length of 1.20 m, a width of 0.86 m, and a depth of
1.05 m. The bottom of the pit was carelessly paved with stones and is 0.30 m wider than the top. The
walls were badly plastered. The inside of the pit was filled with burnt animal bones, ash, charcoal, fat
soil, and blackened stones. In addition, ceramic remains were found, including four well-preserved
bowls with diameters of 0.08–0.16 m, light yellow slip, wheel-marks, and a flat base. These bowls
were made by the same technique and have the same shape as the ones shown in Fig. 69 from the pit
near the multiple burial, which was treated under No. 7. Additional finds were: a handmade, thickwalled, small vessel, 0.08 m high, with pointed base and two (broken off) handles; sherds with fine,
white slip; a bronze nail, 0.05 m long, with thick head; eight fishbone pins. The eastern pit in Sq. L 23
measured 0.60 × 0.60 m, was 0.60 m deep, and also widened 0.30 m at its paved bottom. It was filled
with burnt animal bones, ash, and earth. No pottery was found.
The pit at the northern gate in Sq. K 23 and the pit in the eastern castle Wall c’ in Sq. M 24 were
also constructed like the last mentioned (eastern) pit. These pits contained only black-burnt animal
bones, ash, charcoal, greasy black earth, and fragments of small pottery vessels.

c) Small Finds Outside the Burials
The Third Stratum of the Nordburg also contained considerable amounts of small finds outside
the burials. Here we wish to mention only the following:
Beside the pits of Sq. L 23—near infant Burial f (Fig. 61 a)—immediately on top of the floor of
the central courtyard a terracotta figurine was found (Fig. 78). Its head was broken off. The primitive
work made of grey clay, which had been burnt in an open flame, is typical of the local production of
the Third Stratum. The figurine represents a female individual and is built in ‘snowman technique’,
by joining together single lumps of clay. The breasts and the pointed navel are emphasized by the
application of protuberances. The right breast has fallen off. Two cylindrical lumps of clay, 0.02
m long, depict the straddled legs. The backside of the figurine is flattened. The entire body is of
rectangular cross-section, rounded only at the edges. The clay core is black, porous, and not very hard.
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Fig. 75. Burial in northern part of the Nordburg.
Fig. 78. Terracotta figurine in
'snowman technique' from the
vicinity of Burial of Fig. 61.

Fig. 77. Pit in the central courtyard of the Nordburg.

Fig. 76. Bowl beside the grave shown in Fig. 75.

Fig. 79. Two figurines from the central
courtyard of the Nordburg.
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In the immediate vicinity, very close to the above-mentioned Burial f, we found two more
figurines on the same floor of the central courtyard. The first (Fig. 79 a) again depicts a woman and is
made of a light green, glassy material. The technique is far more advanced than that of the terracotta
figurine discussed above. The figurine seems to have
been produced by glass casting. It is covered by a
silvery-white, iridescent coating. The head shows
a ribbed headgear. The hair-do ends under the ears
with a large bead on each side. A string of beads
surrounds the neck. The woman holds her breasts
with her hands. The navel is emphasized by a fine,
round protuberance. The backside is flat.
Only the head of the second figurine is
preserved (Fig. 79 b). It is made of reddish, fired
clay using a much better technique than the figurine
shown in Fig. 78. The hair-do is wavy, and thicker
Fig. 80. Grinding stones from the Nordburg.
only towards the neck. The eyes and the smiling
mouth are formed by slight impressions. The nose is
straight. This technique is typical of the local,
fired terracotta figurines of the Third Stratum,
which were moulded in casts.
South of the child necropolis, at
the entrance area of Hall t in Sq. M 22 and
farther in Sq. N 22 in Room k (Pl. XII), we
excavated a considerable amount of grain
grinding stones (Fig. 80; cf. De Morgan 1896:
144, Fig. 325). The lower grinding stones are
basalt slabs, 0.40–0.75 m long, 0.30–0.40 m
wide, and 0.05–0.07 m thick, that are mostly
turned up at one end. The numerous upper
grinding stones of basalt or hard limestone
with elongated-oval shape go with them.
Their grinding surface is smooth and the rest
of the surface is rounded. They are 0.30–0.40
m long, 0.10–0.15 m wide at the centre, and
0.05–0.07 m thick. The manner in which they
are used can be seen in Fig. 81.
Fig. 81. Use of grinding stones of Fig. 80.
Paint grinders (Fig. 82) were found in
Sq. M 22 in Room k’ and in Sq. N 23 in the
southern part of the central courtyard. They are made of very hard, non-local, black limestone and
consist of 1) a lower part with a
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conical shaped cavity whose upper width is 0.07–0.09 m and depth is 0.08m; and 2) an upper part with
already pointed, round tenon that fits exactly into the lower part. Hole and tenon are ground down to
fit so perfectly that the pigment powder, which was chosen to be used on the pottery, could be very
finely ground through the addition of a liquid.

Fig. 82. Paint grinder from the Nordburg.

Fig. 83. Pottery cooking vessel from the
Nordburg.

Fig. 85. Horse head
from the Nordburg.
Fig. 84. Lamp from the Nordburg.
Fig. 86. Clay cast of a female relief figurine.

From Hall d (Sq. N 22), Room u (Sq. K 22), and Gate Room x (Sq. K 23) uncovered on the
floors at 176.40 m and 176.50 m, we retrieved a number of partly well preserved, partly broken
mortars and pottery cooking vessels [Translator’s note: See p. VI for clarification of this mistake in
identification]).The mortars consisted of a rough-hewn basalt or limestone block, 0.40 m long on
each side and 0.30 m high. The blocks had a carved-out cavity approximately 0.15 m wide and 0.15
m deep. The cooking vessels (Fig. 83) were made of the hard dolorit from nearby Tell el-Asmar. The
circular, carved-out bowls were 0.20 m wide and 0.03 m deep and rested on three or four feet. A
similar vessel made of hard, yellow clay with folded rim and three attached feet was found in Room k
of the Nordburg. The concentric circles on the inside of the vessel run together into a small projection
indicating wheel technique. The exterior of the vessel is blackened by fire.
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Several bronze artefacts from the Third Stratum of the Nordburg are compiled on Pl. XIII A.
Apart from rings, wires, and hooks, the following finds are worth mentioning: tweezers (a), arrowheads
(b), flat chisels (c), a drill (d), a snake-shaped tool (e) (from Room k), a thin knife blade (f), and a pin
(g). The bronze was mostly reddish-yellow, very fragile, and heavily coated with verdigris.
The Third Stratum flint artefacts are numerous. Pl. XIV A depicts the types of scrapers, knives,
saws, and celts.
The Third Stratum pottery of the Nordburg will be thoroughly treated elsewhere. Apart from
the above-mentioned clay wares from the graves I want to add the type of a round clay lamp with
spout and inserted cup in the centre (Fig. 84), various vessels from the central courtyard and Hall d
(Pl. XIII B), the head of a horse, 0.065 m long, with bridle (Fig. 85) from Room k’, and finally a burnt
clay model from Room k (Fig. 86). The model was destined for moulding female relief figurines in
clay.
The spinning whorls of this stratum are made of clay, bone, and stone. The types are shown on
Pl. XV C.
The bone tools (Pl. XIV B) consist of pins of fishbone and bone, of handles, flat tools, a comb
(from the central courtyard; cf. De Morgan 1896: 141), and a tin for pins from Room k’ made from a
hollow sheep bone (a). A bronze pin was still lying in the tin.
The weights (Pl. XV A) are partly of basalt, partly of brown iron ore, limestone, or clay. The
table on p. 67 shows the exact weights of the single examples.
Loom weights (Pl. XV B) were found in considerable number. We found (a) examples of
badly fired, dark clay (b) conical examples of a more successfully fired, red clay, and (c) large stone
weights. All three types are round and pierced. At one spot in the central courtyard, in Sq. M 23, up to
30 weights made of dark clay were found in a pile.

2. The Mittelburg
a) The Masonry
In the introduction to the Nordburg (p. 37) it was mentioned that the masonry of the Mittelburg
and Nordburg are closely linked. Generally the walls of the Mittelburg continue southwards in the
same orientation as the walls of the Nordburg. At first glance, if the construction technique of the
masonry were not different, one might interpret the Mittelburg as the southern continuation of the
Nordburg. The distinct building technique is best understood by a comparison of Figs. 34–36, 41, and
45 with Fig. 12. The masonry of the Nordburg is laid in a more regular way, and the wall bonding is
stronger. The walls of the Mittelburg are thin, built of only two rows, and have no interior bonding.
Much earthen mortar is used as bonding agent. Despite the differences both wall types are erected
of unhewn fieldstones and rubble stones. I regard the Mittelburg as a building of an earlier period of
the Third Stratum and the Nordburg as a monument of a younger period of the same stratum. This
remains unchanged by the fact that the wall tops of the Mittelburg rise to a higher level. Even before
the beginning of our excavations we recognized a considerable gradation of the surface of the tell
from 186 m above the Mittelburg to 183 m above the Nordburg (cf. Pl. II). The buildings below also
show such a gradation.
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No. on
Plate XVA
1
2
3

Material

Shape

Grey limestone
White limestone
Brown iron ore

Flat, round
Round
Oval

Weight
in g
245 ¼
122 ½
81

4

Grey limestone

Round

71

5
6
7

Grey pebble
Grey limestone
Brown iron ore

Irregular
Round
Rounded

50 ¾
43 ¼
41

8
9
10

Black pebble
White limestone
Brown iron ore

Oval
Round
Oval

36
29 ¾
22 ½

11
12

Yellow limestone
Grey limestone

Round
Round

22 ¼
21 ¾

13

Grey pebble

Irregular

17

14

Brown iron ore

Irregular

16 ¾

15

Brown iron ore

Round

11 ¾

16

Reddish limestone

Oval

11 ¾

17

Brown iron ore

Round

10 ½

18

White limestone

Round

9¾

19
20
21

Brown iron ore
Brown iron ore
Brown iron ore

Round
Conical
Irregular

9½
6
5¾

22
23
24
25
26
27

Brown iron ore
Grey clay
Brown iron ore
Brown iron ore
Brown iron ore
Basalt

Irregular
Round
Rounded
Rounded
Round
Big, round

5
4
3
2 1/8
2 1/8
2775

Remarks
Flat, ground off, 0.015 m thick
One side ground off, raw
One side ground off, lateral hole,
three incised lines on flat end;
pale
Conical, rounded on top and
bottom
Perforation, elongated shape
Flat, both sides ground off
Black, shiny; flat at bottom,
rounded on top
Natural form; pierced
Bottom flat, rounded on top
Flat, worked on both broad sides,
polished, 0.008 m thick
Bottom flat, rounded on top
Flat on both broad sides; crudely
worked
Unworked, only bottom flattened;
lateral hole
All sides worked, black, shiny;
level at the bottom
Bottom ground down, flat,
rounded on top; black, shiny
Bottom ground down, flat, nicely
rounded on top
Truncated cone, worked; pale
Bottom flat, all sides crudely
worked
Crudely worked, cavity; pale
Black, shiny, ground off
Black, shiny, ground off bottom
Black, shiny, pointed ends
Cavity on flat bottom
Irregular, black, shiny
Irregular, black, shiny
Truncated cone, pale, worked
Flat bottom, rounded on top,
carefully worked

Therefore [Translator’s note: Note Schumacher’s error in logic], from the outset the Mittelburg
towered several metres above the Nordburg. Building debris 8.50–9.50 m deep from four settlement
layers rested above the Mittelburg, while the Nordburg was generally covered by only a 3.00–4.50 m
deep layer of debris.
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The excavated parts of the Mittelburg are shown on the plan in Pl. XVI and in Fig. 12. The
exposed area is not sufficient to give a complete picture of the building. The trench was 20 m wide from
west to east, 27 m long, and comprised Sqs. O 21–23, P 21–22 and Q 21–22. It is clear that the walls
of the building continue to the west, east,
and south of the trench. The mere removal
of 9 m of debris made progress slow and
costly, and this unfortunately put too early
an end to the continued investigation of
the cultural remains resting beneath the
millennia.
As far as can be understood (cf.
Pl. XVI) the Mittelburg consists of two
parts—a northern and a southern wing that
are separated by Corridor d (= g in Fig. 12).
Starting in the north we first come across
Rooms a, b, and c, which confine Forecourt
g and corner Room g’ of the Nordburg to
the south. Corner Room a is 4.50 m long
Fig. 87. Pit in a room of the Third Stratum of the Mittelburg.
and 2.00 m wide. Room c, which abuts to
the south, measures 2 × 2.50 m. Both rooms
are unexceptional. The central room, b,
on the other hand, attracts attention by
its considerable inner length of 8.20 m,
being only 2.00–2.40 m wide. A fourth
room, e, was destroyed by the later
Chamber f (see below). The projecting
corner of b was reinforced by Buttress
h. In a later building phase a parapet
wall consisting of Monoliths c’ and b’
was set on top of the southern part of the
already collapsed Rooms c, b, and e. This
construction reached 182.79 m. Farther
south are Rooms i, k, l, m, and n, which
have the character of smaller living units
like the northern rooms. Rooms i and l
are connected to each other by a doorway
Fig. 88. Pottery from interments beside the pit shown in Fig. 87. at l’. The small Room m measures only
1.50 m on each side. The abutting Room
n is 2.60 m long and 1.70 m wide. The wall tops of the rooms mentioned to this point reach a height
of 179.80 m on average. The floor levels were found at ca. 178.66 and 177.81 m. As in the Nordburg
the entirely crumbled upper structure of the walls consisted of mudbricks.
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In the centre of Rooms i and k we excavated small, round, stone-lined pits or fireplaces 0.50
m wide and 0.40–0.60 m deep. They were filled with ash, charcoal, charred animal bones, and earth.
To the west of the pit in Room i lay Storage jar i’, mentioned above (p. 22; cf. Fig. 20). Supposedly
the jar originally contained the human remains that lay scattered around the vessel upon excavation.
The vessel belongs to an earlier horizon as it was found 1.50 m below the floor level of the room.
A small stairway of two steps in Room i leads down to the pit. Room n contains another pit, a (Fig.
87), which is 1.40 m deep, 0.60 m wide, and is lined with rubble stones. It contained burnt animal
bones, ash, potsherds, charcoal, and earth. Around the pit lay three
deteriorated human skeletons, squeezed into the narrow space
between pit and walls of the room. The lovely vessels shown in
Fig. 88 were offered to the adult deceased. Apart from these we
found a long bronze pin and flint artefacts. The skeletons were
in contracted position and pushed one into another.
Second Stratum burial chambers (cf. p. 14ff.) are located
to the east of the above-described living rooms. They were
retained without changes by the Third Stratum culture. At the
eastern edge, o, of the excavated trench (Pl. XVI) a massive 12m-long wall, the top of which reaches 180.17 m, was erected.
As already mentioned above, Corridor d (Pl. XVI)
separated the earliest structures in this area into southern and
northern sections. The architects of the Third Stratum maintained
this layout by using the wall tops of the Second Stratum as
foundations for their new construction. The area to the south
and west of Corridor d was no longer domestic in character, but
what we came across here was an oil press with a cistern. Oil
Press p (Pl. XVI) consisted of a pavement of large, hard stone
slabs, which strongly sloped towards Reservoir q, which was
situated 1 m lower. The basin was built of clay and sealed with
clumps of clay. It is circular in shape and 0.74 m in diameter.
An original height of 0.80 m can be presumed. Filled to the
half of the basin capacity the liquid drained into a channel built
of rubble stones. The channel is 0.20 m high and 0.18 m wide Fig. 89. Oil cistern in the Mittelburg:
section and ground plan of the base
(inner measurements) and was covered with stone slabs. It leads
(1m = 1.5 cm).
into a walled cistern, r (Fig. 89). The latter has an inner height of
3.55 m and is roofed with a wedge-like vault that has an opening
0.60 m wide at the top (see drawing in Fig. 89). The bottom of the cistern is rounded on one side,
2.10 m long and 1.05 m wide. The entire stonework is only crudely bound. The plastered surface of
the walls felt greasy. Many olive pits were found on top of and beside the stone pavement, p. This
evidence leads to the identification of the pavement as an oil press and of the cistern as the container
that held the olive oil. A conflagration layer, 0.70 m thick, rests on top of the cistern. It consists of
burnt red brick material, black sherds, debris, and ash. At 179.24 m, the mouth of the cistern is higher
than the floors of Rooms m and n, but does not reach the level of the pit in Room n (179.44 m).
Between this pit and the cistern a wall block, whose purpose remains unclear, had been erected. The
block reached 179.88 m.
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The press is of later date than the corridor but must still be attributed to the Third Stratum.
The interior of the oil cistern was filled with many sheep and goat bones, earth, ashes, and
sherds. Apart from that juglets—made without the aid of a wheel—with pointed or flat bases were
found (Fig. 90 a, b); further vessels made of light clay with brown glossy lines (Fig. 90 c, d, e, f, g);

Fig. 90. Pottery from the oil cistern in the Mittelburg.

Bowl h with 13 protuberances on the rim; Pilgrim flask i with spherical body, decorated with brown
lines and concentric circles; Lamp k; a smashed female relief figurine made of terracotta (Pl. XVIIa)
holding corn ears and plants in its raised hands; a thick bronze ring; a bronze knife, 0.12 m long; many
flint artefacts.
On the floor we found pieces of mortar that were covered with a yellow, sulphur-like crust. The
floor level of the cistern was situated 10.10 m below the tell surface at 175.24 m, and had, therefore,
been lowered into the Second Stratum.
To the east of the stone
pavement of the press, but
one metre lower, we discovered
Burial u (Pl. XVI) built against
Grabkammer II (cf. p. 19ff.).
Small stones surrounded it in
a quarter circle. Inside the burial
the crumbled bones of a young
adult and crushed pottery vessels
were found. The interment
presumably belongs to an early
phase of the Third Stratum.
To the south of Reservoir q an
isolated, well built Receptacle
s (Pl. XVI), 0.60 m deep with
an upper width of 0.26 m,
was excavated. Its western and
eastern walls were formed by a
standing basalt stone, one end of
which was turned upwards—a
lower grinding stone (cf. Fig.
80). A stone slab covered
the opening. The inside of the Fig. 91. Jug and clay cylinder found in receptacle was plastered and
filled with bone dust, small
human bones, ashes, and damp
the Mittelburg.
earth. It tapered towards the base,
resulting in a bottom width of
only 0.16 m. Between Receptacle s and the channel of the oil press a wall runs in a westerly direction.
At its western end, t (Pl. XVI), there is a small, stone-lined, semicircular installation. This, too, was
filled with bone remains, earth, and ashes.
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b) The Small Finds
Essentially, the small finds of the Mittelburg are not different from the small finds of the
Nordburg, and are also very numerous. Here I will restrict myself to mentioning only a few of them.
The pottery includes the vessels already shown in Figs. 88 and 90. Jug a, which is shown in
Fig. 91, was found in Corridor d at 178.40 m. The vessel is made of reddish clay and has a trefoil
mouth and a pointed base. The red slip on the originally smoothed surface is very worn and porous,
and has turned green, yellow, and black. Beside this vessel we discovered a small cylinder, b (Fig. 91),
with a crudely profiled edge made of a poor mass of grey clay. Primitive animal figures were painted
in black on a sherd of burnt black clay with red slip (see Pl. XVII b). Fig. c on Pl. XVII shows the
upper part of a vessel made of hard grey clay with a fine yellow coating. Geometrical patterns and
wavy lines are painted in Graeco-Phoenician style in a reddish-brown, shiny, well preserved colour
on its exterior. This fragment, as well as the pottery decorated with lozenges, shown in Fig. 92, were
found in Room k at 178.70 m.

Fig. 92. Pottery decorated with lozenges from the Mittelburg.

Fig. 93. Basalt bowl from the Mittelburg.

Fig. 94. Bronze plough from the Mittelburg.

At 178.80 m in Room i we found a beautiful basalt bowl (Fig. 93) with a high pedestal, which
was only slightly hollowed out, and in the same spot a bronze tool, very similar to the >abwi (>abwet
aúrā¨) of the fellahin plough (Fig. 94). Fig. h on Pl. XVII shows a bronze pin with bent end. Fig. f is
a bronze chisel, 0.024 m long and rectangular in cross-section, found in Room l. Fig. a on Pl. XVIII
is a splendid 0.34 m long bronze spearhead with a feathered arrow as a weaponsmith’s mark. The
spearhead was found in Room e at 178.80 m. Fig. c on Pl. XVIII depicts a flat bronze blade, also
discovered in Room e. Its rib is off-centre (cf. Dörpfeld 1902: 347). At 178.90 m, in the debris of
Room c, we further found an earring of massive gold (Fig. g, Pl. XVII) with an extremely fine gold
wire catch running through two eyelets.
The clay spinning whorls and loom weights and the fish and animal bone pins do not differ
from the artefacts retrieved from the Nordburg. Notably, few stone weights were found
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in the Mittelburg: Those made of shiny brown iron ore weighed 80, 40, and 16.5 g; those made of grey
limestone weighed 121, 70.5, 21.75, and 10.5 g.
The numerous flint artefacts include serrated tools, chisels, and knives. The arrowhead shown
in Fig. e on Pl. XVII is noteworthy. It is skilfully produced of grey flint and is 0.074 m long. It was
found in Room a at 179.00 m.
Figure d on Pl. XVII shows a crudely chiselled, 0.096-m-long figurine made of smooth, white
limestone. The eyes of the figurine are etched into the stone. This object, too, was found in Room a
at 178.00 m. Finally, Fig. g on Pl. XVIII shows an even more primitive shape, a so-called board idol
of hard Sultani-limestone. The idol is 0.15 m long. It was found in Sq. M 24 at 177.60 m. Although
this artefact was found in the Nordburg, it is worth noting here due to its relation to the other idol
mentioned above. Its front side is smoothed or, more specifically, scraped flat; its back side, on the
other hand, is rounded. Its upper part is broad and its lower part pointed into a handle.

3. The Nordburg, Later Buildings of the Third Stratum
A second phase of the Third Stratum that spreads like weeds on top of the walls of the original
Nordburg can be attested at two locations: In both cases we are dealing with cistern constructions.
At the southern end of Sq. M 24 at 177.26 a cistern opens above courtyard Wall c’ (Pl. XII A) of the
Nordburg. It is sunk into the wall and reaches a depth of 2.70 m. Its upper section (Pl. XIX A) is oval
in shape, measures 2.35 × 1.20 m, and is 1.40 m deep. The base narrows into a round shaft only 0.45
m wide and 1.30 m deep. The cistern is built of well-laid fieldstones coated with clay that feels greasy
to the touch. A 0.90-m-long channel connects the
cistern with a rectangular basin that is 2.80 m long,
1.40 m wide at its broadest, and 0.15 m deep. Basin
and channel rest on top of Wall c’ and are built of a
clayey soil. The cistern was filled with debris and
was not covered. Above it we had to remove a 3.50
m layer of debris. The small finds (sherds) are not
worth mentioning.
The layout of the second system of cisterns
is more extensive (cf. Pl. XIX B and Fig. 95). On
top of the walls of Room q in Sq. N 23, a 0.95m-wide Opening a was found at 179.62 m. It was
covered with a large stone slab and surrounded by
Fig. 95. Cistern installation of the second phase of the
an area paved with stone slabs. The opening was
Third Stratum of the Nordburg.
approximately circular and formed the mouth of a
4.60-m-deep cistern. The cistern consisted of three
parts: a neck, the actual receptacle, and an only 0.35-m-wide and 1.70-m-deep shaft. The inner face
was plastered with clay.
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The oily consistency and black colour of the clay allows us to assume that this installation was used
as an oil cistern. Like the contemporary fellahin oil cisterns, the paved depression in the ground
served for the deposit of the >eker—the thick, impure olive sediment. From the mouth of the cistern
a rectangular, stone-lined channel led northwards to an open Clearing tank c, which was situated in
a rectangular, walled room. The channel was covered with stone slabs and plastered. Its inner height
was 0.27 m, width 0.21 m, and length 1.65 m. Clearing tank c was 1 m wide. Its base was located
0.55 m below the outlet of the cistern mouth. After the liquid mass repurified itself in this installation,
it flowed into a second channel, d, which was covered and plastered as well. This channel was 0.40
m high, 0.20 m wide, and 2.10 m long. Continuing northwards it now drained the pure olive oil into
a second, lower cistern. The mouth, e, of this installation was located at 178.58 m, was only 0.40 m
wide, and was covered with a stone slab. The cistern was bell-shaped, 2.15 m high, and 0.85 m wide

Fig. 96. Fragments of a vessel with applied ornament
(second phase of the Third Stratum of the Nordburg).

Fig. 98. Bone tool with iron handle
(second phase of the Third Stratum of
the Nordburg).

Fig. 97. Lamp ornamented
with foliage (second phase
of the Third Stratum of the
Nordburg).

Fig. 99. Seal (second phase
of the Third Stratum of the
Nordburg).

Fig. 100. Flint chisel
(second phase of the
Third Stratum of the
Nordburg).

on its paved bottom. It was stone-lined and plastered. The floor was covered with a black, greasy
substance. The cistern mouths and the channels were carefully blocked up, which leads us to the
conclusion that the population of the next settlement level had no knowledge of their existence. The
stones were left unhewn, but the construction technique is definitely more advanced than the one
described on p. 37ff.
In the upper cistern several small finds were retrieved from the debris that filled the cistern: a
small, 0.03-m-long piece of pierced jewellery; a cylinder of cobalt-blue clay; a rounded off amulet
made of a smooth, white stone with an eye for a string on one end; a white, ribbed glass fragment of
a bracelet; finally a scarab (Pl. XVIII d) of yellow faience and a stone seal (Pl. XVIII e) of yellow
limestone with an eye for a string. On the stone seal a donkey is depicted being stung by a hornet. For
the creation of body and head a small drill was used. The lower cistern contained only sterile building
debris.
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In Fig. 95 one is able to recognize the floor, f, of a small Room r (Pl. XII A) [Translator’s note:
The reference in Pl. XII A is R] of the second phase of the Third Stratum, which is located at 178.80
m. The above-treated channel construction with clearing basin abuts this room, which is probably also
connected to the oil press. The other thin walls and narrow corridors in Sq. M 23, which are shown
in the plan on Pl. XIIA, do not run parallel to the walls of the Third Stratum. Their context is unclear
but I unhesitatingly attribute them to the second phase of the Third Stratum. The massive walls of the
northeastern area of the Nordburg, on the other hand, belong to a more recent period.
In Room r, fragments of the upper part of a vessel (Fig. 96) made of yellowish-grey clay were
found. The outer surface is hand-smoothed and coated with a yellowish-red slip. It shows the paw
and tail of a lion, as well as a rosette, all in appliqué. This ornamentation was applied onto the already
formed vessel. Wheel marks are visible on the inside of the vessel. Fig. 97 shows a lamp of yellowishred clay ornamented with foliage. It was found in the corridor to the east beside the lower cistern in
the southeastern corner of Sq. M 23.
In the channel itself we found sherds analogous to the pottery shown in Fig. c on Pl. XVII with
reddish slip and painted wavy lines. Between the longitudinal walls of the second phase of the Third
Stratum in Sq. M 23 at 177.60 and 178.00 m we unearthed small bronze spearheads, bronze rings, red
agate beads, beads of blue, white, and yellow faience, further examples of black glass, amulets of clay
and stone, and finally bone tools, among which was one example with an iron shaft (Fig. 98). This
is the first time that we encountered the use of iron. The tool was found at a height of 178.20 m. It
consisted of an ovoid animal bone handle, into which a round iron shaft—a drill or chisel, now partly
broken off—was inserted.
Beside the clearing basin at 179.10 m a pierced seal of cobalt blue paste (Fig. 99) was found.
On the seal two birds (ducks?) were depicted (cf. Chester 1886: 45). The second building phase of
the Third Stratum was still rich in flint artefacts, serrated chisels, and curved knives. We can attest to
progress in craftsmanship in this ancient technique as well, which is proved by a lovely flint chisel
with well sharpened edge, 0.13 m long (Fig. 100). This tool was found in Room r.

D. The Fourth Stratum
1. The Mittelburg
In Sqs. O 22 and O 23 on Pl. XVI one can distinguish a peculiar rectangular chamber, f, which
stands out in its massive construction and dimensions in comparison to the nearby buildings of the
Second and Third Strata (Pl. XX). It also towers above them. From the debris that surrounded it in
the north, it could be deduced that Chamber f was erected on the ruins of the Mittelburg, which had
already been in the process of collapse.
The foundations of Chamber f are set deeply in the Mittelburg. Construction elements of
the latter, which were not regarded as sufficiently resistant, were removed and deposited beside
the foundations of the new structure, together with gravel, ash, brick remains, and sherds. Only the
northwestern corner of Room e, already mentioned above (p. 68), was reused for the new structure.
Under the floor of Chamber f, at 176.80 m, we discovered walls of the Third Stratum, and at 175.60 m,
walls of the Second Stratum or an even earlier layer. The roof of the chamber rests 5.15 m below the
tell surface at 180.33 m. Its floor level is located at 176.98 m. The enclosing walls are built of stone
and rise to 180.73 m. Above them are remains of an arguably contemporary brick wall and a metrethick conflagration layer consisting of brick debris and ash.
Chamber f, which is quite precisely orientated, is rectangular and its interior measures 5.60 m
from east to west and 3.70 m from north to south. The average inner height is 3.10 m. The vertical
lower part of the sidewalls consists of four courses of large, generally unhewn limestone blocks to a
total height of 1.45 m. Above it a vault of massive, unhewn, hard Meleki-limestone slabs rises. The
slabs are laid one above the other in such a way that one stone protrudes over the next (corbel vault).
The capstones consist of a horizontal layer of large roof slabs of limestone (Fig. 101).
From the stamped earth and small stone floor of the main room of the chamber, one reaches the
threshold of a 1.50 m wide doorway. The threshold rests 0.40 m above the floor level. The doorway
is very distinct. It tapers towards the top (Fig. 102) and it is covered by stone blocks of medium-hard
Nāri-stone, which are also laid in corbel technique. The door vault is closed horizontally at the top.
The right doorjamb reaches one stone course lower than the left one, namely down to the floor level.
Unlike the building techniques applied in the monuments of the Third Stratum, the stones used for
the walls of the doorway are fairly well-hewn, although a hammerdressing of the surfaces in the form
of bosses is still missing. The surfaces were rather crudely levelled with a tool about 0.04 m wide,
resulting in a roughly rectangular shape. Only the vault spring was appropriately shaped, adequate to
the transition from the vertical to the vaulted surface.
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The large block below the vault spring had a rounded boss but no drafted margins. It should be seen as
transitional to the boss masonry of the Fifth Stratum but definitely does not belong to this later period,
which shows improved surface treatment and the use of more advanced working tools.
The doorway leads to a staircase of the same width as the entrance. The staircase has six stairs
and ends with a cross-wall in the east (Pl. XX B). The sixth stair forms a platform from which two
small stairs lead to the left to raised Niche w (Pl. XVI). To the right of the platform there is a second
niche, v. It has a slightly higher bottom level than Niche w. The two niches are positioned laterally in a
1 m wide square, walled shaft. As in the later Israelite rock tombs, these niches were intended to assist
in the ascent to the surface by first setting the
left foot into the left niche and then the right
foot into the right niche, and finally swinging
oneself up to the surface. The descent into
the chamber was easier. Another entrance to
the structure did not exist.
The exterior walls of Chamber f
are constructed of stones more or less
horizontally laid (cf. Fig. 103). Fieldstones
of earlier buildings were used, as well as
specially prepared large rubble stones,
which show no traces of surface treatment.
This is also the case for large Boulders a and
b, shown in Fig. 103. The stepped retaining
walls are 1.10–1.20 m thick. They consist
Fig. 101. Vault of a subterranean chamber (f) of the Fourth Stratum of only one row of stones at the top while
of the Mittelburg.
the lower layers consist of three rows. To
strengthen the corbel stones of the vault,
earth, debris, and smaller stones were heaped on the lower courses and stamped hard.
The interior of Chamber f was plastered and the wall joints were filled with earthen mortar. The
hollow space itself was empty or, rather, had been emptied; beneath [Translator’s note: theoretically
might also have to be translated as ‘among’] the ruins of the Fifth Stratum, above and to the west of
the vaulted chamber, we found a heap of gravel mixed with ash and sherds. The bulk of this heap,
namely the pottery, corresponded exactly to the mass of sherds strewn across the floor of Chamber
f. Inside the vaulted chamber, 0.30 m above the floor level, a rectangular, crudely worked Nāristone stood on top of a pile of charcoal ash. The stone was 0.80 m high and 0.50 m wide. Its upper
surface had a carved-out, cup-like cavity 0.23 m in diameter with a depth of 0.06 m. At the same
level we found a semi-cylindrical column shaft (Fig. 104) of smooth, white chalk. The shaft was
0.60 m high. The surface had been worked with a 0.03-m-wide serrated flint chisel and then ground
off with sand. Adjacent to the shaft we also found a rounded off basalt stone, 0.12 m in diameter,
0.11 m and 0.07 m high respectively, weighing 2.42 kg. At 176.98 m, on the floor of the chamber,
fragments of interesting, very ancient pottery were excavated. Among them were the sherds with
finger impressions and grooves shown in Fig. 105. The clay mass was poorly levigated and mixed
with small stones. It had a black core and a reddish-yellow surface. We also discovered small jars of
alabaster or calcareous sinter (Pl. XVIII b) and flint chisels.
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From under the floor of Chamber f, at 175.60 m, between the walls of the Second Stratum we
retrieved additional ancient pottery (Figs. 106 and 107). The assemblage consists of the following:
small vessels of blackish clay with reddish coating—the wheel technique is hardly or not at all
recognizable; sherds with incised palmette (Fig. 106 a); fragment of an alabaster jar (b); sherds with
ledge handle (c) and combed surface (d); incised sherds (e); a flat plate (Fig. 107); the lower part of a
large, round vessel with combed surface and clumsily applied reddish-brown slip; a large, handmade
jar (Pl. XVIII f) with flat base and two handles made of pale red, undulating clay (cf. Bliss and
Macalister 1902: Pl. 23)—its interior was filled with earth and charcoal; finally serrated and sharpedged flint chisels. There were no bronze artefacts found in Chamber f.

Fig. 102. Doorway of the vaulted chamber (f).

2. The Südliches Burgtor
a) The Masonry
At the southern edge of the tell, in Sqs. Y–Z 20–21 of the large north-south trench, approximately
5 m below the surface we excavated an impressive gate complex—the Südliches Burgtor [Translator’s
note: i.e., southern castle gate) (cf. Pl. XXI and Fig. 108). The tops of its walls are at 184.30 m and
183.90 m respectively, its northwestern corner at 184.59 m, and the threshold of the main entrance at
183.73 m. The southern wall of the complex is built into the tell where it begins to slope. The complex
once towered freely above the city wall, which at this spot recedes 7.20 m from the front wall of the
gate complex. The notably massive southern and
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western walls served a defensive function in the city gate system, which in antiquity was always very
important. The outer length of the gate from east to west is 17.60 m and the outer width from north to
south is 11.00 m.
The main Entrance a to the gate complex (cf. Pl. XXI), 1.80 m wide, is located in the
northwestern corner (Figs. 109 and 110). In front of the entrance, Step b, 2.50 m long, 0.60 m wide,
and 0.20 m thick, was found. The step was originally a single block of limestone but is now cracked.
The threshold rests 0.10 m lower than the step. In the eastern corner we found a basalt door socket.

Fig. 103. Northern outer wall of the vaulted chamber (f).

Consequently the door opened to the left, moving over a massive basalt Slab c. The doorjambs consist
of two massive, unhewn blocks each, laid one on top of the other, reaching a total height of 1.30 m.
The inner space of the gate is protected by two additional rectangular units.
The enclosure walls of the complex consist of one or two courses of large, unhewn Nāri-limestone
blocks that reach a total height of 0.60–1.20 m. The northwestern corner beside the entranceway is
strengthened by Block d that abuts it. The block has a hewnout step. In addition, corner Block e has a 0.23-m-high step
that faces the doorway. The step anchored the superstructure
of unburnt mudbricks, preventing a decline in the stability
of the exposed northwestern corner.
The lower stone course of the corner
projects 0.15 m over the upper one.
The western wall of the complex,
which is 1.10–1.20 m wide, consists
in part of blocks laid side by side
as stretchers—the gaps filled with
smaller rubble stones—and in part
of blocks laid as headers covering Fig. 105. Pottery from
Fig. 104. Cylindrical column shaft from
the entire width of the wall. A strong vaulted chamber (f).
vaulted chamber (f).
masonry bond was achieved. Mortar
was used as the bonding agent. The southwestern corner
of the complex was strengthened by a single 1.50-m-long, 1-m-wide, and 0.65-m-high block. Only
the northern half of the western wall was built in two courses; the southern half was built in only
one course. Southern Wall g, which was most exposed to attacks, was almost entirely constructed of
headers that covered the width of the wall. The blocks measure 1.10–1.20 m in length and 0.50–0.60
m in height. The southern wall consists of only one course. Near the southwestern corner, is a 2-mlong Nāri-block. Resting on a foundation of small stones, it apparently buttressed this part of the
building. In the southeastern corner of the building, an opening in the wall leads us to assume a 1.10
m wide doorway existed here. The northern wall (starting from the eastern doorjamb of Entrance a)
and the eastern wall are 1.10 m wide and built of three to four courses.
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As opposed to those on the west and south, they are built primarily of small, aligned rubble stones.
A 1.10-m-wide buttress wall is built perpendicular to and abutting the eastern wall. The centre of the
northern wall, both on the inside and the outside, is also fortified with a buttress (h). The northeastern
corner of the gate complex is not preserved.
Only a narrow entrance, 0.65 m wide, may be assumed. This entrance leads first into a rectangular
room, 2.50 m long and 1.80 m wide. The free-standing Corner i of this room is constructed of three

Fig. 106. Pottery from below the vaulted chamber (f).

large blocks. From this room one reaches the inner space of the gate complex through an entrance near
the northern wall. The entrance is 0.85 m wide. It is possible that the three corner blocks (i) and the
blocks of Buttress k, which is located farther to the south, belong to the original eastern wall, which
in a later period seems to have been moved 3.50 m eastwards. Another possibility is that i, k, and l
farther to the west served as massive pillars, forming roof supports for the building. A third possibility
is that that these blocks were the support for an eastern entrance hall built at i to defend the eastern
entrance of the gate complex. The remaining partitions shown on the plan seem to have served local
purposes comparable to the single rooms of the caravanserais (khans) of today’s fellahin. The floor of
the gatehouse is attested either as a stamped
earth floor or as a stone pavement.

Fig. 108. The Südliches Burgtor.

Fig. 107. Plate from below the vaulted chamber (f).

Beside the western wall of the complex, at the same level, we excavated a circular tannūr. It is stonelined, has an interior width of 1 m, is coated with hard-burnt plaster on the interior, and surrounded
by ash heaps, leading us to identify it as an oven.
Apart from the corbel stones, we can attest to a striking similarity in the treatment of the
building stones of the Südliches Burgtor and Chamber f described above (on p. 75ff.).
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For the greater part of both buildings, the stones were used unworked as they were brought from
the quarry. Only at the vault spring and at the vertical abutment walls of Chamber f, as well as at the
northwestern Corner e of the Südliches Burgtor, does one notice the shy attempt to level the surfaces
with a flat tool or to carve a step. An understanding of the use of dressed edges, which is necessary for
straight wall lines, is still lacking.
On top of the stone walls of the gate complex rested an upper structure of dried mudbricks.
Single fragments of bricks were still preserved on the top of the eastern wall and in dense accumulations
beside it as well as on the inside of the gate complex. At the northern wall, the accumulation of

Fig. 109. Northwestern corner of the Südliches Burgtor, view from the south.

pulverized bricks reached a height of up to 2 m. The brick remains were coloured yellowish-red as
a result of fire. Within this accumulation we found a 0.20-m-thick layer of burnt wood and ash. It is
therefore clear that the upper structure of the ground floor not only reached a considerable height, but
we can also reconstruct an upper storey of bricks with a wooden roof.
The conflagration layer can be followed from the gate complex in a northern direction, covering
the Mittelburg as well. This layer is 0.60–2.00 m thick. Consequently a massive conflagration can be
attested that destroyed the Fourth Stratum and spread primarily across the southern half of the tell.
Above the northern wall of the gate complex is a perpendicular massive wall of a later
building—the Palast of the Fifth Stratum. It cuts deeply into the gate complex, destroying the western
partition inside the gatehouse.
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b) The Small Finds
The debris fill in the inner area of the Südliches Burgtor was very rich in finds. Pls. XXII A
and B show a selection of the pottery. In addition to ordinary jugs and jars, the following ceramics
are worth mentioning: a jar with lug handles (f), a handle marked with the sign X (i) and another one
with the sign V (h), a pilgrim flask with painted ornamentation (e, cf. also Fig. 111), numerous sherds
with rope and incised patterns and embossed pottery (b), vessel fragments with painted motifs (g; cf.
also Fig. 112), thick-walled yellow sherds (c) and spouts (a). Apart from these examples, an elongated
jug (Fig. 113) and fragments of a small vessel decorated with painted warriors (Pl. XXIV) should be
mentioned.

Fig. 110. Northwestern corner of the Südliches Burgtor, view from the northwest.

Among the bronze finds an elegant 0.317-m-long spear (Pl. XXIII a) is worth mentioning. Its
back and front sides look alike. Three small holes are punched into the lower part in such a way that
the edges of the holes protrude slightly. They were for hanging small chains, as on modern Bedouins’
spears. The workmanship is more careful and exact than in earlier layers. Pl. XXII E shows additional
bronze arrows, spearheads, knives, drills, and a ring.
Stone tools are shown on Pl. XXII C and D: serrated flint knives (e), three small limestone
mortars, 0.06–0.10 m long (b), a rubbing stone of porous lava rock with handle (c; cf. Dörpfeld 1902:
Fig. 393), a crudely worked, small white limestone bowl (a) and a black whetstone (d). Pl. XXIII b
shows a limestone amulet with a hole for a string, depicting a hyena and a bird gliding above it. The
technique in which the amulet was made is similar to that of the one shown in Pl. XVIII e. We also
unearthed a basalt vessel, a small axe of hard, black stone, smoothed through use, and two limestone
weights of 327 and 92.5 g respectively.
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The following bone tools are worth noting: an arrowhead of rare beauty (Pl. XXIII c) with
sharp barbs and finely serrated point, with traces of a hole for the wooden shaft that are visible at the
lower end; a 0.20-m-long piece of a broken flute (Pl. XXIII d), made of a nicely polished animal bone

Fig. 111. Pilgrim flask from the Südliches
Burgtor.

Fig. 112. Ceramic sherds with painted motifs from the Südliches
Burgtor.

with profiled mouthpiece and lateral sound holes; and finally two styli or bone points (Fig. 114 a), four
broken horns (Fig. 114 b) of a species of deer that is now extinct in Palestine, and spinning whorls.
Jewellery includes: a flat amulet with a white, geometrical, eight-petalled rosette inlaid into a
grey disc (Pl. XXIII e); fragments of a small faience vessel decorated with lotus flowers, painted in

Fig. 114. Bone tools from the Südliches Burgtor.
Fig. 113. Jug from the Südliches Burgtor.

brown (Pl. XXIII f); glass and faience beads; an amulet of green paste made of six horizontally joined
pipes (Pl. XXIII g); a piece of blue glass, with white iridescence, round and flat; several sea shells,
which were used as jewellery; shells of the species Sarranus murex from the coast of Tyre—their tip
could have been used as drilling tool, as it was found separately in many instances.
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3. The Nordburg
We must also attribute a number of walls shown on the plan of the Nordburg (Pl. XII A) to
the Fourth Stratum. They were only partly uncovered. These walls cover the northeastern part of
the Nordburg of the Third Stratum (Sqs. K–M 23–24) and destroy its eastern courtyard wall and the
northern gate. They do not follow the same orientation as the walls of the old Nordburg. As far as
we can conclude from the uncovered remains, two building
phases can be attested. Wall f’, which is built into Entrance f,
perpendicular to it Wall f’’ abutting f’, and the additions s’’’
in the northwestern corner of Sq. M 24 belong to the earlier
building phase. The wall tops of the walls of this phase reach
177.60 m. They are constructed of smaller rubble stones,
run over the walls of the Third Stratum, and were destroyed
by more massive walls, which can be attributed to the later
building phase. The later walls reach a level of approximately
Fig. 115. Limestone bowls (Fourth Stratum of
179.00 m. They are constructed partly of one row of unhewn,
the Nordburg).
1.00–1.10-m-long limestone blocks spanning the entire
width of the wall, as at the Südliches Burgtor, and partly of
two rows. They consist of two to three courses that rise to a total height of 0.90 m (cf. Fig. 40). The
masonry bond is of very good quality. All the walls have gravel foundations. The space between these
massive walls and the tell surface is filled only with a 1.50–2.00-m-thick debris layer of small stones,
earth, and wooden remains. Therefore, it
cannot be assumed that there was an upper
brick structure, but rather one made of
smaller stones bound with earthen mortar.
Further a wooden roof can be assumed.
In the area of the large courtyard of
the Nordburg three courses of three to four
limestone blocks each rest on top of Pillar
y (Pl. XII A) of the Third Stratum. The top
of these limestone blocks is at 180.11 m. I
tend to interpret this massive installation as
support for a roof.
The construction technique and the
use of blocks for the walls without any
further dressing testify a close relation Fig. 116. The Brandstätte near the Südliches Burgtor (Fourth
to the gate complex in the south—the
Stratum).
Südliches Burgtor.
No further building activities were
detected above these uppermost walls of the Fourth Stratum of the Nordburg. They are therefore
witnesses to the youngest cultural horizon in this area of the Nordburg, while the western part of the
building, the eastern edge of the tell, and its southern slope still witnessed later cultural horizons.
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Small Finds
Pottery (cf. Pl. XXV): handles with marks incised into the soft clay (b); rims with two stamp
impressions (e); rims with horizontal, vestigial loop handles (i); rims with profiled bead pattern and
painted bands (l); the lower body of a thin-walled, Mycenaean vessel made of hard, well levigated
clay with sienna slip, fine horizontal bands painted in brown and a ring base (m); a bowl with sharpedged profile made of light brick-red clay with two concentric rings in the flat base (a); a broken off
miniature vessel of poorly fired clay with two handles, which was used as the spout of a large vessel
(d); a hand-smoothed, thin-walled small jar with pierced handle made of a light yellow, very coarse
clay (f); bar and knob handles of bowls of reddish-yellow clay (g, h, k); and finally the trunk of a horse
with round body of a yellowish-grey, porous clay, which was poorly fired (c).

Fig. 117. Tripod with a female figure playing the flute (two photographs and a reconstructed drawing).

Bronze finds (cf. Pl. XXVI): a knife with one cutting edge 0.19 m long with bronze rivets on
its handle (l); a short weapon, 0.10 m long (f); pierced tools (a, d); chisels (b, c); a pair of fire pliers;
and finally rings, among them a finger ring of beautiful workmanship with the head of a rabbit (g) and
a simple one of primitive workmanship (h).
Green faience ware (cf. Pl. XXVI): pierced Anubis idols (m); amulets, among them one
example with a human head with strings of pearls (n); Horus eyes; seals in the shape of a resting lion
with hieroglyphs (o); many flat, round and oblong-oval beads.
The spinning whorls of bone, clay, and stone have no distinctive characteristics that would be
worth mentioning.
Bone pins are depicted on Pl. XXVI (e, i, k).
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A rounded off, flat weight of white, hard limestone weighing 25¼ g shows two parallel lines
on its surface (Pl. XXV n). A second weight is 25 g, and a third, similar one is 47 g.
Fig. 115 shows fragments of two bowls of white and black limestone.

4. The Brandstätte near the Südliches Burgtor
In Sqs. W 20 and 21, 25–30 m to the north of the Südliches Burgtor, at 4.70 m below the
surface of the tell (cf. p. 80), at 184.40–183.00 m, we uncovered an area of conflagration, the Southern
Brandstätte. It consisted of an accumulation of reddish-yellow pulverized brick material, charcoal and
many crushed vessels, in total more than 1.40 m high. On top of this
conflagration layer were the ashlars and wall remains of the Palast
(a in Fig. 116) of the Fifth Stratum and above that the masseboth of
the Sixth Stratum (b in Fig. 116), both described below. From the
accumulation itself we retrieved a considerable amount of interesting

Fig. 118. Bronze stands with three or four legs supporting bowls or lamps.

small finds some of which are described below. Stone walls could not be connected to the
layer, but the brick walls, which were destroyed by fire, clearly belong to the Fourth Stratum.
The bronze finds of the conflagration layer: Five bowls or lamps resting on stands with three or
four legs; they are an example of the advanced technique of the copper smithing of this cultural horizon.
The first bowl (Fig. 117; see also Pl. L) rests on a cylindrical shaft, which transforms into a naked female
figurine with a noticeably large nose and ears who is playing the flute. The caryatid stands with
ungainly feet on a tripod, which is enforced by a ring on its base. An immobile ring is attached behind
the head of the figurine; it served either to hang or to carry the stand. The figurine is clumsy and
irregularly shaped. The tripod and its ring are made of soldered cylindrical bronze shafts. The bowl
itself is broken off. It consisted of a thin bronze sheet and was riveted onto the stand.
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When unearthed, the vessel still contained remains of charcoal and ash, pasted together by a fatty
substance. The height of the lamp including the stand is 0.36 m, the rim diameter of the bowl is 0.175
m.
The second lamp (Fig. 118 a) is only 0.34 m high. The bowl rests on a simple, cylindrical
rod, which thickens towards the top and runs into crudely made brackets. The lower part of the stand

Fig. 119. Bronze axe with two cutting edges.

Fig. 120. Bronze ploughshare from the
Southern Brandstätte (Fourth Stratum).

Fig. 121. Bronze spearhead (Southern Brandstätte, Fourth Stratum).

consists of three feet and a ring. Three birds are attached to the top of the feet, which are rather
primitively formed. The bowl is slightly bent upwards and still firmly sitting on top of the rod. It
contains ashes and charcoal.

Fig. 122. Jug from the
Southern Brandstätte (Fourth
Stratum).

Fig. 123. Seven-handled Jar from
the Northern Brandstätte (Fourth
Stratum).

Fig. 124. Scarabs from the Northern
Brandstätte (Fourth Stratum).

The third lamp (Fig. 118 b) is the same size as the second one.Below the bowl lumps jut out
like round fruit. The bowl is bent upwards on one side, well preserved, and empty. The fourth lamp
(Fig. 118 c) has a ring at its base that encloses the tripod. The rod supporting the bowl is inserted
into the tripod. Flanges strengthen the tripod where it connects to the ring at its base. A snake-head
ornament protrudes from the underside of the bowl.
The fifth lamp (Fig. 118 d) rests on an unornamented stand with four legs and a base ring. The
bowl is well preserved, has a rim diameter of 0.19 m, and is filled with fatty ash.
In the accumulation of pulverized brick and ash we further found a nicely worked, 0.235-mlong bronze axe with two cutting edges (Fig. 119) and an oval hole for the shaft.
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We further discovered two ploughshares or socketed celts 0.15-m- and 0.13-m-long respectively (Fig.
120). A socketed celt was already encountered in the Third Stratum of the Mittelburg (cf. p. 71 and
Fig. 94). I believe this celt is intrusive and originally belonged to the Fourth Stratum. Finally we
found a simple but elegant bronze spearhead (Fig. 121). Including the shaft it was 0.26 m long.
Beside these bronze finds we excavated four iron blades (cf. Pl. XXVII a), which were entirely
rusted and broken. But they were still sufficiently well-preserved so that their
curved form was recognizable, suggesting
identification as sickles. The handles were
made of bone and white limestone. From
their fragments a geometrical pattern of
finely incised rosettes can be reconstructed.
The nails, which attached the blades
to the handles, were of bronze. The
entire assemblage points to a collection
Fig. 125. Incense vessel from the
Northern Brandstätte of the Fourth
of agricultural tools and is interesting
Stratum.
especially because of the presence of iron
sickles in the Fourth Stratum. Additional
finds from the Southern Brandstätte are rather inferior: several flint chisels, a
clay cylinder 0.04 m long with diagonal lines (Pl. XXVII b), and a fragment Fig. 126. Juglets from
the Northern Brandstätte
of a hollow antler with seven saw cuts, which presumably served as a knife
of the Fourth Stratum
(Group I).

Fig. 127. Juglets from the Northern Brandstätte of the Fourth Stratum (Group II).

handle. In addition, six clay and stone weights were found: 1) a spherical weight: 38 ¾ g; 2) a rounded
weight of brown iron ore: 20 ¾ g; 3) a cylindrical weight: 17 ¾ g; 4) a rounded weight: 91 ¾ g; 5) a
small, pointed weight: 4 ¾ g; 6) a clay weight made of a rounded off sherd: 7 ½ g.
Several metres to the east of the above-mentioned finds—4.50 below the tell surface—we were
able to retrieve a complete charred trunk, likewise from a layer of ash, brick material, and crushed
pottery. It was lined with fieldstones. It was 0.25 m in diameter. Many sherds lay between this trunk
and a second blackish charred trunk of an oak tree, which was located 1 m to the south in the same
conflagration layer. The latter was 0.35 m thick and had several 0.12 m thick branches. Next to it
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we discovered three crushed vessels and a well-preserved jug (Fig. 122). The second trunk, too, was
lined with fieldstones in an effort to strengthen it. Both trunks were probably used as support for a roof
and charred by the fire during the destruction of the Fourth Stratum. A floor 1.50 m above the trunks
covers this mudbrick stratum. The floor belongs to the Fifth Stratum.

Fig. 128. Lion figurine No. 1 from the Northern Brandstätte of the Fourth Stratum.

5. Brandstätte above the Mittelburg
At 4.20 m below the tell surface and 4.30 m above the pavement of the oil press of the Third
Stratum (at 182.30 m; cf. 69f.), approximately in the centre of Sq. Q 21, a number of jewellery items
and pottery vessels, including a four-handled jar found standing surrounded by fieldstones, were
discovered in a conflagration layer of brick remains, ash, charcoal, stones, and earth—the Northern
Brandstätte. They must be ascribed to the Fourth Stratum. The jar has three handle-like legs at its

Fig. 129. Lion figurine No. 2 from the Northern Brandstätte of the Fourth Stratum.

base. It was decorated with leaf- and ladder-like ornaments painted in black (Fig. 123). It contained
(cf. Pl. XXVIII) many small beads of clay and red carnelian (a), amulets of green faience (b), Egyptian
Horus eyes of steatite and stone (c), animal teeth (d), many Cypraea-shells originally forming a
necklace (they are
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frequently used until today to decorate camel halters and are called wada>) (e), a fossil shell (m)
worn as amulet, two bronze finger rings (f), paper-thin, rolled up gold sheets with impressed leaf-like
ornamentation (Pl. XXVII l), finely serrated fins (Pl. XXVII k), bronze points (Pl. XXVIII g), bes
idols of green faience (l), small Egyptian statuettes (k), and painted glass (n), and steatite sherds (o).

Fig. 130. Lion figurine No. 3 from Northern Brandstätte
of the Fourth Statum

Partly inside the jar and partly beside it we found 32 scarabs of steatite (h) and white limestone,
mostly depicting one or two lions and human figures primitively executed (cf. types Pl. XXVII f and g
and Fig. 124) but also nicely worked Egyptian signs with the royal name Mn-cpr-r> = Thutmosis III).

Fig. 131. Duck figurines from the Northern Brandstätte of the Fourth Stratum.

The so-frequently-depicted lion is also found in the Fifth Stratum, but there it is executed in masterly
fashion. Unfortunately many of the burnt scarabs and amulets crumbled soon after they were unearthed.
So, too, a 0.05-m-long lovely naked female statuette, carved out of bone, could not be reconstructed
because it was entirely charred. Its hair fell along both sides of the face in long plaits.
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Beside the four-handled jar stood a 0.35-m-high open-work incense vessel made of grey clay
(Fig. 125). The edges of the openings were blackened by soot. Between the two vessels stood the
juglets shown in Fig. 126. Apart from that a large number of beautiful juglets (Fig. 127) stood or lay
scattered about in the room, which was surrounded by brick walls. Further pottery finds were: a peculiar
barrel-shaped, paunched juglet of grey clay (Pl. XXVII h), sherds decorated with lozenges, a lamp
with inserted cup and nozzle (Pl. XXVII i), and an 0.11-m-high and 0.055-m-thick clay candlestick
with a broken-off foot (Pl. XXVII c) and hollow neck into which a torch
could be inserted. Other finds included: an elegantly formed 0.10-m-long
small bronze axe (Pl. XXVII d), fragments
of a shovel of bronze sheet, the handle of
which had fallen off, smaller quantities of
finely woven cloth transformed into black
charred lumps, and rectangular pieces of
wood 0.20 × 0.12 m. In the charcoal ash in
which these pieces were embedded were
133. Monkey figurine
several thin fragments of gold foil as well as Fig. from
the Northern
a pierced amulet of black glass with painted Brandstätte of the Fourth
Stratum.
eyes (Pl. XXVIII e).
In the immediate vicinity of the fourhandled jar we also discovered green faience
fragments of animal figurines and vessels
painted in black, a paste amulet (Pl. XXVIII
p) with a bird on its front side and a sevenrayed star on its backside. The abovementioned fragments were very flaky due
to the conflagration and crumbled into small
Fig. 132. Dove figurine from
the Northern Brandstätte of the pieces. My wife glued them together with
Fourth Stratum.
great care and endless patience. Fig. 128
Fig. 134. Jar from the
Northern
Brandstätte of
depicts a crouching lion, which was restored
the Fourth Stratum.
in this way. The 0.18-m-long figurine had a raised head and a tail flung
around the hind legs. Its front thighs, mane, tail, and paws were painted.
Fig. 129 shows a second lion carrying an ointment jar in its paws. Several body parts of this exemplar,
too, are painted. In Fig. 130 a third lion holding a small jar is depicted and it, too, is painted. Figs.
131 and 132 show three additional zoomorphic vessels with spouts on their backs. Two of the vessels
are in the shape of a duck and one is in the shape of a dove. They are hollow and were used to
store ointments. In Fig. 133 is a likewise hollow black faience figurine of a third kind of animal, a
0.09-m-high Anubis (monkey), with a spout on its head similar to the duck and dove figurines. Finally
a 0.06-m-high spouted ointment jar of faience is worth mentioning. It has a profiled rim and a shelllike motif on its mid-lower body (Fig. 134).
Weights: 1) basalt weight, rectangular: 154.5 g; 2) conical limestone weight with hole: 107.5 g;
3) rounded limestone weight with flat base: 78 g; 4) cylindrical, carefully smoothed weight of brown
iron ore: 11.75 g; 5) elongated, rounded limestone weight with eyelet for a string: 5.75 g.

E. The Fifth Stratum
1. The Palast
a) The Masonry
In Sq. T 21 of the large north–south trench, at 184.71 m (3.70 m beneath the surface of the tell),
we reached a wall section made of unusually well-hewn and noticeably large building stones of Nārilimestone—ashlars. This prompted me to expand the trench in a lateral western direction to the area
covered by Sqs. S 18–19 and T 17–20. The expansion proved worthwhile as it exposed a Fifth Stratum
building that surpasses all earlier buildings treated up to now in size and in quality of construction.
For the sake of brevity and to distinguish it from the above-treated Nordburg and Mittelburg I choose
for this building the term Palast [Translator’s note: i.e., palace] without anticipating any further
conclusions about the original purpose of this edifice.
Pl. XXIX A shows the ground plan of this building. Only the northern part and the eastern half
could be excavated. A spacious courtyard 60 m long from north to south and 33 m wide was enclosed
by a 1.10-m-thick wall made of large hewn limestone blocks. In the centre of the northern courtyard
wall was a castle-like structure, the Palastwohnung [Translator’s note: i.e., the palace residence],
built partly on top of the courtyard wall and partly to its north. This building towers over the rest of
the building complex. As far as exposed it measures about 11 m on each side and is partitioned into
three rooms. We could not determine if additional rooms bordered it or if the building was used only
as tower, but a protruding wall stump in the north makes the former more probable. The main axis
of the edifice is orientated approximately north–south. The corners are built at right angles to each
other, which also distinguishes this structure from earlier buildings. Due to a lack of tools and suitable
building materials the architects of the previous buildings had been able to construct at obtuse or acute
angles and only rarely at right angles.
The largest and most crucial advancement in construction methods used in the Palast walls
was in the choice and working of the stone blocks. The unstable maze of wall courses of small rubble
stones and fieldstones encountered in earlier levels, interrupted only by shy attempts at better lining,
was here suddenly replaced by the skilled arrangement of large, hewn ashlars (cf. Pl. XXIX B).
This construction technique was no doubt introduced with the aid of foreign architects—presumably
Phoenicians.
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The ashlars used as headers are in the form of long single blocks and smaller double blocks. The long
single blocks were laid either individually (c on Pl. XXIX B, a in Fig. 135) or as two parallel to each
other (d on Pl. XXIX B) and the smaller double blocks were set end to end (b in Fig. 135). A frequent
vertical arrangement had two stretchers (a) and a header (b) in the course between (Pl. XXIX B). An
alternative arrangement of stretchers (a) and headers (b) is shown in Fig. 136. To avoid the need for

Fig. 135. The southeastern room of the Palastwohnung, view from the northwest.

providing additional ashlars and for working them, which was still expensive, masonry of large rubble
stones alternating with smaller, slightly worked blocks were at times laid between the massive ashlar
masonry (cf. Pl. XXIX B and Fig. 136). Especially outstanding are the Corner e (Pl. XXIX B) of the
Palastwohnung and Corner g of the courtyard. The ashlars used here reach a length of up to 2.05 m
and a height of 0.55 m (cf. Figs. 137 and 138).
Additional progress in the treatment of the wall faces is noticeable in the drafted margins of
the ashlars, now discerningly carried out, and in the treatment of the bosses. As shown in Pl. XXIX B
and Fig. 139, the ashlars were sometimes worked at the upper margin only—such as on the lowermost
course of the southern wall of the Palastwohnung. At other times the stonemason dressed the entire
margin—such as on the upper courses (cf. Sellin 1904: 24). Drafting the margins was indispensable
for laying the stones. The boss remained unworked
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Fig. 136. Northern part of the eastern courtyard wall of the Palast.

Fig. 137. Northeastern corner of the courtyard wall of the Palast.
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and protruded remarkably, but in individual cases was levelled with a tool with a ca. 0.06-m-wide
cutting edge.
To secure a good masonry bond many ashlars were provided with steps that fit well into each
other like those shown on Pl. XXX a–c and in Fig. 140. In the cases of Pl. XXX the step is 0.08–0.13
m high. On the ashlars shown in Fig. 140 the step is only to 0.02–0.03 m high.
Single ashlars exhibit a chiselled out, round or oval cavity on their front side. These depressions
are 0.08–0.11 m wide and 0.03–0.05 m deep (Pl. XXIX A a on top, Pl. XXX a, Figs. 141 and 142; c

Fig. 138. The architecture in the northeastern corner of the Palast courtyard.

in Fig. 136). Fig. 141 shows a round depression in the boss at b. On Pl. XXIX A and in Fig. 141 there
are two cup-like cavities on the upper side of the uppermost Nāri-ashlar at d. Finally, troughs, too,
were inserted into the walls (Pl. XXIX A c and in Fig. 141).
The Palastwohnung itself (cf. Pl. XXIX A) consists of two approximately square eastern rooms.
The inner width of the northern unit is 3.00 × 2.50 m, and of the southern unit 3.10 × 2.70 m. Abutting
these rooms is a third room in the west. It is 7.80 m long with an average width of 5.00 m. The entire
complex is solidly built and is suitable for defence purposes. The walls are 1.00–1.40 m thick. The
ashlars are tightly bound with mortar and small stones. Their interior faces were coated with clay and
the floor covered with clay tiles (Fig. 141 e) instead of the stamped earth floor common in earlier
structures. These tiles consisted of a mixture of clayey soil and straw
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and were partly hardened and coloured
red—presumably by a local fire. Other tiles
had crumbled to dust. In general, the tiles are
0.35 m square, and are 0.11–0.12 m thick.
Some measure 0.40 m each side. They rest on
a burnt layer of charcoal remains, ashes, and
stones. On this tile floor several jars, basins,
and bowls still stood in the corners. They
were mostly crushed. One of these basins
rested on a small pile of wooden charcoal.
The walls of the Palastwohnung are
built of three to five courses of ashlars and are
stepped in such a way that the lower courses
protrude 0.20–0.50 m over the upper ones
(cf. Pl. XXX d). In the western longitudinal
room one can see later, irregular additions of
stone walls that were built on top of the floor.
Door and window openings are absolutely not
attestable and must be sought in the mudbrick
structure resting on top of the stone walls.
Such an upper structure is indicated by the
brick debris and brick fragments mixed with
burnt remains of wood that filled the interior
of the three rooms and towered above the
stone walls. From the masses we retrieved a
single intact brick (Pl. XXXI c). It is 0.48 m
long, 0.265 m wide, and 0.105 m thick. The
clay is mixed with a large amount of straw

Fig. 139. The northern wall of the Palast courtyard.

and consists of a poorly processed reddish-yellow
mass. It was hardened only during the conflagration
of the Palast. On the upper side of the brick two
parallel finger imprints are visible, exactly like at
Tell Taanach.

Fig. 140. Ashlars of the eastern wall of the Palast
courtyard (Nos. 10 and 11 of Pl. XXIX A).
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The stone courses reach a maximum height
of 2.36 m above the level of the tile floor in
the southwestern corner and approximately
the same elevation in the southeastern corner
(a and b respectively in Fig. 143; cf. also
Pl. XXXI B, f and i respectively). From the
accumulated height of debris masses, it is
possible to conclude that at these spots the
upper structure did not exceed a height of
0.60–0.70 m. Consequently the inner room
height of the residential units of the Palast
might have been about 3 m. The roof was
made of wood. We discovered it, mixed with
remains of straw, as a burnt layer on top of
the yellowish-red pulverized brick material.
Fig. 141. Western part of Palastwohnung, view from the east.
With
the
exception
of
the
southern wall of the Palastwohnung
(Pl. XXXI B), which formed part of the northern enclosure wall of the courtyard and
was entirely built of hewn ashlars, only the corners of the three rooms (a) were built
with special care and were constructed as free-standing pillars of well-hewn ashlars.

Fig. 142. The Palastwohnung, view from the south.
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Only later were the remaining wall parts (b) inserted (cf. Figs. 144 and 145). They were generally
laid without being bonded to the corner pillars and were built less solidly. It is possible that the
Palastwohnung, which unfortunately could not as yet be entirely exposed, originally formed a pillared
building with free-standing pillars and
pillars inserted into the wall.
Several
ashlars
of
the
Palastwohnung and of the courtyard
wall exhibit mason’s marks, some
of which are reminiscent of ancient
Hebrew letters. They are remarkable in
size. The marks are unskillfully hewn
about 0.02 m deep into the upper side of
the soft Nāri-limestone. I copied them
with plaster casts. To the following
enumeration compare Pl. XXIXA and
the depiction of the marks on Pl. XXX
e. We discovered Mark No. 1 among
the building stones of Wall Stump b
in the north. The corner ashlar on the
Fig. 143. Southern part of the Palastwohnung, view from the north.
lower step of the eastern wall of the
southeastern room shows Mark No. 2.
In the central part of the southern wall of the Palastwohnung we discovered Mark No. 3 (cf. Pl. XXIX
B h and Fig. 146 a). In the northern part of the eastern courtyard wall we found Mark No. 4 (cf. Fig.
146 b), and in the central part of the same wall Mark No. 5. This wall is interrupted in its southward
course by later buildings, as we will see below, but the ashlars with Mason’s Marks Nos. 6–13 (Nos. 10
and 11, cf. Fig. 140) originate from it. Mark
No. 14 is incised into a Nāri-ashlar, which in
more recent times became dislodged from its
original position in the southeastern corner of
the courtyard wall. It rolled down the slope of
the tell, where it was found (in Sq. Z 20). As
the marks are distributed over the walls of the
Palastwohnung and the courtyard irregularly,
one should not assume a closer relation than
that of marks of the working masons.

Fig. 144. The eastern rooms of the Palastwohnung, view from
the west.
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The wall tops of the Palastwohnung reach 185.36 m in the southwestern corner, 185.04 m
in the southeastern corner, and 185.10 m at the northern wall. The topmost stones of the eastern
courtyard wall are at roughly the same levels; only the tops of the two stretchers with Marks Nos. 10
and 11 (Fig. 140) are higher—186.30 m. The upper brick structure reached a level of up to 187.00 m.
Due to the lack of further excavations there is not much to say about the courtyard. I dug
several test trenches in Sqs. U–W 17, W 18, and V 19, but they only revealed sterile debris layers. In
the northeastern corner of the courtyard we detected several rooms (a, Fig. 138) delimited by walls
of smaller but mostly hewn stones. Corner
Room E (Pl. XXIXA and Fig. 138) measures
3.70 × 2.50 m, has a doorway in the west, and
seems to have been a storage room. In the
southeastern corner we uncovered a crushed
storage vessel and sherds. Other vessels lay
scattered around on the floor, which was
made of stone and clayey soil. The two
rooms abutting the storage room to the south
are smaller and were only partly exposed.
On top of the southern wall of the smaller
one we found stone Trough b (Fig. 138)
and flush with it a doorjamb with Mason’s
Mark No. 4. The doorway (to the south of
the jamb) had been 2.10 m wide, but it was
Fig. 145. Southeastern corner of the Palastwohnung,
blocked with small stones in a later phase.
view from the northwest
Just south of the Palastwohnung,
several large storage jars stood on top of a
floor of clayey soil and stone, leaning against the northern wall of the courtyard. This floor was
located at the same level as the tiles of the Palastwohnung. The storage jars were entirely crushed. The
fabric was yellow, sometimes red or black as a result of fire.

Fig. 146. Plaster casts of stonemason’s marks (Nos. 3 and 4 of Pl. XXIX A).

Outside the courtyard, near the eastern wall, we exposed a well preserved Oven (tannūr) d
(Fig. 136). The circular oven is made of thick-walled, blackish-brown clay. It is 0.65 m in diameter
and 0.60 m deep. It is surrounded by a ring of stones.
The eastern courtyard wall continues straight in a southerly direction, but after only 11.50 m
from the northeastern corner, at f, it is interrupted by masonry of the Sixth Stratum (Pl. XXIX A).
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However, the foundations of the courtyard wall were not entirely removed at this location. At g the
courtyard wall rises to its full height again and continues without interruption to the stretchers at h,
where we found Mason’s Mark No. 5. Between h and i the courtyard wall is entirely removed for 9
m. The removed building stones of this wall segment were used to create an enclosed room in the
Sixth Stratum. The largest ashlars with Marks Nos. 6 to 9 were set up in the room as orthostats and the

Fig. 147. The Shema>-Seal (original and plaster cast).

smaller blocks were used to erect the enclosure wall. From i, where the two above-mentioned stretchers
with Marks Nos. 10 and 11 (Fig. 140) were found, one can follow the courtyard wall along k, where
the ashlars with Marks Nos. 12 and 13 were laid, southwards to what was probably its southeastern
corner (l). Consequently the eastern wall of the courtyard enclosure reached a total length of more
than 60 m and continued 5.50 m beyond what is now the southern edge of the tell surface, forming a
corner tower in this southernmost location, which was destroyed by Islamic building activities. One
cannot attest this southeastern corner with certainty, but it is very likely
that the ashlar with Mark No. 14, which had rolled down the slope, was
situated here at l, forming the corner of the wall.
Between k and l the eastern courtyard wall extends at right
angles over the Südliches Burgtor of the Fourth Stratum, resting on the
wall tops of the earlier building, without having destroyed its layout
substantially. As in the northeastern corner, small rooms (m) were built
against the inner front of the courtyard wall in the area between i and
k. They also contained a large quantity of sherds of storage vessels and
charcoal remains.
The course of the southern courtyard wall could not be detected
Fig. 148. The Asaph-Seal.
by our excavation. Situated beyond the edge of the tell, it might have
been entirely eroded. Also the western courtyard wall was not yet
exposed.

b) The Small Finds
The small finds of the Palast are more outstanding than those of the earlier strata.
First we would like to mention a lion seal of jasper, which was cut very artistically (Fig.
147 and frontispiece) Kindly enough Prof. D. Kautzsch (1904a; 1904b) studied this seal in detail. It
was found at n (Pl. XXIX A) inside the courtyard, only 4 m west of the southwestern corner of the
Palastwohnung, very close to the northern courtyard wall. The find was situated 1 m below the tell
surface at 186.50 m. From the fact that the upper stones of this part of the northern courtyard wall
reach a level of only 0.60 m below the tell surface and that the brick upper structure of the Palast
reached 187.00 m, we can conclude that the seal undoubtedly has to be attributed to the Fifth Stratum,
i.e., to the period of the Palast. The stone, which was identified as jasper by Prof. Dr. Blanckenhorn,
was oval in shape. It is 0.037 m long,
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0.027 m wide, 0.017 m thick, and polished on all sides. The stone is not pierced for a string to be
inserted, which leads us to assume that it might once have been set into a frame of ivory or wood and
used as a seal. The surface of the stone is slightly rounded off. The sealing face is ground off evenly
and shows a skilfully cut roaring lion with opened jaws and a raised tail. Above the lion etched in
ancient Hebrew letters is the inscription  = לשמעle shèma>, and below it  = עבד ירבעםb>èbed jārob>ām
(= [Seal] of Shema>, servant of Jeroboam). Beside the mouth of the lion a tree—resembling a palm
tree—was crudely incised or etched in with extremely fine lines, and to the right below the tail a
depiction resembling the hieroglyph >ankh. The palm tree and the >ankh remained unperfected. This
unsophisticated addition seems to be later in date. On the casts and photographs these hardly noticeable
incisions are not distinguishable. The seal was brought to Constantinople through the intervention of a
high official and was not added to the precious collection of the imperial Ottoman museum but to the
private collection of His Majesty, the Sultan.

Fig. 149. Fragments of terracotta (from the Palastwohnung).

A second stone seal of no lesser importance than the one described above was found at a depth
of 2.50 m, directly on top of the northern wall of the northeastern chamber of the Palastwohnung (at
Pl. XXIX A o), at 185.00 m. This stone, too, was thoroughly studied by Prof. Dr. Erman and Prof. D.
Kautzsch (1906). The seal of lapis lazuli is likewise oval in shape (Fig. 148), unpierced, rounded off
on the top, and even and finely polished on the bottom. The seal is 0.018 m long and bears a finely cut
heraldic animal—a combination of lion and falcon with crown―on its flat side. Below the animal, on
the lower edge of the flat side, four Canaanite letters are engraved:  = לאסףle āsāph = [Seal] of Asaph.
The hieroglyphs to the right of the animal
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make hardly any sense, as stated in Erman and Kautzsch 1906: 33–34. They are framed by a ring,
which was probably intended to represent the Egyptian royal cartouche. The original seal is located
in the Imperial Museum of Constantinople.
On the floor of the larger western room of the Palastwohnung we found the pierced clay amulet
depicted on Pl. XXXI b. On one side there were crudely incised hieroglyphs or figures, while on the
other side there were crosslines. Several scarabs with depictions of human beings and lions were

Fig. 150. Plate of bone (from the
Palastwohnung).

Fig. 152. Storage jar with pointed
base (from the Palastwohnung).
Fig. 151. Jar with flat base (from
the Palastwohnung).

Fig. 153. Jar of light red clay (from the
Palastwohnung).

Fig. 154. Fruit bowl (from
the Palastwohnung).

Fig. 155. Cooking-pot (from the
Palastwohnung).

retrieved from the same area. In the northeastern chamber a white faience scarab (Pl. XXXI d) was
found in the brick debris at 185.00 m. In the same room a clay bull’s head with incised eyes was
discovered at 183.80 m. Its horns were broken off (Fig. 149 a; cf. the collection from Troja in the
Völkermuseum in Berlin, Nos. 10818 and 10822). In the same area we also excavated additional
fragments of terracotta animal figurines, which were used as vessel spouts (Pl. XXXI q). Additional
terracotta figurines were found at 185.00 m, some with human torsi (Fig. 149 b, c)―among them one
with eyelets for suspension (d)―and some with bird torsi (e and f). The terracotta in Fig. 149 e might
have been used as a lamp. We encountered this type of lamp several times; it is shaped in the so-called
srāj used by fellahin today. On the bottom side of Lamp e two intersecting lines were incised.
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Fig. 150 shows a plate or scale made of a shoulder blade with three string perforations and
small engraved circles. It was found in the southeastern chamber at 183.60 m. The shoulder blade is
0.009–0.015 m thick with a diameter of 0.14 m. Like the deer antlers repeatedly found, and the ridged
bones that were hollowed out to create tools, it probably belonged to an extinct animal species. In
the same room we also found small bone tools decorated with crosslines (cf. De Morgan 1896: Figs.
310, 312, 315a), a bone handle of a mirror or tool (Pl. XXXI g), pins of bone and fish fins, which we
already encountered above (e.g., p. 66). Further we discovered a quartz
pinhead at 184.20 m, a green faience cylinder with perforation for a
string and ornaments (Pl. XXXI p), a small, profiled glass jar, iridescent,
and at 183.60 white glass beads, Cypraea sea shells and mother-of-pearl
fragments.
In the Palastwohnung we also collected shiny red pottery with
plain ledge handles (Pl. XXXI g), smoothed embossed pottery, clay and
stone stoppers for large storage vessels (Pl. XXXI a), small juglets with
pointed base, at 186.50 m a jar with wide profiled rim and flat base (Fig.
151), a two-handled storage jar of light red clay with pointed, button base
(Fig. 152)―the vessel still contained remains of fat―another jar of light
red clay depicted in Fig. 153, a fruit bowl (Fig. 154) of a type already
encountered, and finally a two-handled cooking-pot (Fig. 155). Several
sherds retrieved from 186 m and 185 m showed reddish-brown painted
crossbands. The same decoration was applied on a peculiarly-shaped
vessel (Pl. XXXI i) with trumpet base. Sherds decorated with lozenges
were frequently found as were fragments of flat-bodied, so-called pilgrim
flasks.
Egyptian Horus eyes of white and green faience were frequently
uncovered; other faience items (Pl. XXXII c) were found more rarely.
Fig. 156 shows a 0.12-m-long terracotta figurine playing the tambourine.
The figurine has an Egyptian hairstyle. Its lower part is hollow, possibly
Fig. 156. Terracotta
so that a rod could be inserted. Terracotta figurines like this one were
female figurine playing the
tambourine.
formed in clay moulds and subsequently probably baked in an open fire.
Such a clay mould and its cast are shown in Fig. 157. The torso in Fig.
157 shows a peculiar hair-do. The eyes of this figurine are modelled, whereas the eyes depicted in the
figurine in Fig. 156 are indicated only by lines. We encounter a third type of terracotta figurine in Fig.
158 b (cf. also Pl. XXXII d). The head of this female figurine is missing and it is wearing a strange
bulging girdle decorated with a geometric pattern. The upper part of the body is naked. An Astarte
head (Fig. 158 c) belongs to the same group. The curly hairstyle is distinct from the ones shown in
Figs. 156 and 157 and the face is well modelled. Finally, another Astarte head is shown in Fig. 158
a. Its hair is fashioned like a crown and it belongs to a type of moulded terracotta figurine frequently
found at Tell Taanach. These figurines were generally excavated at ca. 185 m and 184 m along the
eastern courtyard wall, whereas the examplars of Fig. 158 b and c were found in the southeastern
chamber of the Palastwohnung.
The flint artefacts were still numerous in this stratum. They were found at a level of 186–187 m
along the eastern courtyard wall. This group consisted of scrapers with and without sharpened edges
(cf. Schweinfurth 1904: 801, Type 40), drills with pointed end (ibid., Type 33),
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chisels and axes (De Morgan [1896: 92ff.] Types 59, 66, 67, 68, 73, 75, and namely also 82 [with
sharpened blade]), spearheads, knives (De Morgan, Types 98, 99, 102, 103), serrated saws (De
Morgan, Types 240, 241, 243), gravers (De Morgan, Types 293, 294), and finally numerous serrated
and sharpened sickle blades. Spinning whorls of stone and clay also lay in large quantities in the
chambers of the Palastwohnung and along the eastern courtyard wall.
Bronze finds were rarer: Short chisels up to 0.098 m long with cutting edges 0.015 m wide or
less; chisel points (Pl. XXXI l); thin pins with ring (Pl. XXXI m); a tutulus, or small hat-like bronze
object (Pl. XXXI o); large rings and burnt bronze fragments.

Fig. 157. Mould of a female torso and its cast.

We encounter the use of iron for the second time, this time in the Fifth Stratum, after it already
appeared in the Fourth Stratum. Now the finds are more numerous than they were previously. In the
rooms as well as in the courtyard, at 186 m, 185 m, and 184 m, we discovered fragments of curved
iron sickles (Pl. XXXI h), points (Pl. XXXI f), and flat knives. Restoration of these pieces from the
entirely corroded and crumbled fragments was impossible. Just the iron chisel shown in Pl. XXXI k
was preserved. Only in the Sixth Stratum would we come upon well-preserved iron tools.

Fig. 158. Astarte figurines (casts from clay moulds).

Pl. XXXII e shows a limestone slab with pointed shape. Its front side is well smoothed;
the backside is only crudely worked with a chisel. The slab was found in the western room of the
Palastwohnung at 184.50 m. Pl. XXXII a shows a small idol of soft white limestone; it lay beside the
above-mentioned slab. The surface had been scraped with a flint knife. This unsophisticated technique
is in any case product of a local manufacture of poor skill, which we also encounter
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in the pottery. Similar in shape but Egyptianized is a human head (Pl. XXXII b) retrieved from the
northeastern chamber at 186 m. The head is made of grey clay that had been burnt black on its surface.
The nose is missing. The high headdress shows five vertical lines. From the same room comes a lion
paw (Pl. XXXI e)—a very skilfully carved, imported piece made of ivory. Unfortunately the precious
fragment flaked apart. A small ivory turtle suffered the same fate. It was found in the western room of
the Palastwohnung (Pl. XXXI n).
The numerous weights are shown in the following table:
No.

Type

Weight in grams

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

585
278.50
90
87
45
45
38
28.75
28
22.50
20.50
19
16.25
13.50
13
13
12
11.75
11.25
10.50
10.50
10.25
9.50
7.25
5
4.25
4.25
3.75
2.75
2.25
2.25
1.50

33

Limestone, lentoid, white, with cross-shaped marks
Limestone, bowl-shaped, black
Limestone, nicely ground down, conical-shaped
Basalt, flat, rounded off
Limestone, flat at bottom, rounded off on top
Limestone, flat, rounded off on top
Basalt, oval, drilled hole not entirely perforating the weight
Limestone, pointed on top, rounded off, red
Limestone, grey, rounded off, flat
Limestone, ground down into a conical shape
Limestone, rounded off, flat
Clay, formed, rounded off, flat
Sherd, rough, rounded off
Brown iron ore, cylindrical
Limestone, conical, rounded off
Sherd, rounded off
Sherd, rough, rounded off
Limestone, yellow, pointed, flat
Limestone, rounded off, flat
Limestone, rounded off, flat
Limestone, rounded off, ground down
Limestone, rounded off, ground down
Limestone, rounded off, nicely ground down
Limestone, pointed on top, flat
Limestone, black, partitioned by a groove
Sherd, rounded off, ground down
Limestone, rounded off, flat
Limestone, rounded off, flat
Limestone, round, crudely worked
Limestone, round, crudely worked
Limestone, elongated, bent, surface scraped
Limestone, flat on bottom, rounded off on top, small, drilled
hole not entirely perforating the weight
Fragment of asphalt, natural shape

34

Fragment of asphalt, bowl shaped, ground down

1.25

1.50
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2. The Masseboth-Room near the Palast
An edifice with 1.20-m-thick walls, p, is built into the corner formed by the eastern wall of
the Palastwohnung and the northern courtyard wall (Pl. XXIX A and Fig. 139). The wall tops of this
structure reach the same height as the walls of the Palast. Nevertheless, this building was erected
slightly later, at a time when the Palast had already gone out of use and had begun to collapse.
Although likewise built of partly hewn ashlars, the masonry is less carefully executed than it was in
the Palast.

Fig. 159. Room with masseboth beside the Palastwohnung.

This later building is outstanding. Wall Corner p’ with a trough must be attributed to the
building but could not be further exposed. In the eastern part of the building a room with three isolated
stone Columns q, q’ and q’’ (Pl. XXIX A and Fig. 159; cf. also background of Fig. 139) is located.
Without going into further detail at this point, we refer to these pillars as masseboth. This room, which
is situated within the confines of the large north-south trench in Sqs. S–T 21–22, could also not be
fully exposed. It was more than 12 m long and more than 10 m wide. A partition Wall r running from
north to south divided the room into two parts.
The unit to the west of the partition wall was 4.60 m wide, was unconfined to the north and
enclosed the two isolated columns q and q’. Column q is made of Nāri-limestone and built on a
foundation of small stones. It is 0.95 m high and the upper edge is at 184.61 m. The corners are
rounded off. Column q’ (Fig. 160) is pentagonal and made of basalt from the nearby Tell el-Asmar.
It is unworked, 0.95 m high and has a diameter of 0.45 m. Like Column q it is set on top of a stone
foundation, which itself rests on top of debris.
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At 0.40 m below the bottom of this massebah we came upon a floor of stamped earth and stones that
could also be traced beneath the other monoliths. The top of Column q’ lies at 185.31 m, which at this
point is only 2 m below the tell surface. On the upper end of the column a sign (L), which resembles
the letter lamed in ancient Hebrew, is finely cut into the hard basalt with a sharp chisel. The stone
seems to have been smoothed by use on all its sides.
In the eastern part of the room stood the third massebah (q’’). On the upper end it tapers to a
point resulting in a pyramidal shape. The stone was formed with a tool. Its pointed shape excludes
interpreting it as a supporting pillar. Also Monolith q’’ is made of basalt
and rests on a stone foundation. It is 0.75 m high and 0.65 m wide at its
base. Its top lies at 184.99 m. In the centre of partition Wall r an 0.80
m wide entrance was inserted. Its jambs consisted of upright-standing
ashlars. The southern wall of this double-room is peculiarly irregular. The
building stones used were generally large rubble stones but near the base
of the wall three larger ashlars and a carved out stone were found in the
building debris (Fig. 161). Judging from their surface treatment they may
have come from the Palast or from the masseboth-room. Two of the stone
blocks have a circular cavity near the top. The cavity is 0.10–0.12 m wide
and 0.08 m deep. The central ashlar of Fig. 161 was cut as a T-shaped
block but remained unfinished. The hard, hollowed out stone beside it
probably should be identified as a mortar or trough.
Small finds from the room with masseboth: Noteworthy are six
terracotta heads found at 184 m: No. 1 (Fig. 162 a and b) shows a peculiar
type with sharply curved Semitic nose, jagged cheekbones, remarkably
large eyes and ears, and a hairstyle with vertical parting. No. 2 (Fig. 162
c) is a second type with large mouth and horizontal hair-do. The nose was
unfortunately broken off. No. 3 definitely shows an Egyptian type (Fig. 163
a). No. 4 (Fig. 163 b) can be attributed to the same type but has a distorted
mouth and very bulging neck. No. 5 (Fig. 163 c) shows a face with regular
features framed by flowers. The eyes are more vividly modelled than in
Fig. 160. Massebah from
Nos. 1–4. Curls fall down to the shoulders. The hairstyle of No. 6 (Fig.
the room east of the
Palastwohnung.
163 d) is close to Type No. 2, but the figurine wears elongated, decorated
eardrops.
In Fig. 164 a terracotta relief is depicted that might perhaps be interpreted as ornamentation
of the lid or the sidewalls of a chest. Foliage and lion paws are recognizable. The relief was found at
184.30 m. Fig. 165 shows a collection of terracotta animal figurines that were found at 184.00 m and
184.50 m. They can be related to the terracotta figurines from the Palast shown in Fig. 149. Some of
the animal heads served as vessel spouts, with the quadrupeds probably serving as ornamentation (cf.
Dörpfeld 1902: 411).
The pottery, which was found between 183.60 and 185.00 m, is arranged on Pl. XXXIII. Pl.
XXXIII a shows a small jar with pointed base and lug handle made of deep black clay. The outer
surface shows vertical lines of hand smoothing as well as horizontal wheelmarks. The fabric is fine
and the surface shiny. Pl. XXXIII b depicts a wide-mouthed jug made of hard
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greyish-yellow clay. Its surface is pale and smoothed, its handle band-shaped and attached askew. On
the interior surface of the vessel wheelmarks are visible. The juglet on Pl. XXXIII c is made of red clay
and is 0.17 m high. The base is rounded, the neck shows wheelmarks, and the body is hand-smoothed.
The vessel was deformed during firing. Another juglet (Pl. XXXIII d) is also made of red, hard clay.
It is covered with a fine red slip. The surface shows wheelmarks. The vessel stands unsteadily on its
slanted flat base. The handle is crooked. Pottery with knob handles is represented by a fragment of
a bowl (Pl. XXXIII e). It consists of grey clay with a bright red, shiny outer surface, which is partly

Fig. 161. Ashlars from the masseboth-room east of the Palastwohnung.

hand-smoothed. The small vessel depicted on Pl. XXXIII i is only 0.048 m wide and 0.030 m high. It
has a pierced handle and is composed of greyish-yellow clay. The vessel was turned on a wheel, but
the outer surface was subsequently smoothed by hand. On Pl. XXXIII f one can see the fragment of
a thin-walled vessel made of finely levigated, brick-red clay. Its outer surface is polished, shining red
and painted with a shiny black. In the lower part of the fragment there are two yellow spots (F). The
interior surface of the vessel fragment is pale and has very fine wheelmarks. The applied technique is
Mycenaean. On Pl. XXXIII k–z 16 handles are shown, which exhibit potmarks incised into the soft
clay. At 185 m a sherd was found with a fragmentary Hebrew inscription, which was applied postfiring (Fig. 166). On Pl. XXXIII g a weight of blackish clay is depicted. On its bottom side three lines
were incised into the soft clay. On its upper, pointed end a through-hole was pierced.
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Pl. XXXII f finally exhibits the upper part of a large vessel of black burnt, thick-walled clay with eggshaped ornamentation surrounded by dots. The beginning of a lateral handle is visible bearing the
mark I. All cavities in the clay were filled with lime.

Fig. 162. Terracotta heads from the masseboth-room of the Fifth Stratum, first group.

There were very few bronze finds in this room. Fragments of chisels, pins, and rings were
found. Pl. XXXIII h shows a 0.06-m-long pierced bronze sheet from near the base of Massebah q. Pl.
XXXIV i and k shows two thin bronze knives or scrapers.

Fig. 163. Terracotta heads from the masseboth-room of the Fifth Stratum,
second group.

Whorls of white and grey limestone, basalt, clay, and bone, most of which were carefully
worked (Pl. XXXIV b–e) were more numerous. Pl. XXXIV a shows a spool of grey, hard stone, Pl.
XXXIV f a weaver’s tool, and Pl. XXXIV g loomweights, conical in shape with rectangular and round
bases respectively.
We also found three white limestone weights: The first was flat and weighed 43 g, the second
was flat and rounded off and weighed 101 g, and the third was a small conical piece that weighed
10.50 g.
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Fig. 164. Terracotta relief of the masseboth-room of the Fifth Stratum.

Iron finds consisted of only broken, corroded fragments of
knives, and of shapeless lumps welded together by fire.
At 184.20 we found the impressions of a fossilised, porous
mollusc of the species Unio―a freshwater shell. It was deprived
of its valve and was yellowish in colour. Valves of these shells Fig. 166. Hebrew signs on a potsherd.
were found at other places, e.g., at 186 m in the north–south trench
above the Mittelburg and in the area of the southern edge of the
tell.
Near the door between q and q’ lay small fragments of alabaster vessels, a 0.066-m-high mace
of grey limestone, biconical in shape and flattened on its ends (Pl. XXXIV h),

Fig. 165. Animal figurines of terracotta from the masseboth-room of the Fifth Stratum.
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a small hard limestone axe or chisel (l), a white limestone knob with eyelet (o), and finally a 0.02-mlong panel of very thin, hard grey stone (m). The surface of the panel was very finely polished.
As to bone tools we found an ivory comb at 184.50 m (Pl. XXXIV n). It was unfinished (only
two teeth were cut at one end). Further we discovered a pierced amulet of animal bone with ring
ornaments (p).

3. The Tempelburg at the Eastern Edge of the Tell
a) The Masonry
We ascribe the impressive buildings at the eastern edge of the tell, which, for the sake of brevity, we
give the collective name “Tempelburg” [Translator’s note: i.e., temple castle], to the same period as
the Palast and the masseboth-room in its vicinity. They cover Sqs. N–T 25–31, which is an area 70
m long from north to south and 45 m wide from east to west. The buildings belong to two building
phases of the Fifth Stratum, or at least they include two different structures—the actual building
dedicated to the cult with residential units, and the temple courtyard with fortifications. In any case,
the fortifications were added only after the completion of the main building complex. With the addition
of these fortifications also several structural alterations in the main building complex were performed.
The ruins of these edifices reach the tell surface.
The excavated area of the actual temple includes Sqs. O–R 27–31, an area about 40 m long and
35 m wide. Unfortunately, only the eastern part of this well preserved complex could be excavated;
the western part is still buried beneath the ground.

Fig. 167. The temple, view from the southwest.
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At first the actual temple (in the centre of Pl. XXXV) attracts the eye (Figs. 167–169):
The rectangular room is 9.15 m long from north to south and 4.00 m wide. Its longitudinal axis is
approximately orientated to the north. A wall divides the complex lengthwise into two rooms of
the same dimensions. While the outer
wall, which measures 1 m and more in
thickness, was erected of large stones,
mostly hewn ashlars, the partition wall
(cf. Pl. XXXVI) was built of two large
monoliths and smaller orthostats, which
were connected with masonry of smaller
stones. The two large masseboth (Figs.
167, 169 a and b) are 2.20 and 2.13 m
high respectively. They are located at
a distance of 3.42 m from each other.
Their cross-section is rectangular with
rounded corners and measures 0.47
× 0.40 m. Their upper edges reach a
Fig. 168. View into the temple from the south.
level of 190.09 m, their bases rest on a
foundation of fieldstones 0.15 m below
the paved floor of the room. The northern massebah (a) has a small, circular cavity in its upper part
facing west (c, Fig. 167). The hole is 0.08 m wide and 0.04 m deep. The southern massebah (b) shows
a larger, round cavity (Fig. 168 a) on its eastern side with a diameter of 0.20 m and a depth of 0.17 m.
Also an oval hole 0.20 m long, 0.10 m wide, and 0.05 m deep was cut into its top side (Fig. 168 b).
The internal partition wall neither abuts the northern nor the southern wall of the temple but
ends 1.10 m from each respective wall. The southern corner pillar―1.60 m to the south of Massebah
b―is formed by a third large stone (Fig. 170), 1.20 m high, 0.70 m wide, and 0.25 m thick, which was
originally intended to serve another purpose. This is suggested by the fact that it exhibits a peculiarlyshaped groove on its southern face, i.e., the side facing away from Massebah b. From an artefact
that I later discovered at the northern edge of the tell, it became apparent to me that this groove was the
remaining half of a channel of a block
that had been used to press olives. The
complete channel with outlet has the
schematic shape
. Two hewn stones
are set on top of the southern corner
pillar. The northern corner pillar of
the partition wall consists of five large
stones set on top of each other.
In the centre of the partition
wall between the two large masseboth a
0.60-m-wide Doorway d is inserted
(Figs. 167–169 and Pl. XXXVI). It is
framed by two pillars
Fig. 169. View inside the temple from the north.
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resting on stone foundations. The southern pillar has a groove for bolting the door. The threshold of
the door rests 0.20 m above floor level. To the south of the door a large stone Slab e, which can be
interpreted as a table, rests on top of the partition wall (Fig. 169 and Pl. XXXVI). In front of this stone
table (to its west) is a platform, which can be reached by a 0.16 m high step. Stone f (Fig. 169 and
Pl. XXXVI) is embedded into this platform, leaning against the partition wall. It is 0.70 m long, 0.50
m wide, and 0.20 m high. Into it a 0.15 m deep and 0.23 m wide circular cavity was carefully hewn.
While the upper edge of the stone lies 0.70 m below the stone table, the platform lies 0.86 m below the
stone table. Beside the carved stone we exposed a 0.12-m-thick
conflagration layer of ash and animal remains covering an area of
2 sqm. The floor of the room was paved with irregular stones (g,
Fig. 169) resting on a foundation of debris. The floor is situated at
188.26 m.
A Door h, 1.10 m wide (Figs. 168 and 169), was detected
in the western wall of the temple room, 3.08 m from the southern
wall. This door was blocked in later times (cf. h in Fig. 167).
A protrusion at the northern doorjamb might have formed the
beginning of a thin crosswall, running from the doorjamb to the
carved stone, dividing the western temple room into two halves
with the same dimensions. Also in the eastern room a small
crosswall confines a 2.50-m-long unit in the south. The temple
was therefore partitioned into three large rooms and one small
room. In the eastern enclosure wall of the temple another door led
to a room that abutted to the east but was destroyed by an Islamic
tower (Fig. 221). The southern Doorjamb a is shown in Fig. 171
(cf. i, Fig. 169). It is uncertain whether the eastern wall had a
window at F (Fig. 171) that was later blocked, since the Islamic
watchtower disturbed this part of the eastern wall as well.
There are striking similarities in the construction of the
Fig. 170. Southern corner pillar of the outer walls of the temple and the walls of the Palast. Here, too,
inner partition wall of the temple.
headers alternate with stretchers (Pl. XXXV; Figs. 167–169 and
171), resulting in a strong masonry bond (cf. Fig. 172). Generally
two headers were laid beside each other (a) covering the entire thickness of the wall (1.00–1.10 m).
Beside them three stretchers (b) were set together, likewise spanning the entire thickness of the wall
with their narrow sides. Single ashlars show circular cavities on their front side (l, Fig. 168) as was
the case in the Palast (p. 94). The joints, which were for the most part quite broad, were filled with
small stones and earthen mortar. Traces of lime or crushed limestone were attested in the mortar. The
mortar did not produce a strong bond. It crumbled into dust like the mortar used in earlier buildings.
The corners were formed by large interlocking ashlars, to which smaller masonry was added (Fig.
171). The good cross-bond in a vertical direction of the walls is evident from a (Fig. 171).
The uppermost stone course of the walls of the temple room is 2.50 m from the pavement. The
upper structure supporting the roof seems to have towered an additional 0.40–0.60 m, resulting in a
total room height of approximately 3 m. This upper structure consists of a loose framework of aligned
0.30–0.35 m long rubble stones alternating with small stones.
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Fig. 171. The eastern doorway of the temple.

It originally rose above today’s tell surface. How much of it was removed, and whether bricks were
also used can no longer be determined.
It is noteworthy that the foundations (F) (Pl. XXXVI) of the northern and western temple
walls reach 2.30 m below the floor level. None of the buildings dealt with up to now had such deep
foundations. In any case, what we see here is an endeavour to create a groundwork that would be as
resistant as possible. The lowermost stone course rests on earth and stone debris. Like the residential
units, the southern temple wall reaches only 1.60 m below floor level.
To the west a 13-m-strip of a forecourt located in front of the temple was exposed. It has an
irregular, rectangular shape. The technique used to build its outer walls is the same

Fig. 172. Masonry bond in the Tempelburg (in the southern part of
the residential units).
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as those used to build the temple itself. In the courtyard there is a free-standing pillar that is in
line with a wall buttress in the western temple wall. Buttresses also project from the northwest and
southwest corners of this wall, enabling us to assume a roofing of the forecourt at least in the eastern
part. To the south of the free-standing pillar we found a quite large, hollowed out stone. A stone trough
was inserted into the pillar itself.
To the north a large 6.40 × 5.00 m room (Z) was attached to the courtyard and a second room
(A), about 5.40 × 4.00 m, was attached to the temple. The latter was connected by a doorway to
a building complex that was built to the northeast and east of the temple. The portion east of the
temple was entirely destroyed by later building activities. In the lowermost debris layers, however, we

Fig. 173. The staircase at the northwestern corner of the Tempelburg.

found ashlars and a large stone trough with a hole in its base out of context, which proves the original
expansion of this complex as far as the edge of the tell at Stake No. 5. The portion northeast of the
temple is formed by ten narrow, elongated, rectangular rooms with a total expansion of about 14 m
on each side.
At the northwestern corner of this complex a carefully built staircase of skilfully hewn stone
slabs was erected (Fig. 173). The front sides of the steps show hammerdressing at the margins (a).
The foundation juts out 0.20 m. The three convenient steps are 0.14–0.16 m high each and have a
step-width of 0.40–0.60 m. The uppermost step is formed by a single, large stone slab, which is now
cracked, and leads without noticeable difference in level to a platform, which continues along the
northern wall of the building complex. The staircase and the
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platform are 2.40 m wide. The eastern half of the platform is disturbed by later building activities of
the Fifth Stratum and by an Islamic cistern, but without any doubt the platform originally continued
until the northeastern corner of the building.
Beside the uppermost step a doorway opens to the platform from the south. It is 1 m wide. Its
jambs (b, Fig. 173) are still preserved and were used in a later Wall a (Pl. XXXV). From the platform
the entrance leads into a 3.20-m-wide hall, now entirely destroyed, which itself leads to Atrium A in
the north of the temple. The original entrance to the temple must have been through this atrium.

Fig. 174. View of the northern residential units of the Tempelburg from the north; in the background the
Islamic tower.

Whether access to the temple was through Room Z, abutting west, and from there through the forecourt
and the western main entrance of the temple, or through the eastern entrance of Atrium A, passing
through the units attached to the east to reach the temple from the east remains debatable. The former
possibility seems more reasonable.
From the above-mentioned hall a 1.20-m-wide entrance in the east leads into a 1.60-m-wide
corridor. From here two more doors open into small adjacent rooms, and these may be interpreted as
priests’ rooms.
The walls of this residential complex are built in the same technique as the walls of the temple.
Large, hewn ashlars, which alternate as headers and stretchers, strengthen the corners (E, Fig. 174)
and outer walls of the rooms, while internal walls are often built of smaller stone masonry and covered
by stone Slabs S. Vault-like masonry can be observed on the western Wall W of the corridor (Fig. 175).
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The treatment of the bosses of the ashlars of the temple and the abutting residential unit is
slightly more elaborate than the treatment of the ashlars of the Palast. Whereas at the Palast, for the
most part only the upper and lower margins of the front sides of the ashlars were hammerdressed, at
the Tempelburg the ashlars were drafted
all around their margins. The bosses
themselves were levelled with an adze
or a chisel (Fig. 176) or left unworked.
On the embossed corner Ashlar E (Pl.
XXXV) we discovered the mason’s mark
shown on Pl. XXX f, which was finely
incised on the upper side with a pointed
tool. The dressing of the bearing and
abutting surfaces of the ashlars is similar
to the dressing used on the stones at the
Palast.
To the north of the living quarters
we excavated another small structure,
in the western wall of the corridor of
the Vorbau, that was built in front of the Fig. 175. Vault-like masonry
the Tempelburg.
main complex. The technique used to
construct this structure was similar to
that used to build the temple. The floor rests at about 183.50 m, 1.50 m deeper than the floor of the
thresholds of the residential rooms, which are situated at 185.00 m. Entrance to this building was via
the living quarters, by descending the beautiful staircase mentioned above. The small structure can be
reconstructed to a length of ca. 5 m. To the north it was confined by a projecting buttress. Here one
may assume the existence of an entrance, possibly 1.50 m wide. This entrance would have opened into
a stone-paved gateway that must have led to a city gate, which should be sought at the eastern edge of
the tell at Stake 6. Unfortunately the city wall
was pulled down here, as was the gate.
We uncovered a section of a brick wall
at the place where I assume the city gate
stood. It was not used as an upper structure
as in the earlier levels but as a foundation for
stone masonry or filling framework between
corners and stone pillars (cf. Pl. XXXVII a).
The bricks are 0.12–0.14 m high; some are
stretchers 0.35 m on each side, and some are
headers 0.55 × 0.35 m wide. Earthen mortar
was used as the bonding agent. The surface of
the bricks was generally hard; the core on the
Fig. 176. Block with central boss from the Tempelburg.
other hand crumbled to dust when exposed to
air. The bricks became red as a result of a local
fire; originally, however, when they were first laid, they were sun dried and soft. This is borne out
by the impressions that the upper bricks caused on the surface of the lower ones. The brick material
consisted of a mixture of poorly levigated clay, dolorit splinters, pebbles,
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stone debris, straw, and wood remains. This brick walling continued from Stake 6 northwards and
southwards along the edge of the tell plateau. With interruptions it continued to the Südliches Burgtor
on one side and to Stake 9 in Sq. H 31 on the other side. This wall obviously formed the top layer
of the ancient city wall that was added in the Fifth and Sixth Strata. The above-mentioned stone
pillars (Pl. XXXVII a) interrupt the course of the brick wall, supporting it at adequate intervals. The
upper width of these wall pillars was 0.50–0.60 m, the width at the base was 0.90 m, and the height
was 0.90 m. The upper part consisted of a single Nāri-block. Beneath that there were three courses

Fig. 177. The western fortification wall of the Tempelburg.

of smaller, hewn stones, which were bound by earthen mortar. In the first and third courses there
were empty spaces in the masonry in which the charred remains of wooden beams were found. The
cross-sections of these beams were 0.22 m and 0.13 m high respectively and 0.09–0.11 m wide. The
beams ran through the depth of the pillars; their length could, however, no longer be determined.
An 0.08-m-thick layer of pebbles and clay served as foundation for the pillars and brick wall. The
conflagration that destroyed this part of the city left traces in the form of a layer of pulverized brick
material, charcoal, and ashes 0.20–0.30 m thick. This conflagration layer rests 0.70–1.00 m beneath
the tell surface at about 185 and 184.60 m.
Beside the brick wall at b (Pl. XXXV) a carved out limestone block, 1.33 m long and 0.87 m
wide was found. It rested on top of a stone foundation (cf. Pl. XXXVII b). Its corners were rounded.
The carved out cavity was 0.06–0.09 m deep and slanted towards a drainage channel at the western
edge of the stone. Below the drainage outlet stood a crushed jug, ca. 0.45 m high, and beside it an oval
stone basin with inner measurements of 0.67 × 0.60 m and a depth of 0.32 m.
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The basin was filled with charred animal remains, ashes, and sherds. In the space between the basin
and the brick wall lay heaps of charred olive pits and grains in the wheat family.
Six metres west of the brick wall, at the stone pillar level, we exposed Water channel L (Pl.
XXXV), which drained the surface water of this area in a northerly direction. The channel was 0.09 m
wide, with a stamped floor, and was lined with stones. It expanded to a width of 0.30 m in a northern
main Channel H with lateral outlet. The
floor of this main channel rests at a level
of 184.64 m, which is only slightly lower
than the level of Fortification Walls a.
Looking at the plan, Walls a are
easily recognizable as fortifications;
their presumed purpose was to fortify
the temple. In the north a 22-m-long and
2.50-m-wide wall protected the gateway
leading to the no longer extant eastern
city gate. There it passed into Roundtower T, which rested on top of the city
Fig. 178. Volute capital from the fortification wall of the
wall. Together with the latter the tower
Tempelburg.
defended the eastern ascent to the city.
Apart from a few foundation stones, the
tower and city wall are completely destroyed. To the west of the Vorbau, north of the residential units,
there is a massive wall block that encloses a rectangular 7.60 × 3.60 m room. We are probably dealing
with a second tower. Its northern wall is 4.30 m wide. Its western wall unfortunately could not be
exposed. The tower room exhibits supporting pillars. It had an entrance in the west, but presumably
was also linked with the Tempelburg at c. The uppermost course of the northern fortification wall (a)
lies at 185 m; the remains of the western tower reach up to 187 and 187.53 m.
The foundation of Corner R―the corner shared by the western tower and the Vorbau (cf.
Pl. XXXVII d)―is noteworthy. The actual walls consisted of one to three stone courses reaching a
height of up to 1.30–1.50 m. These stones rested on top of an 0.80-m-thick layer of stamped earth
and small fieldstones. Beneath this layer was another 0.10-m-thick layer of small stones, sherds, and
ash. Beneath that was a third 0.40-m-thick layer, again consisting of stamped earth. Finally at the
bottom we encountered an easily discernible wooden grating, the single components of which were
charred but well preserved. The cross-section of the wooden beams measured 0.12, 0.22, and 0.25 m
in width respectively and 0.09–0.12 m in height. Their length could no longer be precisely determined
but was not less than 2 m. The beams were laid 0.35 m apart. Wooden planks, ca. 0.06 m thick, were
inserted between them. Such planks were also found beneath the beams. Possibly, all the planks were
initially laid out at the same level to form a wooden pavement, and only later were pushed down
by the weight of the beams and the masses resting on top (cf. drawing on Pl. XXXVII d). The gaps
between the beams are filled with a layer of stamped soil, small stones, and sherds, which reaches
the top of the beams and occasionally towers above them. Below the grating we reached the Fourth
Stratum building debris. The top of the latter seemed to have been levelled with a layer of clayey
earth. Corner R, comprising its foundation down to the wooden grating and the lowermost clayey soil
layer, was 2.85–3.00 m high. This kind of wooden construction as foundation for masonry was at the
time not yet known in Palestine, but was widely used in northern Syria (Koldewey 1898: 131, 155).
It is therefore very interesting to encounter it here at Tell el-Mutesellim (cf. Vincent 1907: 38).
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Southern Wall d of the tower room also forms part of the enclosure wall of the Tempelburg
proper. Interestingly enough the wall runs eastward over the stone-stairway and the doorway connected
to it (Fig. 173), reaching deep into the residential rooms of the Tempelburg. In any case the purpose of
this fortification wall was to close off access from the north. After that the wall turns south, protecting
the very exposed eastern side of the Tempelburg. But apart from a wall fragment (f), this eastern part
of the fortification wall was not preserved. Wall fragment f is located at the point where the eastern
wall meets the southern one (e). The eastern wall seems to have enclosed only the temple proper, and
did not include the rooms attached to its east. In later times the Arab conquerors built a strong tower
(g) on this wall (Pl. XXXV, cf. T in Fig. 174). The tower measured 5.90 m on each side and had double

Fig. 179. The southern rampart of the Tempelburg with panoramic view of the northeastern horizon.

walls in the east and south. Intentional destruction of the temple complex by the construction of the
fortifications cannot be assumed, because the temple edifice itself was carefully preserved in all its
parts. Only the western entranceway leading to the forecourt was blocked, and the eastern annex was
cut off deliberately. It remains possible that the temple was deprived of its original function and used
for another purpose without being altered considerably.
Returning to Wall d, its length up to the unexcavated northwestern corner was probably 35 m.
The wall measured 2.40 m in width, like the northern wall fortifying the gateway. From the northwestern
corner of Wall d a massive Wall h (Fig. 177) turns southwards in a right angle. Wall h unites with the
southern Wall e at i. Its top is at 188.30 m. It is 3.20 m wide and 44 m long. Fig. 177 shows its strong
masonry bond, which consists of large ashlars at the wall faces and hewn stones. Earthen mortar
was used as the bonding agent. The wall consists of three to four courses of ashlars and rests on a
foundation of smaller stones. Each course is 0.40 m high. The foundation is about 0.60 m high. Wall e
has an equally strong composition. Three m to the east of i it shows a wall stump running north. At i,
an additional diagonal wall is visible. The space enclosed by these fortification walls measures 29.20
m long by 23 m wide. The western part of this area could not be entirely exposed.
From Wall e at Corner f we retrieved a large Nāri-block. It was 0.95 m long, 0.40 m high,
and 0.30 m wide, and turned out to be a pillar capital with volute (Fig. 178). According to a kind
communication of the general secretary of the Imperial Archaeological Institute in Berlin, Prof. Dr.
Puchstein, the capital is a precursor of the Ionic capital. We know several examples of this
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type from Cyprus and Phoenicia (cf. Puchstein 1907). My opinion, expressed in Schumacher 1906b:
64, that the capital should be dated A.D., cannot, therefore, be maintained. Additionally, it does not
originate from the Islamic Tower g—which shows a different treatment of the stone blocks—as I once
assumed, but from an earlier stratum.
A second large enclosure, also only partly excavated, lies to the south of Wall e. This complex,
too, was approximately 29 m long but measured only 7.40 m in width. Its eastern Wall k was 2.10
m thick and its masonry bond was not as strong as that of Walls h or e. This can be explained by the

Fig. 180. Masonry of the southern rampart (o-o’) of the Tempelburg.

fact that at the edge of the tell a stepped fortification wall at l barred ascent at this location. The
lower step of Wall l is later in date. Western wall m recedes 1.40 m behind the line of Wall h at
Corner i. Consequently m results in a remaining width of only 1.80 m. Fig. 177 shows that the wall is
exclusively built of lined up, large, slightly hewn Nāri-blocks, forming the strongest masonry bond
we encountered on the tell until now. The wall consists of only two to three courses, reaching a total
height of 0.80–1.30 m. Its top, at 188.40 m, is at the same level as the top of Wall h. Southern Wall n
is 5.60 m wide at the southeastern corner. I cannot determine if this unusual thickness alters towards
the west, as only the mentioned corner was excavated. In any case, Wall n should be interpreted as
the southern fortification wall of the entire Tempelburg complex, while Wall o-o’ to the south of Wall
n should be viewed as a rampart. The top of Wall n was paved with stones. It therefore formed the
southern gateway of the complex, which could be reached by a 1.20-m-wide entrance in Wall p, which
abutted to the south. A later Wall n’ runs crosswise over Wall n. Like the other internal walls of this
southern enclosure it was not entirely exposed.
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As already mentioned above, Wall o-o’ can be interpreted as a rampart in the extreme south of
the Tempelburg complex. Only its edge was exposed, as shown in Figs. 179 and 180. The wall consists
of an upper and a lower course of large stone blocks, 0.35–0.40 m high each (Fig. 180). Above and
between the two courses were layers of smaller rubble stones. The top of the wall reaches today’s
tell surface. It is mostly two to three stones wide. The large blocks of the upper course occasionally
slant to the left, following the old model of the city wall of the Second Stratum. The stone treatment
applied corresponds to the temple and Palast. Sometimes one encounters a boss, B, left in a raw
state. The blocks do not show the rigorously right-angled shape, which is characteristic of later, more
developed building periods. They often exhibit pointed and blunt corners like many blocks of the
other fortification walls and of the temple. Therefore I must also attribute this rampart wall to the Fifth
Stratum.
.

Fig. 181. Three jars with child burials and a juglet from the
temple.

Fig. 182. Two-handled jar from the temple.

At q, Wall o–o’ has a 4.80-m-wide buttress that projects 1.20 m over its wall line. The buttress
is built like the wall and characterizes Wall o–o’ as an outer rampart. Corner o’ is especially protected
with large blocks.
The building remains to the south of o–o’, which also include a burial, belong to the Sixth
Stratum.

b) The Small Finds
In the southern part of the temple, at 189.50 m, above the pillar with the channel, a soft, white
limestone idol was found (Pl. XXXVII c). The workmanship of the idol is rather primitive and the
resulting human form is crude. The eyes were scratched into the stone with a pointed tool. Curved
and horizontal lines represent the mouth and nose; vertical lines represent the garment. The head
is levelled at the top and shows a cup-like cavity 0.05 m in diameter and 0.015 m deep. The idol is
0.54 m high and 0.19 m wide at the top and base [Translator’s note: The German original gives the
wrong figure for the height; cf. Pl. XXXVII]. On Pl. XXXVIIe, a hollowed out clay block or trough
is depicted. It was found in the eastern part of the Tempelburg at 188.90 m and is 1.00 m long, 0.80
m wide, and 0.23 m deep with an outlet at its bottom. The cavity of the block is pear-shaped. The
container crumbled into pieces as soon as it was exposed to the air.
A light grey bowl uncovered at 189.00 m was found at the southern end of the temple room.
The vessel is painted brick-red on the upper part of the exterior, as indicated on Pl. XXXVII f. A
small, double-handled cooking-pot, burnt black on both sides, was retrieved from the same location
(Pl. XXXVII g).
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In the southeastern corner of the temple room three handle-less jars or urns and a juglet (Fig.
181, cf. Pl. XXXVI u) were found leaning against the eastern wall. They were standing at 189.20
m, 1 m above the floor of the temple on top of gradually accumulated conflagration debris of earth,
ash, and charcoal. Each of the yellowish-grey clay jars was 0.30–0.35 m high.
They were filled with sieved earth, ash, and infant remains. The babies had been
buried in such a way that their heads rested at the bottom of the jar and their bent
knees were at the top, near the rim of the vessel. While only small fragments,
0.03–0.05 m wide, of their crania were preserved, the 0.04–0.05-m-wide ribs,
spine, and thighbones were less fragmented and in a better state of preservation.
Apart from a small conical spindle of terracotta, 0.03 m in diameter, and smooth
pebblestones, no toys were found in the urns. Mother-of-pearl shells and green
faience beads were discovered in the debris beside the vessels. The urns had
been set in place at a time when the temple was already in ruins, as suggested
by their location on top of conflagration debris 1 m above the floor. At 190 m,
another urn, also leaning against the eastern wall of the temple, was found. The
double-handled jar was 0.60 m high and was made of red clay. Its neck was
broken off (Fig. 182). The urn was surrounded with fieldstones and rested on top
of a 0.08-m-thick layer of beaten earth. It was filled with sand that covered the
human remains of a small child that had turned to dust. On the exterior of this
vessel as well as on the outside of the other three urns wheelmarks and blisters,
which had resulted from firing, were visible. At the same level two additional
vessels of the same shape as the one previously mentioned―one in the centre
Fig. 183. Various
and one leaning against the northern partition wall―and one reddish clay jug
small finds from the
with a strainer spout on its side were found in the same room (Pl. XXXVIII a).
temple.
On top of the masonry between the two large masseboth we found a number
of juglets, mostly of reddish clay with reddish-brown bands (cf. example on Pl.
XXXVIII b). Two of them consisted of black clay and had a greasy surface.
Next to these vessels we found clay and stone whorls, several flint artefacts, and
a boar tooth. Pl. XXXVIII c depicts another juglet retrieved from the same area
and Pl. XXXVIII d a lamp or a flower vase with lateral openings. In the northern
temple room (Fig. 183), at 188.80 m, we found fragments of plates, juglets, a
grinding or rubbing stone of basalt (a), and a small limestone column (b). Its
upper end was carved but some of it was broken off. The profiled top of the
column shows simple zigzag lines on a raised band. Its outer surface is smooth.
Fig. 184. ThreeIn the same room we also found a beautiful three-legged basalt vessel (Fig.
legged basalt vessel
184) as well as the fragments of a box made of greyish-yellow clay decorated
from the temple.
with an indented moulding (Fig. 185).
In the forecourt of the temple, at 187 m, the following finds were uncovered:
a beautiful reddish-yellow clay jug with strainer spout with painted brown
geometrical patterns (Pl. XXXVIII f); a globular jug with red and brown painted decoration (Pl.
XXXVIII e); the rim of a large yellow clay vessel with vertical rib serving as handle (Pl. XXXIX
h); the upper part of a hand-smoothed box of black, porous clay with an inside ledge to hold the lid,
decorated with plain moulding above lentoid knobs,
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and cuboid paintings on the outside (Fig. 186 a); a bowl (Fig. 186 b); finally a fragment with piercings,
which is affiliated with the clay box (Fig. 186 c). A fragment of another thick-walled box of black,
porous clay (Pl. XXXIX f) was found near wall Corner f (Pl. XXXV). More fragments of such
containers lay scattered around. To summarize, one can attest to the existence of at least three of these
clay boxes in or near the temple.

Fig. 185. Fragments of a clay box from the temple.

Fig. 186. Clay container from the forecourt of the temple.

A lovely bowl of soft, cobalt-blue clay, which is soluble in water (Pl. XXXIX g), was retrieved
from the gate area of the northern Vorbau at 185.00 m. The handle is artistically modelled in the form
of a flower (cf. Furtwängler 1890: 146, No. 911, Pl. LV). In the collapse of the brick walls at Stake
6 we found an amulet of green faience with Egyptian hieroglyphs and a bronze arrowhead with bent
end (Pl. XXXIX a and i). Near the gate of
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eastern Wall p, at 188 m, an oval, pierced limestone amulet with a falcon and other unfinished figures
(Pl. XXXIX b), a large, conical weight of basalt (5.575 kg), and a second cubic one of porphyry
(4.775 kg), which was well ground off, were found.
Near Stake 5, at 187 m, we found a seal of white bone which depicts two crudely incised male
figures raising their hands in an oath (Pl. XXXIX d). The rounded surface seems to have been worked
with a file. At the same spot we also found the head of a greyish-black terracotta idol (Pl. XXXIX
c). The nose is sharply bent, the eyes are deep, the Adam’s apple remarkably emphasized, the lips
bulging, the cheekbones broad, and the chin protruding. As headdress the figurine wears a kind of
turban. The neck and the back of the head show broken lines and are puttied up here and there. The
technique is not very elaborate.
On the threshold of the eastern entrance of the temple a fibula of light coloured bronze was
found (Pl. XXXIX e). The pin had broken away.

F. The Sixth Stratum
1. The Masseboth-Room near the Southern Gate
Six monoliths or masseboth stand in a rectangular room between h and m, above the partly
looted courtyard wall of the Palast (Pl. XXIX A). The room is confined by stone walls and measures 9
m from north to south and 6 m from east to west. It became clear in the course of the excavation that
the monoliths as well as the smaller stones of the walls of the room had been looted from the courtyard
wall. The monoliths now served a cultic purpose. They were standing 0.50–1.20 m above the level of
the top of Stretchers a of the courtyard wall (Fig. 187), which were still in situ. Each of them had been
built with stone foundations resting on top of a stamped earth Floor f (Fig. 188). In several spots the
floor had sunk due to the weight of the monoliths. We exposed a second floor (g, Fig. 188) 0.50–0.70
m below this floor. It was built directly on top of the walls of the Fifth Stratum. This lower floor must
presumably be attributed to an early stage of the Sixth Stratum.
There is no regularity in the arrangement of the monoliths. In the northern part of the rectangular
room three masseboth stand in line (Pl. XXIX A). The central one (h, Figs. 187 and 188) bears Mason’s
Mark No. 6 (cf. the mason’s marks on Pl. XXX e). The other two blocks are unmarked. The distance
between the western (h’) and the central massebah (h) is only 0.48 m and the one between the central
and the eastern one (i) is 1.93 m. The two western blocks (h’ and h) rest on foundations of large,
worked stones and the eastern one only on a socle built of debris and smaller stone material. The latter
is also the case with the other monoliths. To the east of the three monumental blocks a fourth stone
(k) is located nearly in line. This block is incorporated into the eastern wall of the structure and is
marked with Mason’s Mark No. 8. Turning south there is a fifth block (k’) 0.80 m from the fourth one.
It bears Mark No. 9. Between Monoliths k and k’ a stone slab is embedded into the ground, forming a
threshold. From it a corridor, 0.90 m wide, leads into a maze of undefinable wall remains. The fourth
and fifth monoliths therefore formed the jambs of a door. The sixth massebah (l)―bearing Mason’s
Mark No. 7―is located 2.40 m south of Stone h. All marks are incised into the side facing east. As
was clarified later, the remaining monoliths, which are shown in Schumacher 1905: 21, Fig. 13, did
not belong to the rectangular room but to their original context, i.e., the eastern courtyard wall of the
Palast. The upper edges of the six above-mentioned masseboth reach 187.00–187.46 m.
In the area delimited by the monoliths we found carved out Nāri-block s in the vicinity of
Massebah i. It was resting 0.60 m above floor level on a foundation of stone, ash, and debris. Its upper
side measures about 0.60 × 0.50 m.
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The circular cavity is 0.24 m wide and 0.16 m deep. The surface was smoothed from use and shows
traces of fire. The top of the Nāri-block is located 1 m below the top level of Massebah i. In the area
between Block s and Massebah l another limestone block was found lying on the ground. It was 0.90
m high and had a maximum width of 0.45 m (Fig. 189). The elongated, oval natural block was not
touched by a chisel but corners and edges were rounded off, apparently from use. On one side small,
round depressions are visible (a and b), which possibly developed as a result of weathering.

Fig. 187. View of the masseboth-room of the Sixth Stratum, from the west.

To the north of Masseboth h and h’ is irregular masonry of large, unhewn stone blocks, which passes
into the northern thick and strongly built enclosure wall of the cult room. The uppermost, large Stone
slab P (Pl. XXIX A and Fig. 187), which is still in situ, exhibits a carefully levelled upper surface and
seems to have been in use as a table. Its top lies 0.95 m lower than the top of the adjacent Monolith
h’. The masonry (M) of the enclosure walls of the masseboth-room consists of smaller, partly hewn
stones. The joints are filled with earthen mortar and stone splinters. A masonry bond without the use
of larger headers but with clearly discernible horizontal courses can be observed, effected by choosing
rectangular, small building stones with sharp edges.
In the area delimited by the six masseboth we found several implements. I will restrict myself
to mentioning the more important ones.
In the vicinity of the carved out Nāri-block (s) we excavated a grey, soft limestone incense
vessel in a layer of ash, sherds, and earth. The vessel was found at 185.50 m and consists of a carved
out bowl and a
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socle decorated with two rows of falling leaves and bulges between them (Fig. 190). The profiled rim
of the bowl has an outer diameter of 0.162 m. The exterior of the bowl is painted with geometrical
figures and stylized leaves in pale reddish-brown, ochre-yellow, and cobalt blue. The two rows of
falling leaves of the socle are also painted in these colours. The colours―namely the cobalt blue―are
wonderfully preserved (cf. the coloured depiction of the incense vessel on the frontispiece. The vessel
and its socle have a preserved height of 0.23 m but were originally taller, judging from fragments
of a second ensemble of the same type, which might have been as tall as 0.60 m. The surfaces were
worked with a narrow chisel and smoothed with a file or a stone. The chisel marks are still clearly
visible, namely on the interior of the bowl and on the lower part of the stand.

Fig. 188. View into masseboth-room of the Sixth Stratum, from the southeast.

For additional finds see Pl. XL. Next to the painted incense vessel a broken basalt basin (a)
was found. The basin rested on four ungainly feet, was 0.185 m long and 0.135 m high. The two long
sides were decorated with crudely shaped animal figurines in relief. No chisel marks were discernible.
Although still rather primitive in workmanship the basin shows a more skilful execution than all the
stone implements treated until now.
At 186.00 m a basalt cornice (b) was found. It consists of a flat cavetto and is the earliest and
first of its kind that we encountered in the excavations on the tell. A second analogous fragment was
found in the Seventh Stratum, at the southwestern edge of
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the tell. The block from the masseboth-room (Pl. XL b) is 0.23 m high and 0.27 m long. It seems to
have been the socle of a now missing pilaster.
Pl. XL k shows an 0.18-m-long white limestone phallus that
was found near the base of Massebah l. Pl. XL i depicts an amulet
or a spinning whorl of soft limestone, which was retrieved from the
same spot. It is 0.03 m in diameter and bears incised signs. Here
also a thin-walled juglet (Pl. XL e) was found. The vessel is 0.09
m tall. The compact clay is well levigated and coated with a shiny
sepia slip. Neck and body are painted with thin, dark-brown lines.
The upper part of the body further depicts three concentric rings.
Pl. XL g shows a very large scarab of white, soft limestone, 0.06 m
long, with deeply incised hieroglyphs. It was found near the base of
Massebah h.
In the area of the southern doorjamb of the eastern entrance
into the masseboth-room we found a 0.13-m-long iron handle with
pommel (Pl. XL f). The metal was severely corroded and cracked
due to exposure to fire. From this spot the fragment of an iron
sickle with rectangular hole to fit a wooden handle (Pl. XL h) and
a slightly more than 0.08 m long bronze arrowhead (Pl. XL l) were
also found.
Fig. 189. Natural limestone block
in the masseboth-room of the Sixth
An oven (tannūr) with an inner diameter of 0.74 m (Pl. XL c)
Stratum.
was built against the southern wall of the room (cf. Pl. XXIX A).
The top was at 186.10 m. It was 0.55 m deep. The lower part of the
oven, the fire chamber, was walled with stones. The upper half,

Fig. 190. Painted incense vessel from the masseboth-room of the Sixth Stratum. Cross-sections through bowl and
socle.
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the actual oven, was surrounded by a double wall of burnt clay, which was strengthened and sealed by
a layer of sherds and clay mortar. At the bottom the clay wall was 0.10 m wider in diameter than the
fire chamber, and tapered again towards the top. A 0.02-m-thick clay tray, fragments of which were
found in situ, meant to impede heat loss from the fire below, was set on the ledge that formed at the
base of the upper chamber. A clay lid covered the upper aperture of the oven. Ash and charcoal were
found at the base of the stone-paved fire chamber. A smashed bowl with profiled rim (Pl. XL d), which
had been turned upside down, was retrieved from the upper chamber.

Fig. 191. Ruins of the smithy.

Pl. XLI b depicts a brick that was found in the wooden cast in which it had been produced. The
boards of the cast, 0.012 m thick, were charred. The brick consisted of mud, straw, and small stones,
and was burnt brownish-red. It was slightly distorted, originally having measured 0.30 m long and
0.15 m high. A section through the building debris, in which the cast was excavated, is drawn on Pl.
XLI a. It is located alongside northern Wall N of the masseboth-room (Pl. XXIX A) and shows a roof
construction of the Sixth Stratum. The brick was found in a layer on top of a roofing of wooden boards.
The layer was 0.25–0.40 m thick and consisted of a mixture of clayey soil, brick debris, sherds, much
ash and charcoal, and charred wooden beams and boards (for cross-sections of the beams and boards
see Pl. XLI c).
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It was sealed by a thin layer of clay, serving as a water-proof roof surface. The same phenomenon
can still be observed on fellahin huts today. The roofing was originally a thin layer of clayey soil
(úawāra), 0.06–0.10 m thick, which over the years, due to repairs, grew to a layer of the abovementioned thickness. This now massive
layer compressed itself, while placing
considerable pressure on the walls of the
building. This process can still be seen—
especially in winter—on fellahin huts
today. Above the roof construction (Pl.
XLI a) rest the debris of the Seventh and
uppermost stratum. This layer is 1.90 m
thick and consists of fieldstones, earthen
bricks, and earth mixed with ash.

Fig. 193. Double ploughshare from the
smithy.

Fig. 192. Iron ploughshares from the smithy.

2. The Smithy
Two rooms measuring 2 m on each side are partly built on top of the eastern courtyard wall
between f and g (Pl. XXIX A) (Fig. 191). Like the walls of the masseboth-room, their walls are
constructed in courses of small stones (k) that originally belonged to the large courtyard wall. In the
west the two rooms are connected by stone Wall s, which is built on top of courtyard Wall h.
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Like Wall w, it can be attributed to unexcavated structures of the Sixth Stratum. With a level of 187.50
m, these walls reach the tell surface. The height of the two rooms amounted to about 3.30 m. In the
northern unit we discovered a considerable amount of iron tools, slag, and raw material like lumps of

Fig. 194. Small iron finds from the smithy.
.

brown iron ore and clay ironstone. Such raw material appears here and there in marly or sandy layers
and in volcanic tuff of the cretaceous formation of Palestine, namely in the vicinity of the neighbouring
villages, Umm el-Fahm and Ijzim (cf. Blankenhorn 1907: 111). As in a smithy, the slags and lumps
were found piled up together with ash and iron fragments. At this point we have reached the era of
systematic processing of iron ore.
The iron tools that were found are shown in Figs. 192–194 and on Pl. XLII. Fig. 192a (= Pl.
XLII a) shows a plough or socketed celt (cf. Dörpfeld 1902: Fig. 405);
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the broad, flat ploughshare, which is bent up, and the socket have a total length of 0.27 m. This type of
tool already appeared in the Third and Fourth Strata but smaller and in bronze (Figs. 94 and 120). Fig.
192b depicts (cf. Pl. XLII b) several examples of a second type of ploughshare, 0.32 m and longer.
Rather than broad, this ploughshare is shaped like a pickaxe similar to the fieldplough used today
in the stony regions of Syria (cf. Schumacher 1889). Fig. 193 shows a ploughshare of Type b with
double point and two sockets. In this case possibly two simple ploughshares were unintentionally

Fig. 195. Northern part of north–south trench, view from the north.

welded together by fire and corrosion. Fig. 192 d (cf. Pl. XLII f) shows an example of flat iron
shafts that were up to 0.48 m long and probably served to clean ploughs. Finally, Fig. 194 depicts an
example of lanceheads, which were 0.06–0.08 m long (a, cf. Pl. XLII c), chisel points (b, cf. Pl. XLII
d), a larger amount of flat chisels with 0.008-m-wide cutting edge (c), others 0.018–0.020 m wide (d),
knife fragments (e), rings (f, cf. Pl. XLII e), and numerous nails (g).

3. Buildings at the Northern Edge of the Tell
At the very beginning of our excavations we worked on the northern edge of the tell in Sqs.
B 21–22, C 22–23, and D 22–23, as well as E 21–23 and F 21–23. This area also forms the northern
starting point of the large north–south trench. The results of these early excavations are shown
schematically and only partially on Pl. XLIII. The southern and western walls in Sqs. B–F 20–21
require complementary documentation, which for certain reasons we could not yet accomplish.
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The exposed building remains are to be interpreted as an outer defensive structure—the
Vorwerk—which served to protect the buildings to the south (Nordburg and Mittelburg) at this easily
ascendable point of the tell plateau. This structure was attached to a city gate. Our 4-m-deep test
trenches seem to prove that the Vorwerk is separated structurally from the Nord- and Mittelburg to
the south. Between the northernmost remains of the Nordburg of the Third and Fourth Strata and the
Vorwerk lies a space about 26 m long that is filled with sterile building debris and eroded material
(covering Sqs. F–I 22; cf. Fig. 195).

Fig. 196. Building remains at the northern edge of the tell.

The layout of this northern defensive structure cannot be reconstructed clearly. Clarifying
soundings to the east and west of the excavated area would be required. The building remains originate
from two or three building phases that are difficult to separate. To the earlier remains, which may be
attributed to the Fourth and Fifth Strata, belong walls that are 1–1.50 m thick (a, on Pl. XLIII and
in Fig. 196), which are built of five and seven courses of partly hewn blocks and rubble stones. The
later remains mostly consist of 1-m-thick walls (b, Fig. 196). These walls consist of a badly executed
framework of fieldstones and large rubble stones (b’) in their lower part and of an upper structure of
six to ten brick courses. This building technique recalls the walls of the Third Stratum of the Nordburg.
Nevertheless, judging from the fact that slanting stone courses, which are characteristic in the walls of
the Third Stratum, are missing, that the shape and composition of the bricks deviate from the bricks
of the Nordburg, and that the large rubble stones b’ represent an innovation, I rather believe that these
walls must be attributed to the Sixth Stratum rather than to the Third Stratum. My assumption is also
affirmed by the arrangement of Walls c and d (Pl. XLIII). The upper structure of the Wall corner e of
these two walls (Fig. 197) consisted of bricks. Due to the fact that the brick structure towered above
the tell surface, it is mostly destroyed. Only at h (Pl. XLIII) are some remains preserved. The central
part f of the wall is built of horizontally laid, rough-hewn (but hewn)
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blocks, and doubtlessly belongs to the Sixth Stratum. Foundation g of the wall corner shows brick
masonry, again, or rather a mass of brick fragments and pulverized bricks. It is 1.90 m high. The same
foundation of brick fragments repeats itself at i in Wall b (Fig. 196). A dreadful conflagration left
traces in the cracked and blackened stones of Corner e, in the red-coloured pulverized bricks, and in
metre-high heaps of ash and charcoal. When originally laid, the bricks were not burnt. Earthen mortar
and clayey soil still served as bonding agent. The bricks are 0.53–0.55 m long, 0.30–0.33 m wide, and

Fig. 197. Northeastern corner of the structures at the northern edge of the tell.

0.12 m high. Single bricks were larger or smaller. The brick material consisted of well levigated
clayey earth with many small stones and chopped straw. It was more fire-resistant than the bricks of
earlier levels.
The northern Vorwerk as a whole (Pl. XLIII) was formed by two units of rooms and halls
arranged on each side of a stone-paved gateway or ramp, 2.50–3.00 m wide. The gateway leads to a
now destroyed gate in the north and to a courtyard in the south, which is located between the Vorwerk
and the Nordburg (Fig. 198). The paved road descends towards the south. The pavement is quite well
laid; its stones are mostly unhewn. It seems possible to make out traces of cartwheels. The same kind
of pavement was uncovered in the corner room at e and to the east of the assumed gate in Forecourt
k. In the area where we reconstruct the gate, the gateway narrows to a width of 1.10 m. Here we
uncovered a patch of floor (l).
Block m of Nāri-limestone is situated to the north of Wall d. It is slightly rounded at the
corners, measures 1.10 m on each side, and is 0.52 m high. There is a circular cavity in the centre
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surrounded by a 0.05 m wide and 0.05-m-deep channel. Two drainage channels lead from the central
channel outward. The block was used to puree fruits and was set on top of a foundation of rubble
stones. The foundation was 0.78 m high and rested on three courses of bricks, which themselves were
set on top of a pavement of well-laid limestone blocks (Fig. 199).
To the east and parallel to the paved gateway
runs a small corridor, separated from it by a
1.20-m-thick wall. The corridor connects Rooms n
and o, which are arranged to the north and south of
large Room p. Northern Room n seems to have been
connected to the paved forecourt to the east of the
assumed city gate. Southern Room o is blocked by a
second paved road or ramp, which continues to the
north above the older remains of Room p and loses
itself in the confusing maze of surface walls. The
two paved roads or ramps do not originate from the
same building period. The western one starts in the
south at 176.00 m, ascends northwards up to 176.80,
descending again in the area of the presumed gate,
the threshold of which rests at 173.53. The eastern
ramp, which was destined to reach the terrace of
Room p, is situated at a higher level. It ascends from
Fig. 199. Fruit press at the northern edge of the tell.
178.08 m in the south to 178.60 m above Room p.
Wall a (see above) forms the southern
confine of the Vorwerk. To the west of the assumed
gate a well built Wall q runs in a westerly direction along the edge of the tell, forming the uppermost
and latest part of the city wall. In Sq. D 23 a channel was
discovered on top of the stone masonry. It was 0.28 m
wide, 0.15 m deep and served to drain the surface water.
The channel was lined with stones and plastered. A now
crushed storage jar r stood embedded into the floor of
Room p.
Finds are comprised nearly exclusively of pottery.
Fig. 200 a shows a peculiar, flat ribbed object. It consists
of hard, brown clay, is 0.23 m high and 0.12 m thick. It
is decorated with impressed circles and strokes and has a
round perforation in the centre of its rounded top. In my
Fig. 198. Paved ascent of the northern
opinion it must be interpreted as cast for lids (cf. Dörpfeld
Vorwerk.
1902: 417, Fig. 444). Fig. 200 b depicts the upper part of
a large vessel of yellow clay decorated with a human face.
Only one ear and part of the hair-do with ring-like impressions are preserved. A seal is shown in Fig.
200 c, bearing signs incised in the already burnt clay. The three finds shown in Fig. 200 were found
on the floor of Room n.
In Room p, in the area around storage jar r, we unearthed several Cypriot jugs with double
handles. The vessels have a globular body with maximum body diameters of 0.34 and 0.15 m. They
are decorated with concentric circles in sepia and shining brick-red (Fig. 201).
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Fig. 200. Pottery from Room n (northern Vorwerk).

A jug (Fig. 202) of yellowish-brown clay was found near Wall a in Room p, as well as the beautiful
juglet shown in Fig. 203. The latter is thin-walled, consists of hard, dark brown clay, and is decorated
with painted brown, diagonal lines. Fragments of a kernos of yellowish-red clay was found on the
floor in the southwestern corner of Room p (see upper half of Fig. 204). Attached to the fragments
of the tube were animal figurines, pomegranates, juglets, and cups (Fig. 204 a). They partly show an
opening to the hollow ring at their bottom (cf. Dörpfeld 1902: 272, Figs. 160–161).

Fig. 201. Cypriot jug from Room p (northern Vorwerk).
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From the same location as the kernos comes the bowl shown in Fig. 204 d. It was made of a fine, brown
clay using a very accomplished technique. The walls are only 0.0015 m thick. The outer surface of the
vessel is well smoothed and decorated with vertical ribs. The rim of the vessel is profiled. The bowl has
a ring-base and a remarkably protruding, thin, horizontal handle. The vessel imitates the same form
in metal. The bowl in Fig. 204 b is also very skilfully made. It shows two horizontal, vestigial loop
handles and is painted with reddish-brown geometrical ornaments and lines
in its upper part. Fig. 204 c depicts a three-legged basalt bowl well executed
in manufacture. One of the legs is broken off.
The bowls of Figs. 204 b and c were found in the
southeastern corner of Room p.
In the corridors and on the paved roads or
ramps numerous dolorit and limestone slingstones (rounded off, diameter of 0.05–0.08 m),
dolorit loom weights, as well as handles and
bases of large, thickwalled storage vessels were
found (Fig. 205).
We found two basins in the ashy debris on
Fig. 202. Jug from Room
top of the pavement in Corner e. They were 0.26
p (northern Vorwerk).
m long and consisted of grey clay (Fig. 206).
Semicircular handles or merely protuberances
Fig. 203. Juglet with line
were attached to the rim. The interiors of the basins were blackened by
ornamentation
from Room p
fire. Pottery lamps in the well known srāj-shape of the fellahin originate
(northern Vorwerk).
from the same spot, as does an exemplar with seven spouts. Fig. 207
shows a 0.19-m-long bronze knife with rivets for attaching the handle. It
was found in Room o at 176.00 m. We unearthed a bronze seal with crudely engraved signs (Fig. 208
a) 0.30 m below the knife, and above the knife, at 176.80 m, we found two seals of white faience.

Fig. 204. Various vessels from Room p (northern Vorwerk).
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One shows (Fig. 208 b) three Egyptian hieroglyphs, the other (Fig. 208 c), totally different in style, an
animal and above it an enigmatic sign.
Two scarabs of yellow faience were found in Sq. F 22, south of Wall a, at 177 m, only 1 m
below the tell surface. The first depicts (Fig. 208 d) a griffin and a uraeus, the second (Fig. 208 e)
bears symbolic representations. Both scarabs were of mediocre workmanship and suffered from the
influence of the conflagration.

Fig. 205. Finds from the corridors (northern Vorwerk).

4. Finds above the Nordburg and Mittelburg
The masonry above the Nordburg and Mittelburg (for the treatment of Nordburg and Mittelburg
see above p. 37ff., 72ff., and 83ff.) does not present a coherent picture. The debris resting on top of
the two edifices was mostly sterile. It consisted of fieldstones that were partly sunk into the pulverized
brick material of the upper structures of the two large buildings and partly resting on them, and also
of sherds and ash accumulations, finally turning into surface humus. Compare Pl. XLIV to the finds
described in the following.
Above the Nordburg in Sq. M 22 we discovered a channel (Pl. XLIV a) lined with two limestone
Blocks k, each 1.05 m long. The channel connected a northern Floor e with a southern stone-lined
Duct g. Fruits were pureed in Press e and drained off into a cistern through Channels k and g. The
cistern was only poorly preserved. Channel k was 0.15 m deep and 0.10 wide; Channel g was 0.18
m deep and 0.22 m wide. On Floor e a juglet (Pl. XLIV b) was found at 180.30 m. It was made of
fine, red clay with a reddish-brown outer surface with grooves. The broad, flat base shows concentric
wheelmarks. On the floor we further found a lamp (Pl. XLIV d) with strongly protruding spout and
broad base of yellow clay. It was badly fired.
In the neighbouring square, M 23, we excavated two clay bricks (Pl. XLIV e and g) at 180.00
m, which did not belong to the upper structure of the Nordburg. The first measured 0.35 m on each
side, the second 0.40 × 0.35 m × 0.14 m. The yellow bricks were sun-dried and consisted of a good
mixture of fatty clay, straw, and small stones. The impression of the brick originally resting on top
was still visible on the concave surface. The bricks were partly reddened by fire. The brick depicted in
Pl. XLIV e shows two parallel lines on its upper side that were impressed with the finger into the soft
clay. On the second brick (Pl. XLIV g) a mark is visible, which we already encountered on a block in
the Palast (cf. Pl. XXX e No. 14).
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In Sq. L 24 we unearthed a basalt slab (Pl. XLIV f) at 179.50 m, 1 m below the surface. It
measures 0.14 × 0.09 m, is 0.03 m thick, slightly hewn, and shows a sign on the upper side, which we
already encountered in the area of the Palast (cf. Pl. XXX e No. 10). In this square we also found a
handle (Pl. XLIV h) of deep yellow clay with lateral tongue.
Two bronze finds (Pl. XLIV i and k) were excavated in Sq. O 22 at 182.00 m. One is a hooked
fibula; the other might be interpreted as a pair of compasses. Both finds suffered from verdigris and
fire. In the same square we also found a gold pin (Pl. XLIV n) with a bent end with grooves. The point
is broken off. The gold is light yellow and
brittle.
From Sq. O 22 [Translator’s note:
This square number is clearly not correct]
above the Mittelburg comes a jar (Pl.
XLIV l) of light yellow clay. The vessel
was found at 183.00 m. It is 0.29 m high
and the diameter at the centre of its body Fig. 206. Basin with protuberances
is 0.195 m. The rim is profiled and has a on top of the rim (northwestern
corner of the northern Vorwerk).
groove on its top. The base is slightly
pointed. The vessel was filled with the
crumbled remains of infant bones, ash,
and earth. The urn was surrounded by
fieldstones, and was leaning against
a short wall of the Sixth Stratum that
does not seem to be related to the
Nordburg complex. Shape and use of
the jar relate it to vessels found in the
temple at the eastern edge of the tell
(Fig. 181), but the clay of the former is
harder, as well as better levigated and
fired. Next to the urn, the upper part of Fig. 208. Seals and scarabs (northern Fig. 207. Bronze knife
(northern Vorwerk).
a vessel was found, which is depicted on
Vorwerk).
Pl. XLIV m. It is made of good, grey clay
coated with a red slip on its outer surface. Its lovely double handle has a small protuberance attached
to its top.
Sq. G 22 was the findspot of a pierced cylinder seal of black jasper (Pl. XLIV c), which was
unearthed at 185.00 m. It is 0.027 m long. The allegorical figures on the seal are not deeply incised
and have eroded. A male figure with outstretched arms and spread hands standing upright in front of
a scorpion is discernible. Above the scorpion a six-rayed star and a crescent are engraved. Below the
hands of the figure we see a pointed altar stone, and below again four small triangles are incised. Two
small figures are visible below the scorpion. The workmanship is primitive.
Three isolated masseboth of Nāri-limestone stand in Sqs. K 22 and L 22, located above the
moat of the Nordburg. Each block rests on a foundation of beaten earth, as well as larger and smaller,
mostly hewn stones (Fig. 209; cf. also Pl. XIIA and Fig. 32). The upper part of two of the blocks is
broken off, the southernmost (S, Fig. 209) is still standing upright to its full height, unharmed by
the massive conflagration of the city. Like the other two blocks Massebah S is rectangular in crosssection. It measures 0.60 × 0.40 m and is 1.50 m high. The top is at 179.80 m, only 0.40 m below the
tell surface. The distance to the second block in the north is 3.10 m, from the second block northwards
to the third massebah 4.00 m. The blocks were unconnected by masonry and were surrounded by
a floor. Encircling each block at the base was a small 0.25-m-wide and 0.15-m-deep channel that
reached down to the stone foundation.
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5. Finds from the Southeastern Edge of the Tell
Test soundings were conducted in Sqs. U 26–28, V–W 25–26, and X 24, revealing several
smaller Sixth Stratum rooms. Not much can be said about these structures, as they are only preserved
in two to four courses. The masonry consists of field- and rubble stones bound with earthen mortar.
The rooms of Sqs. U 27–28 are built against the southern Rampart o–o’ of the Tempelburg (Pl. XXXV
and Figs. 179–180). They are indicated on the main plan
of the tell (Pl. II) and on Pl. XXXV. They are on average
2.00 × 2.50 m wide or less. I believe them to be casemates,
as they continue irregularly, partly in one row, partly in
more, along the southern edge of the tell to the Südliches
Burgtor (cf. Koldewey 1898: Pls. XVII–XVIII). The walls
are carelessly built. Stone troughs stand here and there.
The complex of casemates is interrupted at Stake 3
(Sq. W 26) by a larger room (R, Pl. XLV A). This room is
built close against the upper courses of the city wall (Pl.
VIII), but is not parallel to it in its orientation. The narrow
unit has an inner length of 6.40 m and a width of 2.00 m.
The western and eastern long-walls are each interrupted
by a 1.00-m-wide entrance. Abutting Room R to the west
is a large room of the same length. At the east of Unit R
is the stone-paved road that runs along the edge of the
tell at the level of the top of the city wall (see above p.
27). Room R is also paved with stones. To its north and
south there are casemates. The wall tops at Stake 3 reach
about 186.00 m. They are therefore resting 1 m below the
Fig. 209. Masseboth above the moat of the
uppermost courses of the city wall (187.23 m).
Nordburg.
In the midst of this maze of small rooms, at the western
end of Sq. U 27, a well-preserved tomb constructed of
large, hewn limestone blocks was uncovered (Pl. XLV B). The top of the covering slabs were at
190.18 m—only 0.50 m beneath the tell surface. A layer of debris rested on top of the tomb, towering
1 m above the tell surface. The burial chamber is 1.95 m long, 0.45 m wide at its eastern (foot-) end
and 0.55 m at its western (head-) end. The height inside the tomb is 1.00 m. The longitudinal axis
is quite accurately orientated from east to west. As can be seen in the section drawing, the chamber
widens from 0.50 m at the bottom to 0.55 m at the top, below the covering slabs. The floor is paved
with hewn stones and the inner walls are plastered. Two courses of well-hewn stones surround the
tomb. The lower course consists of 0.70-m-high blocks and the upper course of 0.30-m-thick blocks.
Two courses of massive covering slabs seal the tomb. Each of these courses consists of four slabs that
are up to 1.50 m long, 0.55 m wide, and 0.23 m thick each.
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The lower course projects 0.10–0.15 m over the upper one. The cross-section of the upper covering
slabs is wedge-shaped (cf. view from the north). Large blocks confine the burial in the east and in
the west. The northeastern corner stone of the northern long-wall has a carved circular cavity (c)
0.40 m above the tomb floor. This cavity is 0.20 m wide, 0.15 m deep, and triangular in cross-section.
Contrary to the opinion I previously expressed (1904b: 53), it is impossible to place a lamp in the
cavity, since its walls are at too much of an incline. The depression therefore served a symbolic or
cultic purpose, as at the masseboth of the temple.

Fig. 210. Skulls from a tomb at the southeastern edge of the tell (Sixth Stratum).

The burial, undisturbed until we opened it, revealed ten skulls and numerous skeletal remains, mostly
of adults. Some of them are shown in Fig. 210. The skeletons were mostly orientated to the east, but
in some cases also to the west. Some of the skulls had a crimson tone, but most of them were the pale
grey colour of old bones. The jaws were often missing or badly preserved. We believe we recognized
traces of fire on some of the skulls. Six or seven lay face downwards, but all the skulls were scattered
above and beside each other with no regularity. One skull had a round 0.003-m-wide hole in the
temple, the result of a blow by a weapon or tool; that undoubtedly resulted in the individual’s death.
Traces of 0.025-m-long and 0.001-m-deep lance tilts and stabs in the cranium were also discernible.
The cranial bones were generally quite thick. The deceased lay partly in contracted positions with
knees pulled up and partly with bodies stretched out. The average height of the individuals might
have been 1.70–1.80 m. It cannot be determined with certainty if the smaller skull and thinner bones
of one skeleton should be attributed to a younger man or to a woman. When first opened, the mass
burial that had for so long been sealed, exuded a powerful odor of putrefaction. The space between the
skeletal remains was filled with earth that had washed in, with ashes, and with charcoal. Note that the
individuals were not covered with earth on the occasion of their burial. Neither jewellery nor weapons
were found, although I took care that the soil was carefully sieved. Beside the tomb we found Cypriot
sherds and a lion’s head of terracotta (Fig. 211).
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The tomb was surrounded by a beaten earth floor reaching the level of the lower course of the
covering slabs (cf. Pl. XLV B, view from the north). Consequently the actual burial was situated at a
level below the floor (cf. Koldewey, Sendschirli, Grabkammer beim Hilani I: 139, Fig. 44).
From the ceramics and small finds of the Sixth Stratum at the southeastern edge of the tell the
following are worth mentioning:
1. A marvellously cut seal (Fig. 212) of white, hard limestone. It was found on the floor of
Room R at 185.00 m. The workmanship is one of the most skilful encountered in this group. The seal
is not pierced and is oval in shape with a maximum length of 0.026 m, a maximum width of 0.020
m, and a maximum thickness of 0.009 m. The upper side is rounded and the sealing surface flat. The
latter is divided by fine crosslines into three spaces that show symbolic animal representations. The
upper register shows a hopping rabbit and a vulture. The central one depicts a palm tree surrounded
by griffins to the left and to the right. The griffins are distinct from the one depicted on the Asaph seal,
found in the Palast (Fig. 148), mainly in that the Egyptian crown is missing. Apart from that the paws

Fig. 211. Lion’s head of terracotta
from the southeastern edge of the
tell (Sixth Stratum).

Fig. 212. Seal with animal representations from the
southeastern edge of the tell (Sixth Stratum). Drawing
and plaster cast.

of the griffins in the present seal are executed as tiny, drilled depressions. Finally, the lower register
shows a jumping lion attacking an ibex. Above the lion, namely above its back, we can see a crescent
and below it a uraeus. The edge of the seal is slightly chipped off in the area where the rabbit is
depicted. This precious find is located in the Imperial Museum of Constantinople.
2. In the vicinity of No. 1, but at a level of 185.70 m, we unearthed a cylinder seal of blackishgrey jasper with cuneiform engravings (Pl. XLVI a and Fig. 213). The pierced cylinder is 0.033 m
long and has a diameter of 0.014 m. One edge is slightly broken off.
3. In Room R we also collected numerous pottery sherds. More completely preserved are two
bowls. The first (Pl. XLVI b) has a rim diameter of 0.15 m and a height of 0.077 m. It consists of
a reddish-yellow fabric with blackish core. The outer surface shows cavities and bumps. Although
produced on the wheel, in many occasions the surface was levelled out with the finger. The vessel
is warped and not burnt equally in all parts. The distortion of the shape occurred during the drying
process before firing. The second bowl is of yellow fabric (Fig. 214) and has a rim diameter of only
0.10 m. Its rim is strongly inverted. Also in this case the surface of the vessel is uneven due to the
poorly levigated clay. Judging from the production technique, both bowls seem to be earlier than the
Sixth Stratum and closely related to the pottery found in the burials of the Nordburg (Fig. 69). It is
possible that the vessels originated from earlier levels.
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4. Partly in the area between Room R and the city wall, partly on the slope directly below
the edge of the tell plateau, we collected fragments of large storage vessels. Two of them remained
preserved for a short time. Pl. XLVI d shows a pithos from Sq. W 26, found 0.60 m below the tell
surface. The large vessel is 1.05 m high with a maximum body diameter of 0.52 m. Its body tapers
towards the bottom. The outer surface is light red, uneven, undulating, and not burnt equally in all
parts. One handle bears a round impression in its upper part. To the left of the handle several diagonal

Fig. 213. Cylinder seal with cuneiform inscription. Southeastern edge of the tell (Sixth Stratum).

lines, which were incised into the soft clay, are visible. The rim of the vessel is profiled. The base
was embedded into a stone lining. The vessel was filled with earth. A triangular basalt stone was
found immediately above the handle showing the impression. It is 0.10 m long, 0.05 wide, and has a
rectangular base and a sharp cutting edge. On one side a crossline is visible (Pl. XLVI c).
Fig. 215 shows a second very similar pithos. This exemplar is 1.09 m high. It was standing on
the slope below Stake 3, 0.50 m below the slope debris, on top of a stone foundation. In the centre of
one handle there is a round impression. Clay, shape, and technique recall the specimen treated above.
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6. Finds at the Southern and Southwestern Edge of the Tell
At the southern edge of the tell, at Stake 22 in Sq. W 6, we expanded the test trench shown in
Figs. 27 and 28 to the northwest. There is not much to remark on here about the exposed masonry.
The preserved wall fragments consist of well-laid, partly hewn stones bound with earthen mortar like
the walls at the southeastern tell edge. The limited excavations do not allow a reconstruction of a
room framework. Before excavation the raised terrain of Sq. W 6 hinted at the existence of an edifice,
towering as a massive rectangle above the level of the surrounding area. The soundings, however,
only exposed destroyed remains without any clear connection to what was probably an inner city gate.
An entrance of perhaps 1.80 m width interrupted the western wall of this rectangle. The threshold of
this entrance was situated at 183.10 and consisted of two large stone slabs, 1.10 m long and 0.70 m

Fig. 214. Bowl of yellow clay from
the southeastern edge of the tell (Sixth
Stratum, but apparently originating
from an earlier level.

Fig. 215. Pithos from teh southeastern
edge of the tell (Sixth Statum).

wide each, lying on top of each other (Pl. XLVI e). Theupper slab was a Nāri-block and showed a
circular, conical hole with an upper width of 0.30 m and a depth of 0.17 m. The hole continues as a
cavity into the second slab lying below it. The cavity in the second block, which consisted of basalt,
was 0.10 m wide and 0.05 m deep. The entire conical hole was smoothed on its sides and bottom
by some moving object. Two lateral channels connect the cavity with the edges of the slab. The
interpretation of the blocks as threshold with door socket seems likely. When it was moved, the pivot
exerted its strongest pressure on the cavity of the hard basalt slab. The two lateral channels are not
easy to explain, as an interpretation as casting channels is obsolete. Together the two slabs were 0.39
m thick and were confined on one side by a doorjamb of hewn blocks. The jamb on the other side
was destroyed. Next to the threshold, there is a hard Nāri-block stuck in the masonry. It is 0.85 m
high, 0.50 m wide, and 0.42 m thick. It has a large cavetto (Pl. XLVI f) and is more carefully worked
than the analogous find in the masseboth-room (Pl. XL b) in the area of the Südliches Burgtor (Sixth
Stratum). The corners of the block have right angles. The cavetto is not the classical, regular quarter
of a circle but is rather unaesthetically curved in the centre. The surfaces are characterized by broad
chisel marks. At 182.80 m a light red clay handle with a protuberance in its upper part was found in
the gate structure (Pl. XLVI g). Below the protuberance a crossline, which was scratched into the clay
after firing, is visible. The inner surface of the vessel fragment showed wheelmarks. The handle was
mended several times. Next to the handle we excavated a simple bronze ring (Pl. XLVI h), 0.023 m in
diameter, as well as fragments of broken iron knives.
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From the northern main structure of the Palast—the Palastwohnung—I had the workers dig a
2-m-wide test trench as far as Sq. P 2 at the western edge of the tell. Here I exposed the gate structure
of the city wall, which was already presented in Pl. X. It can be attributed to the Sixth Stratum. From
the gate itself only the threshold was preserved (178.17 m), surrounded by a beaten earth floor and a
stone pavement. The finds in the gate area and in the above-mentioned test trench were few and consist
mainly of sherds and a few bronze and iron remains. Occasionally wall remains were encountered in
the trench. In Sq. Q 6 a cylinder of hard limestone (Pl. XLVI l) was found at 181.00 m. It was 0.50 m
long with a diameter of 0.15 m at its ends, each of which exhibited a hole to hold a handle. The stone
originally served as a roller for packing floors and roofs.

Fig. 216. Clay sarcophagus from the southwestern edge of the tell (Sixth Stratum).

Near the Südliches Burgtor, a clay sarcophagus (Fig. 216) was exposed in Sq. I 20 [Translator’s
note: Schumacher evidently meant Sq. Y 20] in a 6-m-wide trench, which was dug westwards. The
sarcophagus was 0.84 m long, 0.42 m wide, and 0.50 m high. Its walls were 0.04 m thick and made
of light yellow, badly fired clay, which was very crumbly. The upper edge of the box had an external
ledge but no internal groove to hold a lid. The sarcophagus consisted of two parts, held together by a
layer of clay surrounded by fieldstones. It was filled with earth and human bones. From the soil, which
was sieved, and from the stone layer, we retrieved black burnt sherds with incisions (Pl. XLVI m),
as well as fragments of a shallow bowl with blackened surface (Pl. XLVI k). The fabric of the bowl
was reddish-brown and porous. The sarcophagus was surrounded by a conflagration layer caused by
a local fire. Its longitudinal axis was approximately orientated east–west. Its upper edge was located
at a level of 187.40 m.
In a test trench dug from Stake 2 running towards Sq. U 24, east of the Südliches Burgtor,
in Sq. X 23 we uncovered a massebah of Nāri-stone (Pl. XLVI p). Its top rests at 186.40 m, 1.60 m
below the tell surface. The hewn block measures 0.30 × 0.25 m in length and width respectively and
is 0.90 m high. In the centre of the southern broad side a circular cavity with a diameter of
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0.16 m and a depth of 0.05 m is hewn into the stone. The monolith stands isolated and rests on top
of a foundation of slightly hewn stones, which is covered with an 0.08-m-thick layer of beaten earth.
The limited nature of exposure in this area impeded our ability to determine whether the block was
located inside a room.
In Sq. N 13 we found another isolated massebah of Nāri-limestone (Pl. XLVI i). Before
exposure the top of the block towered 0.40 m above the tell surface (183 m). The lower 0.70 m of the
block were still buried in the debris. The total height of the monolith was thus 1.10 m. Masonry was
exposed in the vicinity, but it showed no verifiable connection to the monolith. The cross-section of
the block is rectangular, measuring 0.70 m in length and 0.35 in width. To the east of the base of the
stone we exposed the skeleton of a female, perhaps 15–18 years old, facing towards the rising sun. The
outstretched body was covered with debris, the arms located alongside the body. Beside the skeleton
three crushed vessels with profiled rim were found (Pl. XLVI n and o). They were of yellowish-red
fabric with blackish core and covered with a red slip.

G. The Seventh Stratum
In the large north–south trench, in Sqs. Q–V 21–22, we discovered remains of a complex of
related buildings just below the tell surface or in places several centimetres above the debris. A plan
of this complex is shown in Pl. XLVII. These buildings were apparently the last of the pre-Christian
Era. With them the building activities on the tell were interrupted for a long period. Only after many
centuries, with the erection of Islamic edifices of lesser importance, were activities resumed. The

Fig. 217. Tannūr (Seventh Stratum).

buildings shown in Pl. XLVII are easily distinguishable from the Islamic structures in their masonry;
they also do not show any connection to the ruins of the Sixth Stratum below. I therefore believe that
they are testimonies of a separate cultural era, the Seventh Stratum. The ceramic and bronze finds, and
an Athena-coin stuck in one of the walls, also strengthen this assumption.
The buildings of this Seventh Stratum consist of rooms and halls of various dimensions,
separated from each other by narrow alleys and corridors. Several entrances into the rooms can be
attested. In Sq. R 22, for example, a 1.70-m-wide door (a, Pl. XLVII) opens into Room b, which
measures 4.00 m in width and ca. 5.50 m in length. The poorly
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hewn threshold of Nāri-stone is 1.65 m long. In its northeastern corner the slab has an 0.08-m-wide
door socket. In the southeastern corner of Room b a small, square room was added, measuring 1.20
on each side (inner length). A 0.65-m-wide door connects Room b to another room (c) abutting to the
east. In the south, in Sq. V 21, we excavated a gate (d). It is 2.05 m wide, and surrounded by strong
masonry. The threshold is built of loose stones. In Sq. U 20 Tannūr e, 0.78 m in width, was unearthed.
Its 0.03-m-thick walls were made of burnt clay and surrounded by fieldstones. Around the tannūr
were layers of ash (Fig. 217).

Fig. 218. Seventh Stratum buildings, view from the north.

The walls of the Seventh Stratum rest on a levelled off terrain consisting of the debris masses
and stones of earlier layers. They are 0.60–1.30 thick. Mostly only one course of masonry is preserved.
The upper wall courses towering above the tell surface were either destroyed or the buildings of the
Seventh Stratum were never completed, because as far as we could detect—and this was the case only
in the rooms near Door d and in Room b—the floors of the rooms rested only 0.40–0.60 m below the
wall tops. Earthen mortar still served as the only bonding agent. The building stones were partly hewn
(a in Fig. 218) and well laid, and partly consist of field- and rubble stones (b) aligned in a slanted or
upright position. Here and there a larger orthostat stood beside the walls (c).
The buildings do not continue northwards to the area where Nordburg and Mittelburg were
excavated. The southern end of the complex is at the smithy. We could not establish whether the
structures of this Seventh Stratum continued to the east and west of the large north–south trench.
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In Sqs. U–W 5–6 we came upon destroyed building remains in addition to the gate structure of
Sq. W 6 (p. 144). They, too, should possibly be attributed to the Seventh Stratum. Nothing, however,
can be said securely about these remains.
Finds: Most of the pottery found in the rooms shown in Pl. XLVII was smashed due to its
position right below the tell surface. Fig. 219 shows a juglet with a pinched mouth, 0.12 m high. It
is made of yellowish-red, poorly levigated clay and has a red outer surface with cracks and bumps.
The base is pointed so that the vessel needs a stand. The flat handle extends above the slanting rim.
The vessel was wheel-made, and the surface was subsequently smoothed by hand (cf. Myres and
Ohnefalsch-Richter 1899: 16). Fig. 220 shows the lower part of a statuette of pale yellow clay with a

Fig. 219. Seventh Stratum
juglet.

Fig. 220. Lower part of a clay
statuette (Seventh Stratum).

porous black core and brick-red slip. The upper part of the figurine was not found. Pl. XLVIII a
depicts a circular object (whorl?) of fired, light grey clay. It has a diameter of 0.092 m. The centre of
the object shows a protuberance on one side and is pierced. Ten rays are painted radially in reddishbrown. A red band is painted around the periphery. The central hole in the protuberance was intended
to hold a shaft. The three objects described above were found at 186.00 m in Room b.
The lower part of a pierced Bes-statuette of green faience (Pl. XLVIII b) was retrieved from
Room c (186.00 m). Many green and white glass beads, blue and green glass splinters, fragments
of green faience, and a piece of jewellery or an amulet of red agate (Pl. XLVIII e) were found next
to the statuette. Here we also discovered a white steatite scarab. Its back was painted red; an ibex
surrounded by twigs was incised into the flat side (Pl. XLVIII c).
In Room f (187.00 m) we unearthed a small, 0.105-m-long tanged iron spearhead with triangular
cross-section (Pl. XLVIII d). We also found a hollow iron tool or weapon, the point of which was
broken off (Pl. XLVIII h). Its original length can be estimated at 0.36 m.
The finds shown on Pl. XLVIII f, g, i, m, and n were retrieved from the debris in the area of
Gate d (187.80 m). These are namely a 0.075-m-long arrowhead of black flint with skilfully worked
tang (Pl. XLVIII f), a serrated arrowhead of brown flint with barbs, only 0.03 m long and one of the
most beautiful examples of its class (Pl. XLVIII g), the torso of a female relief figurine of brown clay
with porous, black core, cast in a mould (Pl. XLVIII i), and finally two medals or coins. One (Pl.
XLVIII m) was made of bronze and weighed 5 g. One side shows the
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blurry minting of a human torso with a tuft of hair on its head. A small protuberance on the top
served to fasten a string instead of an eyelet. The second coin (Pl. XLVIII n) was made of silver, had
a diameter of only 0.010 m, was 0.001 m thick, and weighed 1g. The minting was executed with a
square stamp measuring 0.007 m on each side and was very unclear.
The Greek silver Athena-coin (Pl. XLVIII p), mentioned above, was stuck in the northwestern
Jamb g of Gate d (Pl. XLVII). The coin was found at 187.60 m, 1.00 m beneath the tell surface. It was
slightly blackened by fire but well preserved and excellently minted. The obverse depicts the head of
the goddess Athena with helmet and the reverse the standing owl with sprigs of laurel and fruits, as
well the three first letters of the goddess’s name, ΑΘΕ. The diameter of the irregularly rounded coin
is 0.022 m and 0.023 m respectively, the thickness 0.003–0.004 m, and the weight 17 g (cf. Dörpfeld
1902: 511 and Supplement Pl. 61, Fig. 4).
From Sq. U 21, at 186.70 m, come two bronze finger rings (Pl. XLVIII k and l), one with a
serpent’s head, the other wound into a spiral. In this area we also found a 0.07-m-long bronze graver
(Pl. XLVIII o) and a broken bracelet made of a winding bronze wire (Pl. XLVIII q).

H. The Eighth Stratum
Following the Seventh Stratum, which, as we saw above, reached today’s tell surface, there
was a period of dormancy for several centuries. Other than at the neighbouring sites Tell Abu Shushe
or Tell Qamun, no traces of Greek or Roman edifices were excavated on the plateau of Tell elMutesellim. Building activities resumed only in Islamic times. They were limited to two areas at the
eastern and southern edge of the tell and consisted of burials and a small watchtower with cistern that
protected the trade route below.

Fig. 221. Islamic tower at the eastern edge of the tell.

The watchtower, Fig. 221 (see also Pl. XXXV [g] and Fig. 174 [T]), was built on top of the
eastern wall of the Tempelburg, just above the edge of the tell plateau in Sqs. Q and R 29. The actual
tower measures 5.90 m (outer edges) on each side. A protecting wall was added in the east, at a
distance of 0.60 m, and in the south, at a distance of 0.40 m. The space between these walls and the
walls of the tower is filled with gravel. The walls are 0.50 m thick and consist of right-angled hewn
stones and lime mortar. The inner wall faces of the tower were plastered. Access to the structure
apparently was from the west, but it seems that the building was never finished.
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The inner space of the tower was filled with earth and stone gravel. Artefacts found in the
building debris included fragments of two bracelets (cf. Fig. 222 a–b) made of light green and black
glass, a small bronze bell with a broken eyelet (Fig. 222 c), a pipe bowl of light grey clay (Fig. 222
d), a pottery sherd with circles incised into the soft clay (Fig. 222 e), and a glass fragment with black
and white bands (Fig. 222 f).
Thirteen metres north of the watchtower, in Sq. P 30, on top of the Tempelburg staircase, is an
oval-shaped cistern (Pl. XXXV). Its bottom is 3.00 m long at its longest point and 2.60 m wide. The
cistern is about 2.20 m deep. It is constructed of small stones and lime mortar. It is plastered with a

Fig. 222. Small finds from the Islamic tower.

durable, triple layer of lime mortar 0.10 m thick, which is characteristic of Islamic edifices. The top
layer of this plaster is 0.015 m thick, smoothed out, and waterproof. The cistern tapers towards the
top, and was uncovered. It was filled with earth and debris and, apart from Islamic pottery sherds,
contained no finds worth mentioning.
In Sq. Y21, above the walls of the Südliches Burgtor, an edifice of three preserved and two
destroyed round arches towered above the tell surface (Fig. 223). The five arches were built parallel to
each other at distances of 0.40–0.60 m. They originally served as supports of a stone roofing, covering
a basin 4.00 m long, 2.50 m wide, and 1.60 m deep. The masonry continued to the east and west of
the basin wall. The southern retaining wall of the arches is erected just above the tell Edge A. All wall
stones were hewn and set with lime mortar. The basin itself was plastered in the same fashion as the
cistern described above. The floor, especially, was carefully paved and sealed.
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In later times the three eastern arches were blocked up with vertical masonry, generating two
rooms, which by means of crosswalls were further partitioned into two chambers each. The crosswalls
were built on top of the basin floor and reached the level of the apex of the arches. The four rooms
thus created were each 2.00 m long and 0.50 m wide. The small rooms were plastered again, but rather

Fig. 223. Islamic burials between arches.

poorly, and used as burial chambers. Perpendicular to the rooms, a fifth burial chamber (B) was added
farther to the west (Fig. 223). It was stone-built and plastered. Crumbled human bones were found
inside all the chambers. The individuals were not covered with much soil, and therefore suffered more
from weathering and animals than the more ancient human remains of older
periods.
Two m to the east of the easternmost arch we uncovered two ovens
(tannūr) 0.60 m below the tell surface. They were 0.94 and 1.04 m in
diameter respectively. They were walled with fieldstones and plastered with
lime mortar containing Islamic sherds.
In the ruins of these Islamic remains, which did not exceed 6 m on
each side, we found many Islamic ribbed sherds of grey, brown, and black,
well levigated and well fired clay. We also excavated pipes of clay (similar
to the example shown in Fig. 222 d) and a small, fat-bodied jug with narrow
neck and small ring base (Fig. 224). The fabric of the vessel is grey, hard,
Fig. 224. Jug from the
and well levigated. The shoulder is decorated with eight concentric lines.
Islamic level.
The jug is 0.215 m high and the maximum body diameter 0.17 m. The lower
part is blackened by fire. Furthermore fragments of black and light green
glass and a number of Islamic and Byzantine coins were retrieved from the debris. The coins were
badly preserved due to the influence of verdigris and fire.

J. Masonry Remains and the Felsaltar of the Northern Terrace
A plain terrace rises northeast of the slope of the tell. The largest extension of this terrace
from north to south is 195 m, and from northeast to southwest 107 m (cf. Pls. I and II). On average
its surface lies 26.50 m lower than the northeastern edge of the tell and 35 m lower than its highest
point. The terrace towers 14 m above the spring >Ain el-Kubbi and the main road passing in this area.
In the north, east, and west the terrace rises freely above the surrounding terrain; only in the south is it
connected with the tell itself. The slopes of the terrace slant in the same angle (30 degrees) as the tell
slopes (Fig. 225).
The terrace, too, was a place of building activities in antiquity. Its present edge defines the
course of a wall that must be interpreted as a fortification wall against attacks from the main road. The
terrace as a whole served as a promontory, the purpose of which was to cushion the first impact of an
enemy’s attack. Analogous in purpose are the promontories of Tell Abu Shushe, Tell Taanach, and of
the large Tell el-Husn in the Beisan Valley.
From the northeastern and northwestern corner of the terrace we dug 2-m-wide test trenches
to the foot of the tell slope in Sq. C 32 and up to Stake 9 at the northeastern edge of the tell plateau. I
could not lead more soundings in this area. We unearthed building remains at the northwestern edge
of the terrace. These remains consisted of the northern and western walls of a tower-like structure coexisting with the Seventh Stratum on the tell. Accordingly, the composition of these walls, which were
0.80 m wide and one to three courses high, as well as the treatment of the stones, closely recall the
buildings of the Seventh Stratum. Earthen mortar served as bonding agent. The finds of the structure
are hardly worth mentioning: fragments of bronze, broken iron knives, beads of green faience and
agate, sherds of blue glass, and fragments of a pottery vessel of a technique similar to the vessel
shown in Fig. 219.
Further building remains were not found in the test trenches. However, at the intersection of
the trenches (Sqs. B–C 32–34 and D 34) we were lucky to reach the bedrock by 0.60 m below the
surface in an area where the earliest settlers left their traces.
This Nāri-bedrock, the Felsaltar [Translator’s note: i.e., rock altar], was exposed in an area 17
m from north to south and 10 m from east to west. Its highest point was at 157.73 m. The northern
part (cf. plan and section on Pl. XLIX) consists of a plain surface, sloping down towards the north and
characterized by a number of cup-like depressions. The central part exhibits a subterranean cave, and
the southern part a quarry.
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The sloping northern area shows two rock formations separated by Depression a, which was
hewn into the rock. The isolated northern block (Fig. 226) is again separated into two unequal parts by
a crevice. The eastern part (b) is 2.00 m long and 1.60 m wide at its widest point. On the surface one
can see four larger and nine smaller cup-like cavities of irregular round and oval shape. The cups are
0.07–0.35 m wide. The depth of each cup is noted in centimetres on the plan on Pl. XLIX (this is also
valid for the cups on the surface of the southern rock formation). It varies between 0.03–0.40 m. It
remains unclear if Cup d is a natural or artificial cavity. Two cups (e) are connected by a 0.06-m-wide
channel. The western part of this northern rock formation is triangular-shaped and 1.50 m wide. On
its surface only one well carved cup (c) is visible; it is 0.47 m wide and 0.46 m deep. The surfaces of
both halves of the northern block are at 157.03. They tower 0.80–1.00 m above the surrounding earth
and rock surfaces. The two halves of the formation were partly worked and shaped with tools. The
southern corner of Rock b has a hewn step, f, 0.47 m high (cf. the rock altar in Sellin 1904: Fig. 31).
The northern side is slightly stepped (f’) as well.

Fig. 225. The northern terrace of Tell el-Mutesellim.

The edges of Rock formation g (Fig. 227), abutting in the south, are vertically hewn. Consequently
the formation clearly stood out against its surroundings. At its northeastern corner we discovered two
steps (h) totalling 0.52 m wide with each step 0.18 m high. Steps at the southern edge (i) were cut much
later, when the area was used as a quarry (Fig. 228). This took place at a time when suitable metal
chisels were already in use. The quarry destroyed a considerable part of the original rock surface. The
unharmed area contains 39 cups, mostly oval in shape and of varying size and depth. The width varies
between 0.05 and 0.70 m, the depth (noted on Pl. XLIX in centimetres) between 0.03 and 0.80 m. The
walls of the cavities were carved with primitive tools and smoothed by stones or simply from use.
Several cups are connected by channels (k, l, and m), 0.06–0.08 m wide and 0.02 m deep.
As shown in Fig. 227 and on Pl. XLIX the cups of Rock formation g are separated into three
clusters by Channels n and o, which were hewn into the rock. The channels are 0.40 m and 0.50–0.60
m wide and 0.35 and 0.50 m deep respectively. Two cups were carved into Channel o itself.
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The channels drop 0.83 m from the highest point of the rock to the northern edge. Thus, their purpose
seems to have been to drain liquid from the large cups.
A cistern was hewn into the rock where Formations b and g met. The cistern was bottle-shaped
with an irregular pear-shaped opening with a maximum width of 0.90 m. The cavity, which was filled
with debris and earth, reached a depth of 4.60 m and a maximum width of 2.30 m. It was carved out
of the soft Nāri-rock with raw tools and plastered with earthen mortar.
Unworked fieldstones are lined up around the northeastern edge of Rock formation g. They
possibly served as an enclosure wall of the Felsaltar.

Fig. 226. The northern block of the Felsaltar.

At p the quarry had broken through the rock surface leading us to the discovery of a subterranean
rock chamber. Originally this chamber was presumably entered through the circular Cavity q (Fig.
227—a man stands inside the cavity). In a later phase a second Entrance r was built at the eastern edge
of the rock. The entrance was partly walled with small stones. Ceiling p, which had broken through,
was supported by a masonry (s) of slightly hewn stones, which at the same time blocked the access
through Cavity q (cf. section on Pl. XLIX). In the ceiling of the chamber there is an air hole (t) that
measures 0.45 × 0.60 m.
The original entrance Shaft q presents itself as a 0.70-m-wide circular opening on the rock
surface. At a depth of 1 m the shaft narrows to a width of 0.40 m and then widens again where it opens
to the rock chamber. Here it is 0.80 m wide, 1.20 m high, and the floor level lies 0.45 m above the floor
of the chamber. Opening q is located at a distance of 1.80 m from the northern wall of the chamber,
resulting in a sloping rather than a vertical shaft. Access through it had to be very strenuous.
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The subterranean chamber had originally been located below the centre of the Felsaltar before
its southern section was destroyed. Only a small area of the chamber is situated below the intact part
of the Felsaltar; the larger part rests below a level rock ceiling that was left intact by the quarrying (cf.
the rock of the Qubbet es-Sakhra in Jerusalem). This roof of natural rock is 0.30–0.35 m thick. The
subterranean chamber is roughly cross-shaped in its ground plan and was quite evenly hewn out of the
soft Nāri-rock. It was filled with deposited earth and debris. The maximum length of the central room
below Airhole t is 5.50 m from east to west. It is 2.20 m wide. In the eastern half, the hewn out rock
floor of this main room is slightly deeper. The distance from floor to ceiling is 2.30 m. The walls of
the chamber are mostly approximately vertical. The transition to the ceiling is rounded. An exception
is Room u, which apparently was preserved in its original state. Its walls are irregularly carved out,

Fig. 227. Felsaltar, view from the east.

recalling the old inhabited rock chambers. The other rooms seem to have been touched up in later
periods. They were plastered with earthen mortar. Over time the rock ceiling began to crumble, and
we had to shore it up with wooden construction.
The northern unit below Opening p is 2.05 m wide. Its western wall is 2.00 m long, its eastern
only 1.80 m. 1.10 m above the floor, a small semicircular Cavity v (Fig. 229 a) was hewn into the
western wall. It is 0.21 m wide, 0.12 m high, and 0.09 m deep. In the western wall of the central room
and in the other walls more of these cavities were carved out of the rock (Fig. 229 b); in all cases
they are, however, nearly circular in shape with a width of 0.15 m and less. The blackened edges of
these small niches identify them as locations for lamps. On the floor of the northern side chamber, a
stone bench, in situ, is situated beside the western wall. The bench is a worked limestone block, 0.60
m long, 0.40 m wide, and 0.22 m high. It rests in a horizontal position levelled by small stones set
underneath. The northern chamber and the western part of the central room, the plaster of which was
best preserved, seem to have been inhabited. On the floor beside the stone bench we found numerous
flint artefacts which had been blackened by fire: gravers of Types 293 and 295, finely serrated saws of
Types 240, 255, and 259, knives of Types 96–98, and bone pins of Types 303–305 (De Morgan 1896).
We also discovered Hearth w of lined up stones
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blackened by fire, with sherds, charcoal, animal bones, olive pits, and ash. Most of the animal bones—
presumably of sheep or goats—were partly burnt and charred. Only a front tooth of a camel(?) and a
piece of a tail bone of the same animal did not show any traces of having been burnt.
In the centre of the main room, directly below Airhole t, human bones were piled up haphazardly
(Pl. XLIX and Fig. 232). Among the bones were six skulls, destroyed by humidity. The lowermost

Fig. 228. The Felsaltar with the quarry, view from the south.

bones were lying directly on the rock surface. In any case the deceased had all been lowered through
Opening t at the same time. Fieldstones surrounded the skeletons, above which a small heap of earth
and debris had formed. The heap stood out against the surrounding masses of deposited mud. Although
we did not encounter anything other than pottery sherds amongst the human bones, I believe this
interment to be later in date than the erection of the stone bench and the hearth.
In conclusion, the subterranean structure served three different purposes in different periods.
The first phase doubtlessly must be attributed to the most ancient activities on the tell. The oldest
culture carved out the rock in a primitive manner and formed the Felsaltar, which shows the same
cup-like depressions as the bedrock on the tell (see p. 9f.). In a following phase the subterranean space
was touched up and served a domestic purpose. In the final phase it was used for burials. The quarry
probably has to be attributed to this last period.
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Fig. 230. Pottery sherd
from the cave below the
Felsaltar.

		

Fig. 229. Wall niches in the cave
below below the Felsaltar.

Fig. 231. Flint lancehead from
the cistern of the Felsaltar.

Although the soil and debris of cistern and cave were carefully examined, apart from the abovementioned flint artefacts and bone pins nothing other than pottery and some elongated limestone and
agate beads were found. On the rock surface next to Hearth w worn fragments of a face vase made of
reddish-yellow clay, looking very much alike the example of Fig. 200b, and a sherd of light yellow
clay were found. The latter shows a yellow geometrical

Fig. 232. Skeletons in the cave below the Felsaltar.
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pattern and dots (Fig. 230). Remarkable are numerous yellow Cypriot sherds found among the
unarticulated human bones. They belong to double-handled, so-called pilgrim flasks decorated with
red painted concentric circles. From the debris of the cistern we retrieved the same types of flint
artefacts as we found in the subterranean rock chamber, and in addition three very sharp curved flint
knives, 0.07–0.09 m long (De Morgan 1896: Types 146 and 148), as well as a lancehead with curved
tang of brown flint, 0.11 m long (Fig. 231). Near the bottom of the cistern we found thick-walled
sherds, a small, primitively shaped 0.04-m-long grey clay cylinder without any signs, fishbone pins,
a 0.09-m-long and 0.07-m-wide basalt rubbing stone, which was used to level the wall surfaces,
fragments of mother-of-pearl, and animal bones and teeth. We also found a small, thinwalled vessel
fragment of yellowish-grey clay. Its reddish, smooth outer surface shows traces of a decoration with
animal horns painted in sepia.
The quarry did not reveal any interesting finds. At x (Pl. XLIX) a trough was hewn out of the
rock; it probably served the workers as a water container. Judging from the steps in the quarry the
quarried stones were up to 0.40–0.46 m high.

K. Finds from the Vicinity of the Tell
1. >Ain el-Kubbi and Surroundings
In November, 1904, I had a trench dug in the area of the >Ain el-Kubbi (cf. Pl. I a,), at the
northeastern foot of the tell terrace, just beside the main road from Jenin to Haifa. The spring was
covered with rush vegetation and had become marshy and it was hoped that the trench would make
better drainage possible, thus providing purer and healthier drinking water for the workers. Our goal
was only partially reached: For us Europeans the spring water remained unpotable due to its hard,
unpleasant taste and its animal admixtures. Our excavations, however, confirmed the statement of
the natives that the >Ain el-Kubbi (141.22 m) was fed by a conduit, which they claimed originated
in the >Ain es-Sitt (157.00 m) on the southwestern slope of the Dahr ed-Dar in the area of el-Lajjun.
Unfortunately we could not prove the existence of the connecting conduit between the two springs as
they are situated a distance of 1600 m from each other as the crow flies. But we discovered a 20-m-long
rock-cut channel in the spring cave of the >Ain es-Sitt, running in northeasterly direction—towards the
>Ain el-Kubbi. Next to the >Ain el-Kubbi we also found a walled channel, running towards the centre
of Tell el-Mutesellim. Since both springs had the same kind of small fish, not more than 0.04 m long,
I assume that the two springs, at the two different levels, were both fed from the same subterranean
basin. I believe that this basin would be situated 300 m west of the Roman theatre, under the present
watershed. In antiquity the inhabitants of Tell el-Mutesellim might have dug wells into the mound,
using the conduit of the >Ain el-Kubbi as a water source. We have not yet discovered such wells on
the tell, but their existence is evidenced by the fact that water cisterns were completely missing in the
ancient tell strata.
After clearing the mouth of the channel of the >Ain el-Kubbi, the water bubbled up so plentifully
and vividly that the workers could not continue uncovering the channel. Fig. 233 shows the channel,
which is built of of Nāri-blocks. The cross-section of the channel is approximately square. Its inner
width at the bottom is 0.30 m, its inner height 0.30–0.35 m. Covering stones and paving stones are 0.70
m long, 0.50 m wide, and up to 0.35 m thick. The vertical Nāri-stones of the sidewalls are only 0.30
m high, 0.50 m long, and 0.25 m thick. All blocks are hewn in the technique of the stone treatment of
the Palast of the Fifth Stratum but have no bosses. The interior of the channel shows traces of plaster
on the covering stones.
On the last day of excavations, 260 m southwest of the >Ain el-Kubbi on the northwestern
slope of the tell, below Stake 14, 8 m above the road, we unearthed a sarcophagus or trough of
Nāri-limestone.
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The photography, which was kindly done by Theodor Fast (Fig. 235), and the drawing (Fig. 234)
show the ungainly proportions of the trough, the northern end of which was broken off. The trough
was lowered 0.50 m into the ground. Its outer length is 1.90 m, its width 1.07 m, and its height 0.75 m.
Two strengthening ribs, 0.10–0.15 m wide, each run vertically along both of its long-walls, protruding
0.05–0.08 m. They are the only decoration on this find. The inside of the trough was carved out with
primitive tools. It is 0.50 m deep, 1.50 m long, and 0.72 m wide. The walls are 0.15 m thick. The
workmanship is crude as a whole and probably should be attributed to a time contemporary to the
Fifth Stratum on the tell. The trough was not surrounded by masonry, but beside it we found numerous
brick fragments of red and partly black burnt clay and fragments of thick-walled pottery vessels.

Fig. 233. The channel of the >Ain el-Kubbi.

Fig. 234. Sarcophagus from the northwestern
foot of the tell.
		

From the >Ain el-Kubbi a small perennial brook runs parallel to the main road in a southeasterly
direction down into the fields east of the tell, irrigates vegetable gardens there, and in summer seeps
into the ground before reaching the millstream of el-Lajjun. The road to Nazareth, which forks off
to the north from the main Jenin–Haifa Road, crosses the brook
155 m from the >Ain el-Kubbi. The ancient village of Khirbet
>Ain el-Kubbi is bordered by the brook and the road to Nazareth.
No excavations were conducted here; only stones were rolled
over and walls examined. I believe the ruins co-date with the
Fourth Stratum on the tell (i.e., the Südliches Burgtor, p. 77ff.).
A column with lateral groove (a, Fig. 236) belongs to a later
period. The two Nāri-blocks b and c, which were buried to half
of their height, belong to the early phase. Monolith b is 0.92 m
high, rectangular in cross-section, and conical in shape. It might
have been used as a capital for a pillar. The block measures 0.54
m on each side on its top and 0.36 m at the base. In Fig. 236,
on the side facing front, there are three round depressions, each
0.15 m wide and 0.06–0.10 m deep. The abutting side exhibits
a fourth, shallower depression. From the side the stone looks
Fig. 235. Sarcophagus from the
northwestern foot of the tell.
like a human head with a high forehead, two eyes, and a mouth.
Where the nose would be
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a piece has been broken off. Even the cheekbone seems to be accentuated.1 From a Bedouin shepherd
I heard the designation >ajūn (eyes) for the cup-like depressions. The second monolith (c) is 0.60 m
high and irregularly square in shape. At the left side a corner has been worked. A circular cavity on the
front is 0.18 m wide, 0.23 m deep, and seems to have been ground out in conical shape by an object
rotating in it. A groove runs from the cavity to the right edge of the block. The medium hard monolith
might have served as a threshold, the cavity as a door socket, and the groove to insert the hinge. Apart
form these two monoliths numerous further blocks with carved out cavities lay scattered around, as
well as ancient masonry parts, bound with mortar. An excavation in the small area of Khirbet >Ain
el-Kubbi would doubtlessly be profitable.
		
		
		

Fig. 236. Monoliths from Khirbet >Ain el-Kubbi.

		

Slightly more than 1 km northeast of the >Ain el-Kubbi a large ruin is located in the fields—
Khirbet el-Khazne. I sent six workers to dig there for several days and uncovered a stone column,
called el->amūd by the local inhabitants (Fig. 237; cf. the view from the southeast in Schumacher
1905: 4). The lower part was stuck in 0.50 m of debris. The column is made of light grey, hard Nāristone and together with the socle is 2.25 m high. The socle, a 0.38-m-high block, rests on a well-laid
stone foundation. Base, shaft, and capital consist of a single block. The tri-partite base is 0.28 m high,
the shaft 1.37 m, and the four-partite capital 0.22 m. The cross-section of the column is rectangular.

1. A similar stone was found in Khirbet Abu Zureiq between Tell Qamun and Abu Shushe at the main road from Jenin
to Haifa.
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The top of the capital measures 0.75 × 0.65 m; the cross-section of the shaft is 0.68 × 0.62 m. The
capital partitions (Fig. 238) are crudely cut, indicating they are very old. Nevertheless the monument
seems to be younger than the latest of the ancient tell strata.
On the smoothed northern face of the monolith (Figs. 237 and 239) a square depression is
chiselled out below the capital, which presumably served to hold something. The depression is 0.13
m wide and 0.08 m deep. Beside it traces of scriptural signs or wasm (tribal marks) of ancient times
are recognizable, which are already eroded by the weather. Three round cavities, each 0.04–0.05 m
wide and 0.02 m deep are carved into the lowermost partition of the capital. At a protected spot at the
bottom of the shaft one can observe grooves of chisel hits slanting to the right and slightly above it
others slanting to the left, and also a deeply drilled, small hole. The western face of the monolith does
not have any partitions but is only roughly hewn. Consequently we can conclude that it was connected
to a wall. The upper side of the capital (Fig. 239) shows peculiar channels and depressions, which
either served to fix a statue or for ritual purposes.

.

		

				

		

Fig. 237. Stone column in Khirbet el-Khazne, view from the
northeast.

Fig. 238. Partitions of base and capital of
the stone column depicted in Fig. 237.
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The masonry in the area around the column consists of hewn stones and hint at a temple
edifice. Towards the eastern end of the small site local inhabitants opened several rock tombs and
robbed them. It was said that the tombs had contained much lovely pottery, small glass flasks, as well
as gold and bronze jewellery. Near one of the tombs lies the stone door of Nāri-limestone shown in
Fig. 240. It is 0.96 m high and 0.65 m wide. The unfinished reliefwork should have depicted two
human heads surrounded by winding snakes.

Fig. 239. Top and northern face of
the stone column (Fig. 237).

Fig. 240. Stone door from Khirbet el-Khazne.

2. The Rock Tombs
The eastern slope and the southwestern and southern vicinity of Tell el-Mutesellim contain
a large number of rock tombs. Most of them had already been opened by the local inhabitants of
Umm el-Fahm prior to our excavations and robbed of their contents. We limited our examinations
to opening only a few still sealed burial chambers, which exhibited interesting pottery providing
information about the period of interment. This undertaking was mainly conducted on rainy days,
when work on the tell had to be interrupted.
A. Fig. 241 depicts a rock tomb discovered on a rocky slope at b (Pl. I), 250 m northwest of
our camp. On its surface the rock slope shows cup-like cavities, troughs, steps of a quarry, as well
as caves, the ceilings of which broke through over the course of the centuries. The burial of Fig. 241
belongs to the most ancient tombs we examined. Through a vertical, square Shaft S (Fig. 241), which
was hewn out of the Nāri-rock, we reached a blocking Stone D at a depth of 1.30 m, which served to
impede access to the burial chamber. The shaft measured 1.10 m on each side. The blocking stone had
been fit into recessions in the sidewalls of the shaft. Upon discovery it was broken, but a fragment of
it was still in situ. At a depth of 1.90 m we reached the ceiling of the cave and at
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a depth of 2.80 m Step F, which served for descent. The bottom of the tomb is situated 3.80 m below
the surface. The tomb was originally irregular in shape with a maximum length of 3.80 m, a width
of 3.20 m, and a height of 2.20 m. It was hewn out of the rock in a primitive way. The rock ceiling is
not level. The same is true for the recessions or niches in the northern and southern wall. The original
entrance into the chamber was presumably located at E, at the narrowest part of the room, where a
horizontal tunnel led to the outer surface of the rock at E’. This access was blocked in later times and
replaced by the vertical shaft (S). This is proved by the smooth dressing of the shaft walls that stands
out against the crude workmanship of the walls of the chamber itself. Walls M and N also belong to a
later period. They were partly destined to level out the irregularities of the niches and give the whole
tomb a more regular layout and partly served as burial benches.
The niches, in which we observed a
slight depression in the ground, mark the
burial places of individuals of the most
ancient period. The following generations
built Benches M and N and laid out their elite
on them. This custom recalls the interment
of the individual in the burial chamber
of the Second Stratum of the Mittelburg

Fig. 242. Fragment of a jug from Tomb A.
Fig. 241. Rock tomb A.

(cf. p. 15). The remaining deceased were buried on the ground of the chamber between hewn stone
blocks. The arrangement of these blocks is shown in Fig. 241. The human bones and skulls had
crumbled into small fragments and lay piled up. Four individuals might have been placed in such a
way that their heads lay in the west.
Among the bones we found sherds of a clay jug (Fig. 242), which in shape imitated a metal
vessel. It shows three small protuberances below the rim. These protuberances were imitations of
rivets, which served to attach the metal handle. The vessel was thin-walled and covered with a bright
red slip on its exterior. The section has a black core. We also found a small, thin-walled bowl (Fig.
247) of light brown fabric, 0.13 m in diameter. It contained the tiny remains of a small child, held
together by a lump of humid earth (cf. in analogy p. 60 and Fig. 74). The bowl is decorated with
geometrical patterns painted in sepia (Fig. 243).
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Next to it we collected fragments of a second bowl with perforated handle. It showed a decoration
painted in red (Fig. 244).
Fig. 246 shows examples of the pottery that was leaning on both sides against the stone blocks
surrounding the pile of corpses: ten double-handled and flat-bodied flasks of yellowish-red clay with
painted concentric circles (Fig. 246 a); nine mostly broken kraters (Fig. 246 b), among them one with
four handles (Fig. 248, cf. Fig. 123); two larger jugs (Fig. 246 c), one of them made of red clay, 0.26
m high, oval in cross-section, and with a trefoil mouth (Fig. 245,

Fig. 243. Painting on bowl
(Fig. 247).

		

Fig. 244. Fragment of a
painted bowl from Tomb A.

Fig. 245. Jug from Tomb A,
view from above.

Fig. 246. Pottery from Tomb A.

Fig. 247. Bowl with remains of a small child
from Tomb A.

Fig. 248. Part of a four-handled krater from
Tomb A.
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cf. Fig. 91); eight bowls (Fig. 246 d); a bowl with high pedestal base (Fig. 246 e; cf. Fig. 154), the
inner surface of which was fatty and bore traces of fire; finally, three lamps of yellowish-red clay of
the type of the srāj of the fellahin (Fig. 246 f). From the debris around the burials we further retrieved
a primitive bronze bracelet, a broken bronze pin, an iron ring (Fig. 246 g), a corroded iron knife (Fig.
246 h), and two clay spindles.
B. In close proximity to Tomb A we opened a second rock chamber at c (Pl. I). The chamber is
situated beneath an oil or wine press (Fig. 249). The press consists of a nearly square collector basin
(a), and two lateral containers (c and d). Basin a is 2.45 m long, 2.35 m wide, and 0.30 and 0.50 m deep

Fig. 249. Rock chamber B beneath a press.

Fig. 250. Rock tomb C.

respectively. The lateral Containers c and d are only 0.10–0.15 m deep. They are connected to the basin
by small channels. The liquid collected in Basin a was conducted through three channels into a small
cistern (e) abutting to the east. The bottoms of the basin and of the lateral containers drop off towards the
outlet channels. Cistern e is round with a diameter of 1.10 m and a depth of 0.60–0.80 m. At f the bottom of
the cistern is lower in order to collect the deposit. The entire installation was plastered with lime mortar.
To the south of the cistern several stairs lead down to the rock chamber (h), which is located
beneath the cistern. The stair-room is 1.00 m wide and 1.50 m long. From Platform g one descends
vertically into the supposedly rectangular chamber, which was hewn out of the Nāri-rock. We could
not remove the debris that filled the chamber, as the cracked rock ceiling posed a serious danger. The
debris consisted of earth, washed into the chamber, and stones. There were no small finds of note.
C. Further burial chambers were situated near d (Pl. I) at the southeastern slope of the tell, in a
rocky area defined by two intersecting roads (plot Jeziret esh-Sha>ir). The chambers are of the same
type as Rock tomb A (Fig. 241).
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Roman masonry remains lay scattered around in this area and covered the entrance to the graves. I
suspect that among the blocks are the ones of the first Roman milestone of the ancient military road,
starting in Legio (Khan el-Lajjun) and running to Acco.
Like Rock tomb A, Tomb C, too, is entered by a vertical shaft (a, Fig. 250), 1.20 × 1.10 m
wide and 2.20 m deep. Brackets (f) in the rock wall, protruding 0.12 m, made the descent easier.
They provided good support for the foot. From the bottom of the central Shaft a one reaches a large
chamber (b) to the north and a loculus to the south, 0.50 m high, 0.55 wide, and 1.80 m long (c). Both
chamber and loculus are skilfully hewn out of the rock. They were robbed prior to our examination.

Fig. 251. Rock tomb D.

To the east and 0.40 m above the bottom of the shaft one enters two irregular rooms (d and e). These
rooms are partly filled with earth and debris. To the west of the shaft Corridor f’, 0.60 m high and
1.60 m long, leads into Chamber g, which is on the average 2.80 m long and 1.10 m wide. Chamber
g is itself connected to the surface by a vertical shaft. The workmanship of the original tomb is rather
primitive, but it was touched up in later times. On the surface we can attest presses hewn in the rock,
and next to them cup-like depressions (e), 0.15–0.25 m wide and 0.10–0.20 m deep. Along both roads,
which I mentioned above, ran a rock-hewn channel of varying widths (0.20 m on average) and depths,
which probably starts in the >Ain el-Kubbi and forks off in two branches in the area of our rock
tombs, running in the direction of Dahr ed-Dar on the one side, and in the direction of the downstream
mills of the el-Lajjun Stream on the other side (Pl. I). In any case it served the irrigation needs of the
surrounding plots of land. Portions of the channel are stone-walled and plastered with lime mortar and
sand in the manner of Islamic buildings. The above-described graves were robbed and the remaining
small finds are not worth mentioning. Human bones lay scattered all around.
D. The layout of the group of rock tombs, which we uncovered near e (Pl. I), is different from
the rock tombs treated until now. To start with, this complex consists of a large, unroofed, central
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room, which was hewn out of the rock (Fig. 251). The room is 6.70 m long and 2.20 m wide. Rock walls
0.45–0.60 m wide partition the room into four chambers. Judging from Step a on the northernmost
partition wall as well as from Bracket h (cf. also Fig. 252), the chambers were probably originally
roofed with stone slabs. Each of the chambers is 0.90–1.50 m wide. On average their bottom is 1.80 m
below the surface. The tops of the partition walls lie below the rock surface. The presumed covering
slabs would have lain flush with the surface level. Each of these four chambers form the anteroom

Fig. 252. Open chambers of Rock tomb D,view from the south.

to one or two rectangular, rock-hewn kōkīm or loculi. Each loculus is 1.80–1.90 m long, 0.70 m wide,
and 0.90 m high. In the eastern half of this mausoleum four loculi are hewn out of the rock, in the
western half only two. The entrance to each of these burials was originally blocked by a stone slab (b,
sections A–B and C–D). One burial was still sealed upon discovery. The blocking slabs of the other
loculi lay broken beside the entrance. Interestingly, the ground level of the eastern loculi drops off
towards the back wall of the room (section C–D). The main axis of the entire tomb complex is nearly
exactly orientated to the north. The rock below and beside the tombs was later used as a quarry (e).
The loculi contained human bones and bone dust but remarkably
little pottery. From the sieved debris surrounding the crumbled skulls
of the deceased in the two central burials, g and f, we retrieved small
gold sheets. The sheets were 0.04 and 0.05 m long and 0.010–0.015
m wide. They had the shape of an olive leaf, were paper-thin, and
showed very faint impressions, which had become even less clear
due to their crumpled condition (Fig. 253). The pottery that we found
Fig. 253. Gold sheet from Rock
is similar to that of Rock tomb A.
tomb D.
E. At p (Pl. I), immediately north of our camp, we opened three
rock tombs (Fig. 254), which had already been robbed. They belong
to a different type than the tombs treated above as they each consisted of a trough hewn out of the
rock and were 1.90–2.20 m long. At their head ends the burials were about 0.30 m wider than at their
foot end. Grave b shows a square recession measuring 0.40 m on each side at its head end. The actual
burial was only 0.50 m deep and 0.40 m wide at the bottom. Above it the burial shaft widened 0.20 m,
forming a step, which served to support covering slabs. The sidewalls of the graves were not vertical
but tapered towards the bottom.
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F. We examined another group of rock tombs situated 50 m to the east below our camp at the slope
of the terraced rock at f (Pl. I). Most of them had been robbed. The tombs consisted of a 1.00-m-wide
and 1.50–2.00-m-deep square vertical shaft, leading into a single 1.50-m-wide, 2.30-m-long, and
1.30–1.50-m-high burial chamber hewn out of the rock. Access to the burial chamber was through
a 0.90-m-high and 0.70-m-wide entrance in the sidewall of the shaft that faced the rising sun. The
deceased were brought in through this entrance. After that the opening was blocked by a heavy stone
slab, which itself was buried in earth and a mound of stones. The chambers themselves showed no
traces of regular stone treatment or hewnout locations for the burial. Therefore the
bodies were simply laid out on the floor as
in Rock tomb A and surrounded with a few
stones. Each of these burial chambers was
used for multiple interment and contained
the entirely crumbled remains of three to
five individuals.
One tomb complex of this group
deserves a more detailed description, as it
was still sealed upon discovery (Fig. 255).
It consists of a lateral shaft leading into an
irregular central Room a. From this room
one enters a burial place, d, opposite the
entrance to the shaft, as well as to two
lateral Chambers b and c, larger in size. The
floor of the burial chambers lies 0.30–0.50
m higher than the floor of the central room.
Only the shaft and the eastern chamber
show a certain regularity in shape; the other
rooms are carved out of the rock with little
skill, much like most ancient rock chambers
with rounded rooms.
In burial Chamber d we found a
crushed urn containing adult bones. The
outer surface of the urn (Figs. 256 a and
Fig. 254. Rock tomb E.
258) is wavy and combed, partly vertically
and partly diagonally and the inside is handsmoothed and uneven. The vessel is hand-made. The clay is poorly levigated, red on the surface,
greyish-black on the inside, and tempered with small white stones. Ledge handles, which are horizontal,
protrude 0.026 m. The base is flat and measures 0.195 m in diameter. Two further ledge handles (Fig.
257 a) belonging to a larger jar were found in Burial place d. They show finger impressions on their
edges. No other fragments of this vessel were found.
In burial Chambers b and c a considerable number of jars, juglets, and bowls were scattered
around the bone dust and the skull fragments of presumably five individuals. These vessels are shown
in Figs. 256 and 257: Fig. 257 b: bevelled spout of a vessel of yellowish-grey, hard clay, connected
with the thickened rim by a lug handle. Fig. 256 c and d:
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two thin-walled jars with strongly protruding spouts. The clay is black on the outside and on the
inside. The outer surface shows white painted lines on the body and below the rim. The neck is
short and narrows towards its base. Fig. 256 e: thick-walled juglet; the clay is reddish-brown inside
and out, the core is grey with inclusions of white stone particles, the rim is thickened, and the base
flat. Fig. 256 f: a lovely amphoriskos with profiled rim made of reddish clay. The neck is decorated
with reddish-brown bands. Fig. 257 h: a juglet with double handle of reddish, hard clay. Fig. 256 i:
Two small, widemouthed jars with a thin, flat handle each; they are made of a hard, yellowish clay
mixed with small stone particles and sherd fragments. The clay is coarse. Fig. 256 k: two small jars
of light grey, poorly levigated clay with two lug handles each. The vessels are crudely made in an
ancient technique. Fig. 257 l: a finely polished juglet with pointed base of a red fabric of good quality.
Apart from these vessels we found the fragments of a profiled bowl similar to the one depicted in
Schumacher 1906a: Fig. 20.

Fig. 255. Group F rock tomb.

G. Dr. Benzinger (1904: 72) discussed a single burial which, like Tomb B, was found in the
vicinity of a press.
H. Another group of tombs were cut into the rock of the eastern slope of the tell at g (Pl. I). Dr.
Benzinger described the nicest of these tombs in 1904: 72–74. The narrow shaft of the above-treated
tombs is here replaced by a large anteroom with a stone stairway leading down to the opening to the
burial. The opening is in the shape of a portal. The arcosolium is hewn out of the rock. Originally,
the inside of the tomb was only roughly hewn but in later times qualitative masonry was added for
support and repair, exactly like in Tomb A. Masonry was also added in the three loculi. Unfortunately
the grave was robbed.
I. We examined one last tomb group in the rock terraces immediately to the north of the Roman
theatre at h (Pl. I). Here, too, a shaft about 1.50 m deep led to the burial chamber, which consisted of
a single, irregularly-shaped room. In the room lay the rotted human skeletons of several individuals
laid out beside each other or alone along the walls. Three of the burials were still sealed. Only the one
next to the theatre contained several ceramic finds, which are similar to the ones shown in Fig. 256 c,
d and f and Fig. 257 h.
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Fig. 256. Pottery from the rock tomb in Fig. 255 (Group I).

3. The Theatre and el-Manach
About 340 m south of the southern edge of the tell plateau there is a depression in the eastern
rocky slopes of the hill chain (Pl. I; Fig. 258a) that, as the remains of the uncovered masonry attest,
conceals a Roman theatre buried under debris. Its main axis is orientated to the east. Measured along
this axis the theatre is 71 m long and 52 m (north–south) wide at its upper edge. The ground plan
of the structure is horseshoe-shaped. The scena is situated in the east running along the width of the
theatre. At this place the theatre is open (a, Fig. 258a). In the south the top of the slope lies 160 m
above sea level. The present ground level of the theatre is at 151 m. A small wadi, which is dry in the
summer, runs straight through the theatre room and the scena.
With few exceptions, seats and building stones were removed and reused in the Islamic
buildings of Dahr ed-Dar. But in the soundings of the northern and southern theatre slopes, which
reach a height of 9 m, I found the following Nāri-stone building remains:

Fig. 257. Pottery from the rock tomb in Fig. 255 (Group II).
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Fig. 258. Fragments of an urn from
the rock tomb in Fig. 255.

Fig. 258a. Roman theatre at el-Lajjun

Fig. 259. The Roman theatre and its building elements.
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1) a square, tripartite capital (Fig. 259 c), 0.34 m high; Its upper slab measures 0.67 m on each
side; the side walls of the lower slab slant outwards towards the top.
2) a theatre seat from the southern theatre slope (Fig. 259 e); seating height and width are 0.40
m. The profile of the vertical front side of the seat curves inward in the lower half like the theatre seats
at Jerash and Mkes (cf. my treatments “Dscherasch” and “Northern >Ajlun”). A 0.10-m-deep step is
cut out of the back side of the seat, in which a wall stone had originally been embedded—a sign that
the seat was once used in the uppermost row of the auditorium.
3) a partitioned archstone, 0.59 m high, 0.48
m (on the top) and 0.30 m (at the bottom)
wide (Figs. 259 d and 260). Its surface profile
is very shallow and not very well executed.
We found the stone in front of the theatre at b
(Fig. 259 a).
4) a niche hewn into a Nāri-block, 0.75 wide
and 0.40 m deep (Figs. 259 f and 260); it is
slightly wider than a semi-circle. The block
was discovered at c (Fig. 259 a) beside the
archstone (see above No. 3).
Fig. 259 b shows the section through the
upper part of the northern theatre slope (A–B;
Fig. 260. Archstone and niche from Roman theatre.
Fig. 259 a). From the evidence at hand it can
be concluded that the upper section of rows
totalled 2.30 m. What follows is a bank 5.80 m wide, which
serves as walkway between the upper and lower section. The
lower section has steps 1.70 m and 1.00 m wide respectively
hewn into the Nāri-rock. These steps were intended to hold
the stone seats. They are covered with a 0.50–1.10 m layer
of debris.
Fig. 261 shows a reddish clay brick with the stamp
impression: LEGVIF (= legio sexta ferrata). The brick was
found at d (Fig. 259 a), in the field filled with ruins spread
across the area from the theatre to the road that passes 140
m to the east. This field consists of building remains of the
theatre itself and presumably also of additional Roman
structures. Among the masonry remains we found additional
stamped bricks and sherds of bright red, well fired, and well
levigated clay.
The above-mentioned road runs from the >Ain
Fig. 261. Stamped clay brick from the
el-Kubbi southwards, bridges the el-Lajjun Stream, and
theatre.
continues to the Khan el-Lajjun and through the Wadi >Ara
into the Coastal Plain to >Ajun el-Asawir (Chirbet es-Samra).
I presume the first milestone on this doubtlessly Roman military road was at Spot d of the area plan
(Pl. I). A rock channel runs along the road stopping as it passes the theatre. At Spot i, to the east of the
theatre (Pl. I), large blocks, dressed in Roman technique, lie scattered around at both sides of the road.
At the eastern edge of the road they form a semicircle.
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They probably originate from a gateway. Following the road to the south we reach a spot marked
by masonry blocks at k, where the road forks off. This location, 145 m above sea level, is situated at
the foot of the ruin of el-Manach. 100 m to the west is a peculiar rectangular depression—the Birket
el-Khuwekha. Until late April it was filled
with rainwater. Large, partly hewn blocks
surround this water reservoir. The basin is
90 m long from northeast to southwest and
about 30 m wide. 80 m to the south one
encounters what seems to be a 2–3-m-wide
passage between Nāri-rocks, the Felstor.
Hewn blocks are scattered around in the
vicinity. Possibly the location forms the
northeastern gate of the ruin of Dahr ed-Dar.
The ruin el-Manach covers the
homonymous hill, which rises to a
maximum height of 160 m above sea level.
Fig. 262. Oil press from el-Manach.
It is confined by a road triangle spanning
800 m length from north to south and 600
m maximum width. The location is now a
cultivated field. Roman and Islamic building
remains can be found throughout the area. In
the southern part near the el-Lajjun Stream,
sarcophagi of Nāri-stone and wall remains
can be found. Every year a greater number
of stones disappear; they are used asstones
for construction in the nearby large village
of Umm el-Fahm. A castle-like edifice once
crowned the top of the hill. From it came a
granite column drum 1.20 m long and 0.60
m in diameter, walls, building stones, many
mosaic pieces, as well as fine terra sigillata
sherds. Because of the numerous poisonous
Fig. 263. Surface and cross-section of the oil press in Fig. 262.
snakes that nest in the building remains, the
ruin has a bad reputation. No excavations
were conducted in this area.
Following the military road until l, we come upon a large door lintel, which in later times was
transformed into an oil press (Fig. 262). The hard limestone is 2.65 m long, 1.00 m wide, and 0.70
m high. It formed only one part of the massive door roofing. The upper surface has a mason’s mark
. On the original front face of the block one can see two nearly square
in the form of a triangle
postholes (c and d, Fig. 263), 0.35 × 0.27 and 0.30 m wide respectively. They pierce the block entirely,
widening 0.12 m on the opposite side. Between these two postholes a fluted circle 0.73 m in diameter
is chiselled out. Small channels connect it with
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the outer edges of the block and with the two postholes. The circle is itself surrounded by another
channel. The flutings, which enabled the oil to run off, resemble those of a Corinthian column.

4. The Dahr ed-Dar (Khirbet el-Lajjun), the >Ain es-Sitt,
and the Khan el-Lajjun
With the description of the door lintel at l (Pl. I) we have reached the eastern foot of the ruins
at Khirbet el-Lajjun. The ancient site is located west of the main road and is confined in the south by
the millstream Wadi el-Lajjun. The ruins of the highest elevation, the Dahr ed-Dar, are at 179 m above

Fig. 264. View from Dahr ed-Dar to Khirbet el-Lajjun and the mountain range.

sea level, which is 26 m higher than the Door lintel l on the road. From here one has an expansive view
(Fig. 264) over the field of ruins in the south, called el-Lajjun, and over the fellahin huts (F) at the foot
of the mountain range, which is crowned by the large village Umm el-Fahm (a). The denomination
Dahr ed-Dar is an abbreviation of Dar el-Khalil. It is told that the area with the surrounding fields once
belonged to the Weli of the Islamic saint el-Khalil (Abraham) as prebend. But the Weli declined in the
course of the centuries, and the fief passed into the possession of the inhabitants of Umm el-Fahm.
Several of the inhabitants still regard the Dahr as consecrated. But the majority desecrate the place
by carrying away the building stones, thus denying the existence of the Weli. After all the fellahin
disliked the fact that we
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Fig. 265. Pottery from Dahr ed-Dar (Group I).

excavated in this area, and on many occasions refused to work with us. We therefore had to confine
ourselves to taking soundings at different locations.
The northern top of the ruin hill is crowned with a small rectangular Fortress m (Pl. I). Its
western and southern walls are 1.10 m thick. They consist of Roman and early Arab building stones
bound with lime mortar. The northern and eastern walls are destroyed. We dug a shaft 4.60 m deep
inside of the fortress area. From the upper half of the shaft we retrieved the Islamic pottery shown in
Figs. 265–269. Fig. 265: a) a large, double-handled jar of light-brown, very hard,

Fig. 266. Pottery from Dahr ed-Dar (Group II).
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thin-walled clay with deep horizontal wheelmarks, wide mouth, and broad base; b) a jug of the same
fabric as the jar shown in Fig. 265 a; it does not stand straight, has deep wheelmarks and a slight
depression in the side wall, a result of the firing process; c) the handle of a large vessel of yellow
fabric; it is decorated with a geometrical pattern incised into the soft clay. Fig. 266: sherds of bowls
and plates of Islamic faience or china; the sherds are decorated with pale blue bands and figures on
a white background. Fig. 267: small Islamic faience sherds of very good manufacture with light
blue decoration on white background. Fig. 268: a) china plate, light blue on white ground; b) large,
flat plate of sap green faience with impressed fish patterns and
concentric circles; c) a thick-walled, brown pottery sherd,
decorated with squares painted in sepia; the sherd apparently
originated in more ancient times. The remaining pottery shown
in Fig. 268 shows Arabic letters and chased work on reddishyellow clay. Fig. 269: Islamic relief ornaments on yellowishgreen, shiny china.
In the lower half of the above-mentioned shaft inside
the fortress we unearthed the finds shown in Figs. 270–273.
Fig. 270: Islamic china ware: a) impressed relief work with
yellowish-brown glaze; b) brown china with decorations in
pointillé; c) plate with brown glaze and white bands and stripes;
d) black glass with white parallel lines. Fig. 271: a) plate of
yellowish-brown china with impressed geometrical ornaments;
b) figured depiction and above it an incised spiral on a pottery
sherd of light yellow, hard fabric, Fig. 272: Roman copper coin
from a depth of 4.50 m. Fig. 273: carved ivory panel with a
male relief figure holding a horn of plenty.
We also found numerous Islamic and Byzantine coins
in the debris. Unfortunately they were illegible due to fire and
Fig. 267. Pottery from Dahr ed-Dar
(Group III).
verdigris.
At n (Pl. I) at the southern end of the fortress ruin,
several column drums jut out from the debris. Our excavations there resulted in the exposure of seven
columns (Fig. 274, cf. ground plan in Fig. 275). They were partly of granite, partly of limestone, with
an average diameter of 0.60 m. They were aligned in a row at distances of 1.90–2.05 m (from axis to
axis), forming the vestibule of an edifice, the eastern corner (a in Fig. 275) of which we uncovered.
The masonry of this corner consisted of well-hewn blocks and was still preserved to a height of 2.30
m. Some of the columns consisted of a single drum and some of several drums. They rested on a
foundation of roughly hewn, plastered stones. Fig. 276 depicts the capital of one of these columns.
The building dates to the Islamic period but the columns are older. From the debris we retrieved
many burnt coins as well as Islamic and Roman sherds (Fig. 277). Among the finds a beautiful bowl
(Fig. 277 a) of light brown clay with and a thick-walled jar (Fig. 277 b) of yellowish-brown, poorly
levigated clay are worth mentioning. The bowl has a handle and a ring base, and on its upper part is
decorated with brown painted bands. The jar does not stand straight.
At o on Pl. I we discovered an Islamic period rectangular building, 6.50 m long from north
to south and about 4.50 m wide. Its walls were 0.80 m thick and consisted of building blocks in
secondary use from former times. The foundations and base of the building were embedded 3 m deep
in the ground, while its preserved wall tops reached today’s surface. In the building debris we found
many interesting thick-walled sherds (Fig. 278) with geometrical patterns painted in pale sepia. The
sherds are made of yellowish or reddish fabric, which occasionally contains small stones.
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Fig. 268. Pottery from Dahr ed-Dar (Group IV).

Fig. 269. Pottery from Dahr ed-Dar (Group V).
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Fig. 270. Pottery from Dahr ed-Dar (Group VI).

.

Fig. 271. Pottery from Dahr ed-Dar (Group VII).
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The outer surface is wheel smoothed, and coated with a reddish-yellow slip. Some sherds are decorated
with spirals in Mycenaean style (a in Fig. 278). Technique and clay fabric, however, do not keep up
with the Greek prototypes. The fragments marked with b (Fig. 278) show a decoration with lozenges
and twig-like depictions painted in pale brown on a reddish-yellow ground. The fragments are

Fig. 272. Roman copper coin from Dahr
ed-Dar.

Fig. 274. Columned vesibule of an ediface on
the dahr ed-Dar.
Fig. 273. Ivory panel
from Dahr ed-Dar.

0.006–0.008 m thick. In terms of clay quality and technique they are more primitive than the much
older Nordburg and the Mittelburg examples decorated with lozenges. Lamp c of dark grey, hard clay
is decorated with zigzag-lines and rings.
Additional Islamic finds were retrieved from the debris below
the foundation of the building excavated at Spot o on Pl. I (Fig. 279):
fragments of brown faience (a); chased pottery of light yellow (b) and
brown (c) fabric respectively; numerous tobacco pipes of white clay
decorated with lovely patterns (d); and small flasks of green, transparent
glass (e). At the base of the 6-m-deep test trench we finally came upon
mosaic pieces, sherds of terra sigillata, Roman bricks with parts of the
stamp LEG… already mentioned above,

Fig. 276. Capital of a column
from Fig. 274.
Fig. 275. Ground plan of columned vestibule (cf. Fig. 274).
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Fig. 277. Pottery from the debris of the columned vestibule shown in Fig. 274.

Fig. 278. Pottery from the building at o (Pl. I).
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Fig. 279. Pottery from below the foundation of the building at Spot o (Pl. I).

Fig. 280. Pottery from Location q on Pl. I.
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as well as Byzantine and Roman imperial coins. Like the coins from the fortress at Spot m the latter
were entirely disfigured as a result of fire.
At q on Pl. I we finally examined the southern slope of the Dahr ed-Dar by digging several test
trenches. Apart from Islamic building remains all we unearthed was additional interesting pottery.
Fig. 280 shows the most important patterns:
		

Fig. 281. Pottery from the vicinity of the Tahunet el-Qret.

We again see fragments decorated with the imitated Mycenaean spiral (a), with geometrical drawings
and wavy lines (b), pottery with decoration in pointillé (c), a jug spout with painted rectangles and
lines (d), and tear-flasks of colourless glass (e). The painted decoration is consistently executed in pale
sepia. The ware is 0.005–0.008 m thick, medium hard and of yellowish or reddish fabric. The exterior
surfaces are slipped with a pale red slip.

Fig. 282. Entrance to the spring of the >Ain es-Sitt Leila.

In the vicinity of the Tahunet el-Qret, the destroyed mill beside the el-Lajjun Stream (Pl. I), we
found additional remains of Islamic buildings. The same was the case at r, located to the east of the
village >Ain es-Sitt. Among the masonry remains we collected brown painted Islamic sherds (Fig.
281 a), brown glazed faience (Fig. 281 b), a sherd decorated in pointillé (Fig. 281 c), and the spout of
a vessel with patterns painted in brown (Fig. 281 d).
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The village >Ain es-Sitt is located at the southwestern foot of the Dahr ed-Dar and consists of
only nine shabby huts in the midst of ruins and heaps of dung. At its northern side the fellahin excavated
an architrave, divided in Roman style, and a granite column. The name of the village is an abbreviation
of >Ain es-Sitt Leila, which is derived from the
homonymous spring at the southern slope of the
village. Not much water flows from the spring,
which wells up in the interior of the mountain
(cf. p. 161), from whence it is conducted
via a rock channel to a point close to the
entrance of the subterranean system leading
to the spring (Fig. 282). The vaulted entrance
is densely overgrown with blackberry bushes.
Through it one enters several humid, vaulted
rooms from Islamic times, which are held
sacred as Weli, namely by the women fellahin.
In the immediate vicinity outside the entrance
Fig. 283. Tahunet el-Muesir.
stands a column with a weather-beaten,
Arabic inscription. It originally belonged to
the forecourt of the Weli. Between the village
and the Wadi el-Lajjun Stream a modern water
basin once provided the Tahunet el-Qret with
water. Next to the stream below the basin is
the source of the >Ain el-Khalil. It has better
drinking water than the other springs of the elLajjun Stream, which contain fever-causing
germs.
Opposite the village, on the right bank of
the river, the large mill Tahunet el-Muesir (Fig.
Fig. 284. Jisr el-Lajjun.
283) and its annexes are situated. This building
complex is still attributed to the village >Ain esSitt. It is surrounded by gardens and irrigated
arable land. Following the el-Lajjun Stream to
the east we first reach three nearly collapsed
fellahin huts in the midst of Islamic ruins,
and later the Tahunet el-Khalil, the ruin of a
large mill from the time when the Dahr ed-Dar
prospered. The mill once belonged to the fief
of the Weli el-Khalil and at that time is said
to have yielded a yearly rent of 8000 Francs.
From the mill the distance to the bridge Jisr elLajjun (Fig. 284) is 90 m. The modern bridge
is well built of old building material
Fig. 285. Tahunet el-Malhis.
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and in one of the bridge vaults accommodates the mill Tahunet el-Jisr. Roman column drums stand
and lay scattered around to the east of the mill. Continuing downstream one encounters additional
mills and huts in the midst of fever-breeding orchards until one reaches the Tahunet el-Malhis (Fig.
285) in the east at the road to Jenin. At the point at which the road crosses, the stream widens and
forms into a large pond, which becomes quite deep in the winter, and hampers traffic. The Tahunet
el-Malhis was erected by the great Christian land-owner îaddād. He told me that he had unearthed a
female marble statue from the ruins of el-Manach. He stored one arm and one thigh for a long time in
the mill. Since “nobody wanted the fragments” the torso was crushed, and the marble arm was used
in the mill as hammer!

Fig. 286. The Roman camp on the hill el-Jalama.

Turning back to the bridge described above we pass it on a defective pavement of Roman stone
blocks. On both sides the stream has revealed Roman walls. With interruptions they continue to the
Khan el-Lajjun and beyond it. The entrance to the khan is 160 m from the bridge. The building is mostly
destroyed and surrounded by 3-m-high thistles and thorns, forming an impenetrable fence. The khan
measured about 60 m on each side. A central courtyard is surrounded by 7-m-wide residential units.
The main entrance to the complex is situated in the east. Two of the residential units are still inhabited;
the others have been destroyed. In common parlance this caravanserai is still called Khan melk elghōr. Among the property of the rich Hāfīz Effendi >Abd el-Hādi from Jenin I had the opportunity to
see úejji (bills of sale) from the 18th century. In these documents the khan is mentioned as situated in
the Sanjak (Mutesarriflik) el-Lajjun. Due to its location beside a perennial stream and at a junction of
two main roads it was of major importance for the caravan routes of antiquity and namely during the
Islamic period of prosperity.
Many Roman building stones were used for the walls of the khan. Further blocks lay scattered
around to the east of the road in the vicinity of the khan’s entrance. I presume the Roman road began
about 100 m south of the caravanserai, leading to Phoenicia on one side and to the Beisan Valley and
Damascus on the other. Roman building stones and column fragments lay in the fields in the vicinity
of this junction, in the same neighbourhood where today’s main roads meet (Schumacher 1906b:
67–69).
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5. The Roman Camp on el-Jalama
Continuing from the above mentioned junction of the main roads of the eastern Sultani in the
direction of the Tahunet el-Malhis we reach the foot of the wide, isolated rocky el-Jalama Hill just
before coming to the mill. On the top of this hill I discovered a Roman camp (Figs. 286 and 287). It
consists of a rectangle, 55.30 m long from east to west and 33.00 m wide. In the east and west two
gates give entrance to the complex, in the manner of Roman camps—the porta praetoria and the
porta decumana. Apart from a few remaining building stones, walls, and gates have been torn down.

Fig. 287. Plan of Roman camp on the el-Jalama Hill.

Nevertheless, it can still be attested that the western wall was 1.00 m thick and the eastern wall 0.95
m. The upper courses were built of large stones, up to 2 m long and the lower courses of smaller
ones. Single large Nāri-blocks lay in situ on the northeastern corner of the camp. Others are scattered
below. The blocks show Roman workmanship with bosses and regularly dressed edges. The width
of the gates could no longer be established with certainty. Inside the camp we found numerous brick
fragments and sherds of hard, well fired,
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red clay, among them, the rim fragment of a bowl (Fig. 288) and single pieces of terra sigillata.
In the northwest the rocky hill is terraced down to the main road (Fig. 286). The upper terrace
(a) is located just in front of the western gate of the camp (b).

Fig. 288. Rim fragment of
a bowl from the Roman
camp.

Fig. 289. Rock tombs in the vicinity of the
Roman camp (1:200).

Fig. 290. Urn from Rock
tomb a (Fig. 289).

It is 47.50–54.00 m wide and already discernible from afar by its sharp demarcation. The second
terrace forms a lower northern extension of the upper one (Fig. 287). At its western foot basalt lava
reaches the surface, continuing to the volcanic hill Tell el-Asmar in the southwest of the >Ain es-Sitt.

Fig. 291. Vessels from a sarcophagus in Rock tomb a (Fig. 289).

Rising about 30 m above the main road, the camp controlled the surroundings of el-Lajjun. Its main
axis was orientated to the east.
In the rock formations of the shallow eastern and southeastern
slope below the camp we opened a number of rock-cut tombs. One of
the tombs (Fig. 289 a; for location see a in Fig. 287) contained two
sarcophagi of light-grey clay with remains of human bones inside. In
one of the sarcophagi we found two jugs and a juglet of reddish, hard
Fig. 292. Lamp and tear-flask
fired fabric (Fig. 291), a lamp (Fig. 292 a) and a double tear-flask of from a sarcophagus in Rock tomb
a (Fig. 289).
light green glass with a glass thread wound around (Fig. 292).
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Four 0.60–0.80-m-high urns with pointed base and wide rim (Fig. 290) were embedded into the wall
opposite the entrance of the tomb. Three of them contained remains of human bones; the fourth was
empty. In the eastern sarcophagus we found an Egyptian ribbed bead of green faience among the
human bones. Another well-preserved rock tomb consisted of a vertical shaft leading down to three
burial chambers (Fig. 289 b) that surrounded it. The shaft was 2.00 m long, 0.90 m wide, and 1.50 m
deep.
The concluding vignette depicts a lion’s head of faience, found in the conflagration area
(Brandstätte) of the Fourth Stratum.

Appendix
To the Numbering of the Strata
by Prof. Lic. Dr. C. Steuernagel, Halle an der Saale
Apart from formal alterations, the report in hand (pages 1–190) was printed exactly as it
emerged from the hand of the author. I did not allow myself to intervene in factual matters even in
cases where, judging from the presented evidence, I came to a different conclusion. Only on one point
do I permit myself to offer a remark here that I regard of utmost importance for the scientific work.
The point concerns the counting and numbering of the strata.
The only fixed starting point is the exposed virgin rock in Sqs. L and M 22 at 171.20 m (p.
10), as in no other places has the bedrock been examined. Hall t of the Nordburg is situated in the
same squares, which Schumacher attributed to the Third Stratum. Its floor level is at 177.40 m (p.
47). Consequently the first two strata on the tell would have to amount to a total thickness of 6.20 m.
This is improbable. According to page 11 the First Stratum reaches 172.70 m, and according to page
13 the Second Stratum reaches 174.30 m. Therefore the two first strata have a total height of 3.10 m,
and between them and the floor of Hall t there are still 3.10 m, i.e., at least one, but probably even two
more strata. My conclusion is that Hall t belongs at least to the Fourth Stratum, more probably even to
the Fifth Stratum of the tell. I already noted this in the Christliche Welt 1906, no. 16. The moat, which
reaches down to 175.20 m, obviously cuts lower strata. That it comes down near to the upper limit of
the Second Stratum does not justify attributing the Nordburg to the Third Stratum.
As to Grabkammer I, which is located 30–40 m south in Sq. P 22, Schumacher attributes it to the
Second Stratum. The chamber lies between 175.80 and 178.27 m (cf. Pl. V). Judging from the analogy
in Sq. M 22 and elsewhere on the tell, we generally should not presume an average thickness of one
archaeological stratum of more than 1.60 m. We therefore would have to reconstruct the bedrock in
Sq. P 22 at about 174.20 m. This would require an ascent of the virgin rock of about 3.00 m between
Sqs. M 22 and P 22. This is unlikely. At the northern and southern slope of the tell—at grid line 22
on Pl. II—the rock probably is at the same level below the 160 m contour line (in the south possibly
slightly lower than in the north, as here the tell edge is higher, which makes a thicker accumulation
of collapsed debris masses probable). Judging from the nature of the rock we can assume an all in
all regular curvature of its surface. At grid line 22 we consequently must reconstruct the highest
point of the original rock more or less in the centre between the northern and southern slope—i.e.,
approximately in Sq. N 22.
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The virgin rock should therefore not be higher in Sq. P 22 than in Sq. M 22, which is at about 171.20
m. In conclusion, we must assume an accumulation of about 4.60 m of debris beneath Grabkammer
I. This corresponds to the thickness of three strata. Therefore, Grabkammer I arguably belongs to the
Fourth Stratum of the tell. This coincides with Schumacher’s observations that the Mittelburg (Fifth
Stratum according to our counting) above Grabkammer I and the Nordburg have to be attributed to the
same stratum (p. 66). Although located in the Fourth Stratum, Grabkammer I must have been erected
in the time of the Fifth Stratum—note its nature as a subterranean structure—a time when the tell
surface in this area had already reached about 178.27 m.
Grabkammer I is of utmost importance for the dating of the Fifth Stratum; the scarabs found
in the chamber probably date as early as the 20th century BCE. Grabkammer I also sheds light on
the numbering of strata at other places of the tell because of its rich ceramic finds. According to
Schumacher’s observations the pottery of the brick ring-wall is related to the pottery of Grabkammer
I (p. 36). This leads me to presume that the ring-wall, too, must be attributed to the Fifth rather than
the Second Stratum.
Assuming that these observations are correct, the strata numbers have to be generally raised
by two or three starting from the Third Stratum and partly even from the Second Stratum. The
first settlement on the tell therefore must be reconstructed considerably earlier than according to
Schumacher’s counting.
I felt obliged to publish these differences between my judgement and Schumacher’s opinion.
I did not want to doubt the reliability of Schumacher’s report—his exact elevations fully attest to
the painstaking care and scrupulousness of his work, and generally the relative assignment of levels
will remain the way it is—but I intended to pose an urgent request to everyone using this report.
The numbering of the layers will need further re-examinations and possibly suffer corrections in the
direction hinted at above. But the result would be dreadful confusion if one person were to refer to
Schumacher’s numbers and another to other numbers; if one person were to understand something
different under the Fifth Stratum than another. Until a definite numbering is established, one should
therefore always indicate whether Schumacher’s level numbers are used or different ones. Hopefully
by the second volume of our excavation report the numbering of the strata will be clarified, as far as
this is possible without further excavations.

Print: Ehrhardt Karras, Halle an der Saale
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Bautechnische Details aus dem Palast.
Tell el-mute:;ellim I.

Tafel XXX.
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Kleinfunde aus .dem Palast, Gruppe I.

Tell el-mutese/1/m I.
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Kleinfunde aus dem Palast, Gruppe II.

Tell el-mutesel/im I.

Tafel XXXII.
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Kleinfunde aus dem Massebenraum der 5. Schicht, Gruppe I.

• ell el-mutese/1/m 1.
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Tafel XXXIII.

Kleinfunde aus dem Ma~~ebenraum der 5. Schicht, Gruppe II.
Tell el-mutesei/Jm I.
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Kleinfunde aus der Tempe/burg, Gruppe II.
Tafel XXXVIII.
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Kleinfunde aus der Tempe/burg, Gruppe Ill.
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Tafel XXXIX.
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der 6. Schicht.
Tafel XL
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Eisenfunde aus einer Schmiedewerl{statt.
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Tafel XLIII.
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Die Bauten am Nordrande des Tell.
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Bauten und Grab am Siidwestrande des Tell.
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Kleinfunde der 7. Schicht.
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BronzedreifuB mit einer flotenblasenden weiblichen Figur.
Aus der Brandstatte der 4. Schicht beim sudlichen Burgtor, halbe Gr68e des Originals.

Tafel L.

